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1

Introduction

C

OMMUNICATION has been an important aspect in life throughout the history of
humanity. Whereas ancient civilizations made use of means such as smoke signals,
drums and pigeons to achieve long-distance communication, the modern era is dominated
by the use of electromagnetic phenomena. This was initiated with the invention of the
wired telegraph in the nineteenth century, a revolutionary invention that enabled fast and
long-distance communication, connecting people over different countries and even over
different continents.
The first transatlantic cable to facilitate this functionality was put in place in 1858
between Canada and Ireland. It spanned a distance of about 3100 km, but only lasted
for three weeks [1]. After an unsuccessful second attempt in 1865, the third attempt in
1866 led to the first successful transatlantic cable to be used for wired telegraphy between
Europe and North America. For the first time in history it seemed possible to receive messages hours before they were actually sent; a phenomenon caused by the time difference
between the European and American continents. This historic event initiated a revolutionary development leading to about 172000 km of cables connecting many different regions
of the world within a time span of only 20 years.
Around the same period scientists and engineers were already searching for solutions
to the biggest disadvantage of wired telegraphy: the wire connecting the transmitter and
the receiver. Near the end of the nineteenth century, many experiments with wirelessly
transmitting and receiving electromagnetic waves were therefore conducted by different
people at different places in the world [2]. These experiments eventually led to the development of the wireless telegraph. The absence of the cable connecting transmitter and
receiver provided advantages such as the mobility of the transmitter and the receiver, but
also a disadvantage was introduced, namely interference between different transmitters
and receivers. Different from the wired solution where every transmit / receive combination is in the possession of its own confined channel, all wireless transmitters and receivers need to share one single medium. An interesting example in this context is found
in a paper called ’Transatlantic Radio Communication’ from 1919 [ 3] in which solutions
1

2

Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1 Yearly count of wireless communication related terms as found in

over 5.2 million books (source: [5]).

are investigated to solve the interference issues between the at that time five ”first class”
radio stations providing the ”new highway for world traffic”; two in America and three in
Europe.
Although the mobility especially for the first radios looked quite different from what
we are used to nowadays, their application in for example ships resulted in significant
progress. The famous disaster of the RMS Titanic in 1912 clearly illustrates this progress;
the onboard radio system of the Marconi Company enabled the radio engineers to contact
ships in its vicinity to come to the rescue [4]. The popularity of wireless telegraphy took
off around this same period, as can be seen in Fig. 1.1, where the occurrence of several
wireless communications related terms within a large collection of books is presented.
The key technological steps were governed by the evolution of electrical devices for
use in electrical systems, starting with the invention and the development of the vacuum
tube. After discovering and understanding the principle of operation of the diode in the
second half of the nineteenth century, the triode was invented which enabled electronic
amplification. The amplification of the weak signals at the receiver side, as well as the
amplification of the signal at the transmit side enabled more sensitive and complex architectures that provided new solutions to the interference issue. Further development led
to the tetrode and the pentode in the 1920’s, resulting in increasingly better performing
devices. Eventually these devices enabled the development of radio broadcasting, which
originates from the same period (the BBC in the UK for example was established in 1922
[6]). The popularity of radio receivers and transmitters also originates from this period in
history as can be observed in Fig. 1.1.
Next to the development of the vacuum tube, the field-effect transistor (FET) was invented in 1926 [7]. It took until after the invention of the bipolar junction transistor (BJT),
which was patented in 1947, for solid state electronics to become a commercial success.
The smaller form factor in combination with the reduced power consumption with respect to the vacuum tube created entirely new possibilities and application domains, such
as small form factor and battery powered transistor radios. The first consumer transistor
radio was the Regency TR-1, which entered the market in 1954 [ 8]. To enable radio re-

3

ception, four bipolar transistors were utilized that were powered from a 22.5V battery in
a case of about 7.6cm x 12.7cm x 3.2cm weighing about 300 grams.
The evolution of electronics was brought to a next level by the integration of multiple
electronic devices into a single package: the integrated circuit (IC). In the early years
of integrated circuits, bipolar technology was the technology of choice. The first monolithic IC operational amplifier that entered the market was the μA702 [ 9] around 1964.
Advantages of BJT technology over FET technology are a higher transconductance for
a given bias current, lower flicker noise and better matching properties. FET technology on the other hand provides advantages with respect to BJT because of the low input
current and, when used in the CMOS configuration and used in digital logic, it only consumes power when switching states 1 . The first CPU on a single IC, the Intel 4004 which
contained about 2300 transistors (1971), was implemented in a FET technology, namely
10μm PMOS [10].
CMOS technology was invented in 1963 by Frank Wanlass at the Fairchild Semiconductor company, and the related patent was granted in 1967 [ 11]. CMOS technology
has evolved dramatically after its invention following a path called Moore’s Law [ 12].
Moore’s Law, stated by Gordon Moore in 1965, predicted an exponential increase of the
number of transistors on a single IC. This path has currently enabled ICs with more than
one billion transistors each having a gate length in the order of 32nm. This astonishing
pace of miniaturization has been possible in CMOS, among other reasons, because of the
low power consumption of the individual building blocks. Moreover, besides the ever
decreasing size of the individual building blocks, the size of the wafers on which the ICs
are fabricated has increased. The Intel 4004 for example was produced on a wafer having a 51mm diameter, whereas modern CMOS processes are fabricated on wafers having
300 mm diameter and the first 450 mm wafer is a fact [ 13]. All of this has resulted in
an astonishing decrease of cost for a given amount of computational power. Because of
the low cost / high computational power balance, CMOS technology is the technology of
choice for a broad range of application domains.
The high computational power that CMOS technology provided for a steadily decreasing price initially resulted in the introduction of many digital electronic devices such
as handheld digital calculators in the 1970s, and personal computers and gaming consoles in the 1980s. Besides, many functions that were previously executed using analog techniques were taken over by their digital counterparts having analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters (ADCs and DACs) to interface to the analog outer world. Examples of systems that made use of these functions are the compact disc player and the
introduction of digital telephone networks.
Thanks to the decreasing size of electronics, the development of relatively small, twoway radios became feasible that made use of both a radio receiver and a radio transmitter
(transceivers). The first devices that enabled such functionality were based on analog circuitry and modulation techniques solely. This development led to what is now referred to
as the first generation mobile phone system (1G) around the end of the 1970s / beginning
of the 1980s. The desire to reduce the size of the mobile phones and simultaneously in1 Apart

form the leakage current which typically is much less than the current consumption during switching.
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(a) Usage of second until fourth generation cellular
networks.

(b) Usage of other wireless connections in cell
phones.

Figure 1.2 Usage of wireless connections in mobile phones versus year of

model release [14].

crease the number of users, resulted in the introduction of the second generation mobile
phone system in the 1990s (2G). This system combined analog electronics with digital
electronics. The introduction of digital electronics in mobile phones enabled the use of
digital modulation techniques that allow a higher spectral efficiency and more network
users. The introduction of 2G changed mobile phones from expensive, bulky objects into
affordable, user-friendly devices suitable for mass-market usage. Around the beginning of
the 21st century, mobile phones became omnipresent. The functionality of these devices
has been expanding ever since, starting with the incorporation of music players, Bluetooth and cameras. In the first decade of the 21 st century the 2G system was succeeded
by the third generation mobile phone system, 3G, delivering higher data-rates and thereby
providing decent internet access on mobile phones.
During the last decade the mobile phone has evolved into a device that is able to do
much more than just providing a voice connection. Multiple transceivers, each with a high
degree of complexity, coexist within a single device of only several cubic centimeters.
Because of this situation, engineers and scientists have again found themselves back in
trying to address a challenge that dates all the way back to the invention of radio itself,
namely coping with electromagnetic interference.

1.1 Background and Problem Statement
The investigation of solutions to reduce electromagnetic interference is a recurring topic
in research related to radio communications. Whereas electromagnetic interference takes
place between different electronic devices, it obviously also takes place within electronic
devices. A straightforward search on a mobile phone review website [ 14] regarding the
usage of specific wireless connectivity standards indicates a rapid increase of the number
of these standards within mobile phones during the last decade, as can be seen in Fig. 1.2.
Therefore, dealing with the coexistence of multiple transceivers supporting the different
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standards becomes an increasingly important issue [15, 16, 17]. To illustrate the complexity of a system that supports many different wireless standards, Fig. 1.3 shows the printed
circuit board (PCB) of a modern smartphone.
The multi-radio coexistence problem scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The figure
shows three wireless terminals. For simplicity, only one of the terminals is depicted as a
multi-radio device, i.e. terminal #3. Terminal #1 has an active transmitter using standard
A, and is sending information intended for terminal #3. Simultaneously, terminal #3 is
sending information to terminal #2 using a different wireless standard, namely standard B.
The receiver of standard A in terminal #3 is now plagued by the transmitter of standard B,
which is located in the same device. The commonly used terms in literature related to this
topic, i.e. ’victim’ for the receiver and ’aggressor’ for the transmitter in the multi-radio
device, emphasize the division of roles in this self-interference situation. To illustrate the
difference in signal strength of the two signals A and B at the input of the victim receiver,
its input spectrum is shown within the boundaries of the multi-radio device.
The goal of any radio receiver is to extract the information from the desired signal,
and reject any unwanted content such as other signals and noise. A technique generally
used to reject the unwanted content is frequency domain filtering, this is a technique relying on linear operations. These prevent nonlinear distortions such as e.g. intermodulation
and cross modulation, and thereby prevent disruption of the desired signal. For this reason there has been a drive to create a linear input/output transfer function for the circuits
used in the analog receiver front-end throughout the history of radio design, thereby creating a high dynamic range [19]. A direct consequence of the required linear behavior
is that the power consumption in receiver circuits is greatly dictated by the requirements
on the dynamic range [20, 21]. The upper limit of the dynamic range is determined by
the strongest signal the system has to withstand. In the specific case of the multi-radio
device, the aggressor causes an undesired signal at the input of the victim receiver that
is generally orders of magnitude stronger than other (desired and/or undesired) signals.
So, applying the conventional methods to deal with this undesired signal just as with
any other undesired signal means that the power consumption of the victim receiver has
to be greatly increased with respect to the situation without the presence of the aggressor. Especially in such aggressor-victim situations, pursuing the conventional approach
seems like a very non-efficient and power-wasting solution. Examples of coexistence issues encountered in handheld devices are the simultaneous operation of Bluetooth with
WLAN [22], IMT-2000 [23] and WiMAX [24] as well as the coexistence of GPS with
WCDMA/CDMA2000 [25]. In addition to the coexistence issue, transmitter leakage in
FDD systems [26, 27] causes a similar problem.

1.2 Aim and Scope of the Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of solutions to the multi-radio coexistence scenario described in Section 1.1. The main objective that is pursued is the power
and area efficient removal of the self-interference induced by the aggressing transmitter
into the victim receiver. To this end, the availability of digital computation power and the
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(a) Front of the PCB. Red: Flash memory, orange: HDMI transmitter,
yellow: gyro & accelerometer, green: seven-band 4G LTE chip, blue:
quad-band GSM/EDGE and dual-band UMTS power amplifier, violet:
WLAN / bluetooth module, black: GNSS module.

(b) Back of the PCB. Red: RAM memory, orange: 4G GSM/UMTS/LTE
modem, yellow: power management, green: NFC chip, blue: LTE/UMTS
power amplifier, violet: audio codec, black: power management.

Figure 1.3 Inside a smartphone. Indicated with the boldface font are the

various chips/modules related to the different wireless standards
(source: [18]).
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Terminal #1

Terminal #3
signal
strength

Tx std. A

B
A
frequency

’victim’

Rx std. A
Terminal #2

Tx std. B
’aggressor’
Multi-Radio
Device

Rx std. B

Figure 1.4 Multi-radio coexistence problem scenario. The receiver of stan-

dard A in terminal #3 is plagued by the strong signal the transmitter
of standard B in terminal #3 is transmitting.

knowledge of the interferer will be combined. The removal of the strong, undesired signal
in an early stage of the radio receiver relieves the rest of the receive chain, which enables
a reduction in the overall power consumption.
The secondary objective is to compensate for any signal degradation caused by the
known blocker. Again, the availability of digital computation power will be used, which
opens new possibilities with respect to conventional techniques that are mostly aiming
for an optimization of the analog hardware used in the radio front-end. By allowing a
certain degree of nonlinear distortion to take place on the signals that are being processed
by the analog front-end, there is a promise that the dynamic range can be shifted upwards
without increasing the overall power consumption.
To fulfill these objectives, the boundary conditions of the research can be summarized
as follows:
 The application context is the multi-radio, handheld device. Such devices typically
have a small form factor 2 in combination with multiple, co-located radios. Furthermore, they are generally powered by a battery, which must be shared with the
other functionality that is already present in these devices such as screen, processor
etcetera.
 Carrier frequencies ranging from several tens of MHz (e.g. NFC / FM radio) up
to several GHz (e.g. ISM 2.4GHz / 5GHz) are typically in use in handheld wire2 Conventional

device sizes typically exhibit dimensions on the order of several centimeters.
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Figure 1.5 Overview of the content of this document.

less systems such as smartphones and tablets. These frequencies will therefore be
considered.
 The co-location of the transmit and the receive part of various radios leads to extreme interference scenarios (>20dB stronger than external interference). Besides,
because of the co-location, many aspects such as modulation, transmit power, carrier frequency, data rate and content are potentially known to the victim receiver.
 A power consumption level of maximally several tens of mW is aimed for. This
constraint follows directly from the aforementioned application area. Nonetheless,
it is stated separately here to stress its importance.
 The solutions discussed in this thesis will concentrate on physical layer techniques.
 CMOS technology can be seen as the ’workhorse’ of modern electronics. This
technology lends itself very well for the implementation of digital circuitry, and is
relatively cheap compared to other technologies, although these may have better
properties for the implementation of analog circuitry. The cost aspect assures that
CMOS is often the technology of choice, also resulting in a lot of money and effort
that is being spent in the further development of the technology. For this reason in
this thesis we will concentrate on implementations in CMOS technology.

1.3 Outline
The outline of the thesis is briefly explained below:

1.3 Outline
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In Chapter 2 the boundary conditions encountered in multi-radio handheld devices are
discussed based on the typical size of these devices and technological limitations. Next,
solutions encountered in literature are discussed in a state-of-the-art section.
Then, in Chapter 3, our first methodology for multi-radio coexistence investigated in
detail in this thesis will be discussed. In this chapter, an antenna configuration is proposed
that is able to isolate the received signal from the transmitted signal originating from the
co-located, aggressing transmitter. Key aspects are analyzed theoretically and validated
through both simulations and measurements performed on a prototype.
Next, Chapter 4 presents our second methodology for multi-radio coexistence. A nonlinear, time-varying circuit will be introduced that exploits special properties of nonlinear
functions when applied to a linear combination of signals with different amplitude levels.
When performing nonlinear operations on the combination of a strong and a weak signal,
the weak signal is typically distorted by the strong signal such that the strong signal’s
modulation partly ends up in the weak signal’s modulation, an phenomenon referred to
in literature as ’cross modulation’ [19]. By adapting the nonlinear transfer based on the
characteristics of the known aggressor’s signal, and thus causing a time-varying aspect,
the aggressor’s signal can be suppressed while cross modulation of the desired signal by
the aggressor can be avoided. The theoretical analysis of the concept regarding several
aspects with respect to both consequences for the desired signal and the aggressor’s signal will be discussed. The proposed technique is referred to as ’Nonlinear Interference
Suppressor’, or NIS.
Chapter 5 presents a CMOS circuit that implements the functionality proposed in
Chapter 4. The theory developed in Chapter 4 will be applied to the specific implementation, and various aspects such as among others desired signal gain, IIP 3 and noise in
both conventional amplifier mode 3 and NIS mode will be discussed. Then, the use of the
proposed circuit in a system level application is analyzed. Baseband post-compensation
of cross modulation due to circuit imperfections with respect to the theory presented in
Chapter 4 is included as well.
Chapter 6 describes how the circuit proposed in Chapter 5 is implemented in CMOS
0.14μm, and placed on a PCB. The simulation and measurement results that were extracted from this prototype were compared to the theory presented in the previous chapters.
Next, Chapter 7 presents an analysis of the requirements on the additional digital
hardware that is necessary to steer the NIS circuit based on a possible implementation of
this sub-block. Based on this analysis an estimation is made on the cost in terms of chip
area as well as power consumption for the digital processing.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusion and recommendations for future work.

3 Besides the interference suppressing mode, the circuit should still be able to act as a conventional amplifier
in case no aggressor is present.
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1.4 Own Contributions
We propose an antenna configuration that is able to suppress interference originating from
a co-located transmitter by several tens of dBs, discussed in Chapter 3. To demonstrate
the concept, we successfully fabricated and tested a prototype operating at 2.5GHz. A
patent for the idea was not pursued due to prior art that was found in [ 28].
We propose the nonlinear interference suppressor (NIS) concept discussed in chapters
4, 5 and 6. After we developed the concept, we found prior art in [ 29, 30]. We successfully expanded the concept to situations with varying envelopes, as well as varying
environmental conditions. Also for this concept we have investigated the possibility of
filing a patent, but these were eventually not pursued. Furthermore we have investigated
many aspects related to strong- and weak-signal characteristics, and the requirements for
strong signal-suppression. This has led to the derivation of a general NIS function based
on Chebyshev polynomials. We have identified the requirements to avoid cross modulation of weak signals by the strong blocker, and investigated how the NIS concept deals
with various non-idealities in the aggressor’s signal. We proposed the inclusion of a crosscorrelation mixer to be used in the NIS system to be able to deal with uncertainties in the
aggressor’s signal. Also, we have performed an investigation of the inversion of the NIS
transfer in the receiver back-end.
To implement the analog hardware required to demonstrate the NIS concept we have
proposed an NIS circuit topology. Of this circuit we have analyzed gain, noise figure
and IIP3 , both in NIS and amplifier mode. We have performed system level simulations
to verify the NIS system and performance metrics. A compensation scheme for residual
cross modulation of the weak signal by the aggressor has been proposed, for which a
provisional patent application was filed. The proposed NIS topology has been designed
and implemented in CMOS 0.14μm. The chip was packaged and put on a PCB, and
characterized in both NIS and amplifier mode regarding gain, noise figure and IIP 3 . All
these metrics can be understood by the theory developed in this thesis. We packaged
the NIS analog hardware in a Faraday cage to facilitate the use of the hardware by our
partners in the project. Lastly, we also performed a cost study with respect to the expected
overhead due to use of digital hardware regarding both chip area and power consumption.

Chapter

2

Coexistence Issues in Multi-Radio
Handheld Devices

I

N this chapter we will first describe the limitations encountered in modern handheld
devices such as smartphones, and the implications with respect to the multiple wireless
connections found in there. Most of these limitations directly follow from the inherent
small form factor of such devices, as will become clear in Section 2.1. Solving these
issues by increasing the physical size is obviously not an option from a practical point of
view.
The observations that will be made in Section 2.1 have an impact on the transceiver’s
dynamic range on the one hand, and on its DC power consumption on the other hand.
Maintaining a radio receiver’s power budget while exposing it to signals exceeding its
dynamic range, generally leads to the introduction of nonlinear distortion. On top of
that, because radio receivers are generally operating at high frequencies with a limited
bandwidth, the nonlinear distortion is accompanied with memory effects. To gain understanding in the phenomena observed in such situations, in Section 2.2 a study is performed
on a simple, yet relevant single transistor amplifier.
In Section 2.3 an overview will be presented of the state of the art in multi-radio operability. Different techniques will be discussed varying from methodologies operating
in the medium access (MAC) layer as well as in the physical (PHY) layer. As will become clear, each technique has its pros and cons. The techniques discussed in this work
concentrate on solutions in the PHY layer, and more specifically on methodologies to
suppress the (self-)interference in an early stage of the receiver. Therefore, a detailed
overview is presented of different PHY-layer-techniques discussed in literature. Lastly,
the conclusions will be discussed in Section 2.4.
11
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Figure 2.1 Energy density of different battery technologies (source: [31]).

2.1 Limitations in Multi-Radio Handheld Devices
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the coexistence issue in handheld devices
is mainly caused by their inherent small size. In order to obtain the title ’handheld device’,
the dimensions are limited to several tens of cubic centimeters, and the weight to about
100 grams. These limitations have consequences for both the availability of energy for
the different subsystems in the device, and for the coupling between the antennas for the
different radio standards. In the following two sections this is discussed in more detail,
concentrating first on the power usage and then on antenna coupling.

2.1.1 Power Usage
The power usage in smartphones must be as small as possible because of technical limitations concerned with the finite energy density in the batteries powering the device. Common battery technologies used in present smartphones such as lithium-ion and lithium-ion
polymer have an energy density in the order of 150-200Wh/kg, as can be seen in Fig. 2.1.
In combination with a conventional battery weight of 30 grams this results in 4.5-6Wh of
available energy.
This available energy is used to power the entire device, including power hungry systems such as large display screens and even multi-core processors in modern smartphones.
Besides these energy consumers, also the wireless interfaces need to be powered next to
many other sub-systems. For many user profiles this means that the battery is discharged
rapidly. Therefore, the requirement of charging modern handheld devices on a daily basis
is no exception nowadays. For this reason, increasing the power consumption of any subsystem within modern smartphones should not be considered as an option, but research
must concentrate on methodologies that reduce the power consumption of the different
sub-systems.

2.1 Limitations in Multi-Radio Handheld Devices
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2.1.2 Antenna Coupling
Besides the limitations on the power consumption, the relatively small size also has consequences for the coupling between antennas of different standards. The far field distance
Rff of an antenna is defined as follows [32]:
Rff
Rff

=

2D2
λ ,

= 2λ,

for D > λ

(2.1)

for D < λ

(2.2)

in which D is the maximum dimension of the antenna and λ denotes the wavelength of
the excitation. The region < R ff is referred to as the near field of the antenna. The
minimum value of R ff is equal to 2λ for small antennas (D < λ). Considering that the
maximum operating frequencies of commonly used standards are in the order of 2.5GHz,
the shortest wavelength to be considered is about 12 cm. Therefore, the field bounded by
a sphere with a minimal radius of about 24 cm around the antenna is identified as nearfield. Observing that typical dimensions of handheld devices are in the order of 10 cm, it
can be concluded that the antennas of the different transceivers are always located in each
other’s near field, as well as other objects in the vicinity.
The near field behavior deviates from the far field behavior in two respects:
 Friis equation for path loss does not hold. Friis path loss equation is given by:
 λ 2
PRx
= Gr Gt
(2.3)
PT x
4πR
with PRx the power received by the receiver, P T x the power transmitted by the
transmitter and Gr and Gt the gain of the receive and transmit antenna respectively.
R denotes the spacing between the antennas. The coupling between antennas that
are located within each other’s near field is therefore less straightforward than predicted by Eqn. (2.3).
 The antennas as well as other objects in the vicinity of the antennas have an influence on different antenna characteristics such as the antenna impedance, coupling
and radiation pattern.
To quantify the amount of coupling that can be expected, measurements have been performed on 915MHz patch antennas using the two different configurations shown in Fig.
2.2. The radiation pattern of the patch antenna has a maximum in the direction perpendicular to the patch surface, and a minimum in the plane of the patch surface. Therefore,
when using the configuration shown in Fig. 2.2(a) the coupling is maximized, while for
the configuration shown in Fig. 2.2(b) the coupling is minimized. The configuration
of Fig. 2.2(b) comes closest to the situation typically encountered in handheld devices
because all antennas have to radiate away from the device in approximately the same direction. Besides the radiation direction, there are also the mechanical advantages when
putting the structures in the (often planar) handsets.
The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 2.3. The horizontal axis denotes the
distance between the antennas with respect to the wavelength to generalize the results for
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PNA
E8361A

PNA
E8361A

Distance

Distance

(a) Maximum coupling.

(b) Minimum coupling.

Figure 2.2 Measurement setup showing the two configurations (a) and (b).

Figure 2.3 Measured coupling between two patch antennas, and comparison

with Friis equation for path loss with G t = Gr = 1. The two
configurations correspond to the two situations shown in Fig. 2.2.

different frequencies. As a comparison, Friis equation for path loss has also been included
in the figure1 . As expected, the measured coupling using configuration (a) is the highest.
For large distances between the antennas, the coupling converges to the theoretical farfield behavior stated by the path loss equation. In the near field the coupling saturates to
about -15dB.
The coupling when using the configuration of Fig. 2.2(b) is indeed lowered with
respect to the situation using the configuration shown in Fig. 2.2(a), as expected. The
reduction in practice obtained in this fashion is somewhat more than 10dB. For larger distances the variation on the measurement results increases, which can be explained by the
fact that the presence of obstacles in the room where the measurements were done influence the coupling. This is caused by multi-path effects that start to influence the coupling
in case the distance between the two patch antennas is comparable to the distance between
the antennas and the surrounding obstacles. Considering the size of handheld devices in
combination with maximum operating frequencies of commonly used standards in the or1 The antenna gains for both the transmit (G ) and the receive antenna (G ) have been chosen equal to unity
t
r
here, as the main objective is to show the trend here.
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(a) Hand near the patch antennas.

15

(b) Measured antenna coupling for different situations.

Figure 2.4 Effect of the human body on the coupling behavior between anten-

nas.

der of 2.5GHz, the expected antenna coupling results up to about half a wavelength must
be used.
These results suggest that the coupling between the antennas can be minimized by
proper positioning within the handheld device. A complication associated with this benefit, however, is the fact that the environment around the antennas is highly time-varying.
The effect of disturbing the close environment of the structure is illustrated by the experiment shown in Fig. 2.4(a), where the structure of Fig. 2.2(b) is disturbed by the presence
of a hand. Especially in the case of handheld devices this is a situation that is very likely
to occur, and in a highly unpredictable fashion. For example, most probably the device
will be held with the hand against the head during a voice call. Further, there are many
different situations possible where the environment will be completely different because
of the mobility of the device such as the use in a car kit or simply when it is laying on a table. Fig. 2.4(b) shows that the coupling in this situation increases by somewhat more than
10dB, thereby completely undoing the benefit of putting the patches in the same plane.
For many other obstacles comparable behavior was observed.
Combining all these results it is concluded that a coupling between the antennas in
handheld devices can be expected of about -15dB, and that this coupling will vary over
time. Furthermore, although a coupling reduction of somewhat more than 10dB below the
maximum value in case of a good antenna configuration could be achieved, this benefit
is immediately eliminated in case of an obstacle in close proximity of the antennas. The
situation for two distinct transceivers in the same room is therefore quite different to the
situation of the multi-radio device, since a distance of only 60 cm between the transceivers
(five wavelengths at 2.5GHz) already lowers the coupling to about -35dB, as can be seen
in Fig. 2.3, a reduction of 20dB. This means that the interference induced into a receiver
due to a transmitter located in the same handheld device will exceed interference from
external sources by about two orders of magnitude.
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2.2 Large-Signal Behavior of Bandwidth-Limited, Nonlinear Systems
As became clear from Section 2.1, in multi-radio handheld devices a simultaneous activity of different wireless sub-systems, induces interference into the receiver exceeding
the strength of external interference by approximately 20dB. Increasing the strength of
the interference a receiver can withstand typically means proportionally increasing the
dynamic range of the system, which in turn means a proportional increase of power consumption [20, 21]. The penalty of increasing the power consumption is no option in
battery-powered handheld devices, as pointed out in Section 2.1.1. So, in case receiver
circuits are excited with signals exceeding their dynamic range, they will enter the nonlinear region. Therefore, to gain understanding in what the consequences are for signals
processed by nonlinear receiver circuits, here an analysis is presented that discusses this
issue.
The modeling of linear electrical circuits and systems is often done by identifying their
impulse response h(τ ) which captures their time domain behavior. By taking the Fourier
transform of h(τ ), the transfer function H(jω) can be found describing the frequency
domain behavior [33]. A well-known property of the impulse response/transfer function
is that they only allow the description of linear, time-invariant systems. Therefore, the
impulse response/transfer function are not able to capture the nonlinear behavior of systems. Generally, this inability is no problem as long as the linearized response dominates
the behavior of the system.
A widely used approach to describe nonlinear transfers is the use of Taylor series,
limiting the analysis to static nonlinear systems [19]. Extending the description of the
nonlinear characteristics with dynamic properties caused by memory elements such as
capacitors and inductors is possible by a Volterra series [34]. Firstly, to gain insight in
the implications on signals processed by systems that are nonlinear as well as bandwidthlimited, the method of nonlinear currents will be used [35], which we will briefly demonstrate here. By way of illustration, the simple system shown in Fig. 2.5 is examined.
Fig. 2.5(a) shows the small signal equivalent of an NMOS transistor in the commonsource configuration including the gate-source and the gate-drain capacitances, C gs and
Cgd , respectively, as well as the drain-source conductance g ds and the nonlinear transconductance gm,N L . A source admittance Y src is connected between the gate terminal v g and
the input of the system v in , and a load admittance Y load is connected to the drain terminal
and ground. To approximate the nonlinear behavior of the transconductance g m,N L to the
third-order, we can use a third-order Taylor series:
id = gm vg + gm2 vg2 + gm3 vg3

(2.4)

in which gm , gm2 and gm3 represent the first-, second- and third-order Taylor-coefficients,
respectively. In Fig. 2.5(b) the nonlinear transconductance g m,N L is replaced by three
controlled current sources. When considering the low-frequency behavior of this system,
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(a) CS NMOS transistor with nonlinear
transconductance gm .

(b) Taylor series expansion to model the nonlinear gm .

Figure 2.5 Common source NMOS transistor.

the capacitances Cgs and Cgd can be neglected, resulting in a drain voltage v d equal to:


vd 

=
Low freq. excitation

2
3
id
gm · vin
gm2 · vin
gm3 · vin
=
+
+
gds + Yload
gds + Yload
gds + Yload
gds + Yload

So, to describe the low-frequency dependence of the output voltage v d on the input voltage vin of this system, again a polynomial description results. In case v in is a sinusoidal
excitation with frequency ω 0 , the output voltage v d contains frequency components (harmonics) at ω = 0, ω = ω 0 , ω = 2ω0 and ω = 3ω0 . The phases of the various harmonics can
be either 0o or 180o, dependent on the signs of g m , gm2 and gm3 .
If now ω0 is increased, the effect of the capacitances C gs and Cgd cannot be ignored
anymore. To calculate the voltages and currents in the network including these elements,
a problem arises for the model shown in Fig. 2.5(b). To calculate id , we need to know v g
which is a function of both v in and vd now. On its turn, v d is a function of i d .
The feedback through C gd causes the gate voltage v g to consist of first-order components at ω0 (vg1 ), as well as second-order components at DC 2 & 2ω0 (vg2 ), and third-order
components at ω 0 & 3ω0 (vg3 ) as well as higher-order terms as will become clear after
this analysis:
vg =

∞


vgn = vg1 + vg2 + vg3 + . . .

(2.5)

n=1

The drain current i d can now be calculated using Eqn. (2.4). Limiting the number of
orders in Eqn. (2.5) to three, the quantities v g , vg2 and vg3 to be used in Eqn. (2.4) look as
2 Because

Cgd behaves as an open circuit for DC content, the DC component is zero in this example.
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Figure 2.6 First, second and third-order current sources resulting from the dis-

cussed analysis.

follows:
vg

= vg1 + vg2 + vg3 ,

vg2

2
2
2
= vg1
+ 2vg1 vg2 + 2vg1 vg3 + vg2
+ 2vg2 vg3 + vg3
,

vg3

=

3
2
2
2
vg1
(t) + vg1
vg2 + 3vg1
vg3 + 3vg1 vg2
3
2
2
3
+ 3vg2
vg3 + 3vg2 vg3
+ vg3
.
+vg2

(2.6)
+ 6vg1 vg2 vg3 +

(2.7)
2
3vg1 vg3
,

(2.8)

As can be seen, there are terms generated in this process that are of order greater than
three. The first, second and third-order terms in Eqn. ( 2.6)-(2.8) are highlighted using a
boldface font. The drain current i d contains terms up to order nine now:
id = ilin + i2 + i3 + i4 + i5 + i6 + i7 + i8 + i9

(2.9)

in which:
ilin
i2
i3

= gm vg1 + gm vg2 + gm vg3 ,
2
= gm2 vg1
,

(2.10)
(2.11)

3
= 2gm2 vg1 vg2 + gm3 vg1
,

(2.12)

i4

=

i5

=

i6

=

i7

=

i8

=

i9

=

2
2
2gm2 vg1 vg3 + gm2 vg2
+ gm3 vg1
vg2 ,
2
2
2gm2 vg2 vg3 + 3gm3 vg1 vg3 + 3gm3 vg1 vg2
,
2
3
gm2 vg3 + 6gm3 vg1 vg2 vg3 + gm3 vg2 ,
2
2
3gm3 vg1 vg3
+ 3gm3 vg2
vg3 ,
2
3gm3 vg2 vg3
,
3
gm3 vg3 .

(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)

Again, we have used a boldface font to highlight the first, second and third-order terms.
We are now able to adapt the circuit diagram shown in Fig. 2.5(b) as shown in Fig. 2.6.
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We have then ended up with a linear circuit where the nonlinear behavior of g m is not
modeled by current sources given by increasing orders of the Taylor series of Eqn. ( 2.4),
but rather by increasing orders of mixing products given by Eqn. ( 2.9). Because in , which
denotes the current source of order n, is a function of solely voltage sources v g of order 1
up to (n − 1), we can calculate i n on an iterative basis:
in = f (vg1 , . . . , vg(n−1) ).

(2.19)

So, we first calculate the first order term v g1 using only the linear elements in the network3 , and then calculate i 2 using Eqn. (2.11). From this result we can find v g2 using the
following relationship between i d and vg :
vg =

(jω)2 Cgs Cgd

id · jωCgd
+ jωCgd Ysrc + (gds + Yload )(jω(Cgd + Cgs ) + Ysrc )

(2.20)

The second order gate voltage v g2 can consecutively be used in the calculation of i 3
and so on. Eqn. (2.10) contains terms of increasing order, and should therefore be updated
after every iteration. Eventually, the output voltage can be found by calculating v d as a
function of current i d , containing all higher order terms:
vd =

gds + Yload +

id
jωCgd (jωCgs +Ysrc )
jω(Cgd +Cgs )+Ysrc

.

(2.21)

From this analysis we can conclude that the presence of the capacitances C gs and Cgd in
this system leads to two effects:
 Firstly, Cgd introduces a feedback path from v d to vg . Because of this path, the
frequency components that are present in v d couple into vg . So, even if vin consists
of only a single frequency component ω 0 , the harmonics present at multiples of ω 0
in the drain voltage v d are also present in the gate voltage v g . The harmonics cause
the nonlinear transconductance to generate even more frequency components in i d
that are then again coupled to the gate voltage v g . This process therefore causes
the generation of an infinite amount of harmonics, even if only g m and gm2 in Eqn.
(2.4) have non-zero values.
 Secondly, frequency-dependent behavior is introduced. Capacitors are in fact memory elements resulting in a non-instantaneous dependence of the various currents/voltages
in the network. In the system shown in Fig. 2.5, this effect results in low-pass behavior that of course applies to all frequency components that are present in the
network, i.e. the excitation as well as the generated harmonics. Therefore, both
their magnitudes and phases are affected.
Besides these effects, it can be seen from Eqn. (2.20) that vg and vd depend on both
Ysrc and Yload . In practice, Ysrc and Yload will generally be frequency dependent. Therefore, when individually characterizing the nonlinear behavior of circuits in a laboratory
3 For

this step only the first order Taylor expansion term has to be used (id = gm vg ).
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environment using 50-Ω terminations at the source and the load, the results will differ
from those for a cascade of multiple stages. Introducing nonlinear behavior in the source
and load terminations obviously further complicates this issue. From these observations,
it can be concluded that the characterization of the nonlinear behavior of especially a
cascade of several nonlinear sub-systems including memory effects is a difficult task in
itself. For linear performance metrics such as gain and noise figure, the situation is different. Because the generation of higher order currents/voltages is avoided during linear
characterization, it suffices to consider only the behavior at the frequency of interest.
As mentioned previously, the analysis of the circuit of Fig. 2.5 can be done via a
Volterra series. Volterra series can be seen as a system description that combines Taylor
series for capturing nonlinear effects with the impulse response to include memory effects:
t
h1 (τ1 )vin (t − τ1 )dτ1

vd (t) =

(2.22)

−∞

t t
h2 (τ1 , τ2 )vin (t − τ1 )vin (t − τ2 )dτ1 dτ2

+
−∞ −∞

 t  t t
h3 (τ1 , τ2 , τ3 )vin (t − τ1 )vin (t − τ2 )vin (t − τ3 )dτ1 dτ2 dτ3 + . . .

+
−∞ −∞ −∞

Here, hn denotes the nth -order Volterra kernel. Equivalently as is the case with linear,
time-invariant systems, also here it is possible to re-write the time-domain description
into a frequency domain description. The first order kernel is given by:
∞
H1 (ω1 ) =

h1 (τ1 ) ej(ω1 τ1 ) dτ1

(2.23)

−∞

and the second order kernel:
∞ ∞
H2 (ω1 , ω2 ) =

h2 (τ1 , τ2 ) ej(ω1 τ1 ) ej(ω2 τ2 ) dτ1 dτ2

(2.24)

−∞ −∞

and equivalently for higher order terms. If now the input signal v in is composed of the
superposition of a strong tone Int(t) at ω LS and a weak tone s(t) at ω SS ,
Int(t)

=

ALS (t) sin[ωLS t + φLS (t)],

s(t)

=

ASS (t) sin[ωSS t + φSS (t)],

vin (t) = Int(t) + s(t),
|ASS | << |ALS |,

(2.25)
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both signals will be affected by the nonlinear characteristics of the transfer. Truncating
the output of the Volterra series v d (t) to third-order, the outcome can be approximated
by4 :
(2.26)
vd (t) ≈ ALS |H1 (ωLS )| cos(ωLS t + φLS + ∠H1 (ωLS ))
3
3ALS
|H3 (ωLS , ωLS , −ωLS )| cos(ωLS t + φLS + ∠H3 (ωLS , ωLS , −ωLS ))
+
4
+ ASS |H1 (ωSS )| cos(ωSS t + φSS + ∠H1 (ωSS ))
3ASS A2LS
|H3 (ωSS , ωLS , −ωLS )| cos(ωSS t + φSS + ∠H3 (ωSS , ωLS , −ωLS )).
+
2
Decomposing Eqn. (2.26) as vd (t) = vdLS (t) + vdSS (t), the weak signal component
vdSS (t) can be re-written as follows:
vdSS (t)

=

ASS |H1 (ωSS )| cos(ωSS t + φSS + ∠H1 (ωSS ))

(2.27)

+ ASS |GCM3 (ALS , ωLS , ωSS )| cos(ωSS t + φSS + ∠GCM3 (ALS , ωLS , ωSS )),
with:

A2LS
H3 (ωSS , ωLS , −ωLS ).
2
The generalization of this result to N orders of nonlinearity,
GCM3 (ALS , ωLS , ωSS ) = 3

GCMN (ALS , ωLS , ωSS ) =

N


Hn (ωLS , ωSS ) ·

n=3,5...

n! · |ALS (t)|(n−1)
.
2
2(n−1) [ n−1
2 !]

(2.28)

(2.29)

By letting N → ∞, the sum in equation (2.29) converges to a complex value depending
on the actual amplitude and frequency of the interferer, given a convergent Volterra series.
GCM (ALS , ωLS , ωSS ) = lim GCMN (ALS , ωLS , ωSS )
N →∞

(2.30)

resulting in:
vdSS (t)

= ASS |H1 (ωSS )| cos(ωSS t + φSS + ∠H1 (ωSS ))
(2.31)
+ ASS |GCM (ALS , ωLS , ωSS )| cos(ωSS t + φSS + ∠GCM (ALS , ωLS , ωSS ))

Eqn. (2.31) shows that the weak signal experiences a gain and a phase shift depending on
the magnitude of the strong signal and the carrier frequencies of both the weak and the
strong signal. Linear circuits behave differently with respect to these observations: The
gain is independent of amplitude level, and different signals do not affect the transfer of
each other. The influence of different signals to each other in nonlinear circuits depending
on the amplitude level is referred to in literature as cross modulation, and can be described
by AM-to-AM and AM-to-PM distortion.
4 Equation (2.26) is a valid approximation under the assumption that the bandwidth of the circuit is much
larger compared to the bandwidth of the signals (e.g. ten times as large).
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To verify the behavior that was just discussed, measurements have been performed on
a commercially available LNA [36]. The LNA is designed for use in a DECT/GSM/DCS
receiver, which has a 3dB bandwidth of 600MHz around 1750MHz. The circuit is driven
by a weak tone at 1815MHz and a root-raised-cosine (RRC) filtered QPSK modulated
interferer at 1890MHz. The interferer therefore has a time-varying envelope, with a peakto-average power ratio of 4dB. Based on the prior analysis this leads to cross modulation,
modulating the weak signal with a time-varying effective gain G eﬀ :
Geff (t) = H1 (ωSS ) + GCM (ALS (t), ωLS , ωSS )

(2.32)

In the following two sections, G eﬀ is compared to the actual envelope of the interferer
(Pin,actual). Because of the pseudo-random bit sequence used for the interferer, correlating these waveforms in the time domain reveals information concerning the long-term
dependence of G eﬀ . Depending on the bit-rate used for the interferer, the obtained results
can be considered long-term memory effects. To this end measurements using 1Mbps and
20Mbps bit-rates were used.
Case 1: Bit-rate of the Strong Signal = 1Mbps
Fig. 2.7(a) shows the magnitude of G eﬀ and Pin,actual versus time when a 1Mbps interferer is used. The phase of G eﬀ is not shown as it shows little dependence on P in,actual for
this specific LNA. As can be seen the interferer has a varying envelope, resulting in time
instants of relatively low, and high input power. G eﬀ is heavily influenced by the actual
applied input power. To further clarify the interdependence, in Fig. 2.7(b) the actual input
power is put on the x-axis and the G eﬀ is put on the y-axis.
From these figures it can be concluded that G eﬀ depends strongly on P in,actual . The
cross-correlation between these signals reveals that this dependence can be considered to
be (almost) instantaneous. This can be seen in Fig. 2.8(a); Geﬀ and Pin,actual are related
to each other around a timing offset of 0μs. Outside this interval the correlation is very
small, and is mainly caused by non-zero autocorrelation of the interferer.
Case 2: Bit-rate of the Strong Signal = 20Mbps
Next, a measurement was performed using a 20Mbps interferer. The results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 2.8(b). Note that the time scale of Fig. 2.8(b) is adjusted
with respect to Fig. 2.8(a) to zoom into the symbol time. It is seen that the correlation
drops and is distributed over multiple symbols. Both of these effects can be attributed to
memory effects.
Even-order intermodulation generated in the circuit leads to a modulation of the bias.
Bias circuits are typically low-pass filtered with a bandwidth that is often smaller than the
signal bandwidth of the receiver circuits to reduce noise. Therefore, the high frequency
content of the even-order intermodulation is suppressed, reducing the cross-correlation.
Moreover, due to this filtering operation G eﬀ depends on the present and past interference, causing the cross modulation to be distributed over multiple symbols.

2.2 Large-Signal Behavior of Bandwidth-Limited, Nonlinear Systems

(a) Effective gain of the weak signal (solid line) and
instantaneous interferer power (dashed line) versus
time. There is a clear relationship between the actual interferer power, and effective gain. The average
applied interference power is equal to -4dBm.
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(b) Effective gain of the weak signal versus instantaneous interferer power. The figure shows three
measurements, each with an increasing interference
power.

Figure 2.7 Variation of the gain for a weak signal in case a strong, 1Mbps

QPSK modulated signal is simultaneously present.

(a) Bit-rate interferer: 1Mbps (Ts = 2μs).

(b) Bit-rate interferer: 20Mbps (Ts = 100ns).

Figure 2.8 Cross-correlation between the effective gain experienced by the

weak signal and the instantaneous input power applied to the LNA
using a root-raised-cosine-filtered QPSK modulated interferer.

From the analysis and evaluation of the measured performance that was just discussed, it
is concluded that a weak signal that is processed by a nonlinear circuit is cross-modulated
by a strong signal in case they are simultaneously present in the nonlinear circuit. The
cross modulation is an undesired effect because it leads to a reduction of the signal quality, and therefore channel capacity. It is observed that the cross modulation causes the
magnitude and phase of the weak signal to depend purely on the amplitude level and carrier frequencies of the weak and strong signal. Considering the modulation of the strong
signal, it is found that by increasing the bandwidth of the strong signal’s modulation a
non-instantaneous relationship between weak-signal gain and strong-signal amplitude is
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observed5. In the example that was discussed, this effect was already encountered with
bandwidths much smaller than the 3dB bandwidth of the circuit, indicating this effect to
occur due to bandwidth limitations in the biasing.
Cross modulation of a weak signal by a strong signal is an effect that occurs with high
probability in the specific situation of multi-radio coexistence. Nonetheless, besides cross
modulation different other distortion products can be generated such as intermodulation
and harmonic distortion. Based on the effects observed during the analysis of the cross
modulation however, implications of memory effects on these types of distortion products
can be interpreted as well. Generally, all distortion terms will undergo phase / magnitude
variations depending on the amplitude level and carrier frequencies of strong signals that
excite bandwidth-limited nonlinear systems, i.e. many of the implications for systems that
are nonlinear as well as bandwidth-limited can be explained based on the simple examples
that were discussed.

2.3 State of the Art
From the analysis that was presented in the foregoing sections it is concluded that the
combination of restrictions on the allowable power consumption with the high coupling
between different radios in multi-radio devices causes nonlinear distortion to limit the
signal quality, and therefore data throughput. Solving this issue can be done by many
different means. In this section we will give a short overview of the measures that can
be taken, and that are reported in literature. There is a multitude of solution approaches
ranging from medium access (MAC) techniques to physical layer (PHY) techniques. Although the content of this thesis will concentrate on PHY-layer techniques, also some
MAC-layer techniques will be first discussed to come to a more complete overview.

2.3.1 MAC-layer Techniques
Commonly in use nowadays are MAC-layer techniques such as time sharing (TS) between
different radios, dynamic frequency selection (DFS) to avoid collisions in the frequency
domain and transmit power control (TPC) to minimize the required transmit power level
[16]. In case of time sharing, the packets of the different standards are aligned in the
time domain such that no collisions occur, which is for example an IEEE standard recommended practice in the case of WLAN and Bluetooth coexistence [ 37]. Thereby the
simultaneous activity of different standards is circumvented at the cost of reduced data
throughput. DFS is used to detect and select the best available frequency channel resulting in a minimization of the same frequency usage among other radios, and can for
example be found in DECT and Bluetooth (Adaptive Frequency Hopping, AFH). TPC
lowers the transmit power to the lowest value acceptable for sufficient throughput, and
thereby lowers the interference level to other radios. The use of DFS and TPC can for
5 An effect often referred to in literature as long-term memory effects. A problem with the expressions ’shortterm’ and ’long-term’ in the context of memory effects is their inherent arbitrary interpretation. Therefore, the
use of these expressions is avoided here.
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example be found in [38]. DFS and TPC improve the signal-to-noise ratio, but do not circumvent the simultaneous activity of different standards and are therefore less suited to
solve the self-interference issues between different radios in multi-radio devices, but are
more useful in dealing with the interference issues between different devices. Time sharing obviously does circumvent this simultaneous activity, making it a popular approach in
case the boundary conditions set by the concerned standards allows it. Nonetheless, time
sharing between standards introduces new difficulties such as the possibility of having the
receiver in the ’off’-state while a distant transceiver is trying to setup a connection, and
of course the possible reduction of data throughput.
Lastly, when dealing with coexistence issues in small form-factor devices, there is
also the more brute force approach possible of allowing packet collisions between different standards. A key parameter then is the probability of packet collision, which determines the data throughput loss. Improved coexistence is possible by exploiting blank time
slots of TDMA based standards by standards which have a less strict timing requirement.
Examples of these topics can for example be found in [ 23, 24, 39].

2.3.2 PHY-layer Techniques
Traditionally, coping with strong blockers in the PHY-layer is done by placing surface
acoustic wave (SAW) or bulk acoustic wave (BAW) filters at the receiver input to remove
interferers at RF. Such filters (e.g. [40, 41]) are capable of suppressing out of band interferers by 20 to 40dB, thereby protecting the receiver from entering nonlinear operation
and avoiding signal distortion and gain compression. Frequency domain filtering the input signal of receivers is a powerful, robust and trustworthy measure when dealing with
interference in general. Drawbacks of such filters in multi-radio devices are their lack of
flexibility and their large size as well as their inability to deal with in-band blockers. Because of their fixed frequency response and limited suppression, dealing with the strong
self-interference in multi-radio devices often requires additional techniques.
Besides techniques to remove interferers at RF, there is also ongoing research that
pursues the classical approach to remove interference after the down-conversion mixer at
low frequencies in the baseband stage. The main challenge that is encountered here when
dealing with strong self-interference is to maintain high performance in the receiver frontend, i.e. a low noise figure and a high third-order intercept (IIP 3 ) & 1dB-compression
power (P1dB). Additionally, obtaining a well-defined input impedance and preventing
LO-leakage to the antenna are of importance. All of these requirements must be achieved
without considerably increasing cost figures such as DC power consumption or chip area.
Attempts to meet these requirements are either to allow a momentary increase of DC
power consumption in the RF front-end providing a short-time increase of performance
[25], or removing the LNA and considering a (more linear) mixer first approach [ 42]. The
blocker must then be removed in the baseband stage, resulting in demanding specifications
for the filters and/or ADC.
Next to investments in the analog front-end, there are also techniques known as ’Dirty
RF’ [43] that make use of digital post-compensation to achieve an increase of overall
performance by correcting for the analog impairments. Examples hereof can be found
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Table 2.1 Interference suppression techniques found in literature.
Baseband filter RF input filtering Tx power com- Tx subtraction at
biner, isolate Rx
Rx input
up-conversion
[48] ISSCC 2012
[49] APMC 2011
[50] RFIC 2012
[51] ASICON 2009
[53] IMS 2007
[54] APMC 2011
[55] RWS 2008
[52] JSSC 2010
[27] VLSI 2009
[56] IMS 2007
[57] ISSCC 2009
[58] TVT 2007
[59] JSSC 2005
[60] JSSC 2006
[47] JSSC 2007

in e.g. [44, 45], which aim for the compensation of the distortion products induced by
the nonlinear nature of the analog front-end that classically set the upper limit of the
dynamic range. Typically, these approaches achieve a P1dB up to about -10 to 0dBm
at the cost of several tens of milliwatts, except for the work presented in [ 46] which
achieves an impressive 12.4dBm blocker tolerance while consuming no less than 84.8mA
of quiescent6 current from a 1.5-V supply.
The ’holy grail’ in multi-radio coexistence is to develop a methodology that allows
truly simultaneous activity of different radios within the same device, without any penalty
on size, frequency planning, receiver sensitivity, data throughput, transmitter output power
or power consumption. A lot of research has been conducted that pursues such functionality. In Table 2.1 different techniques encountered in literature are listed. Fig 2.9 shows
examples of the system level applications of the different methods listed. The specific
techniques found in literature can deviate slightly from the system level diagrams shown
here, e.g. Fig. 2.9(a) shows the specific example discussed in [47].
The techniques illustrated by Fig. 2.9(a) rely on the up-conversion of baseband filters
to RF frequencies. Effectively, the up-conversion operation does not affect the bandwidth
of the transfer function, but only the center frequency. Doing so, an effective quality
factor is achieved that is much higher than possible by using on-chip available LC-tanks.
The second technique shown in Fig. 2.9(b) pursues comparable functionality, not by
up-converting baseband filter transfers, but rather by improving the quality factor of the
on-chip available LC-tanks. By combining the LC-tank with a cross-coupled pair, a
negative resistance is added to the tank resulting in a minimization of the losses, thereby
enabling maximization of the quality factor. The techniques illustrated in Fig. 2.9(c) use a
power combiner with isolated ports to use a single antenna for operating the receiver and
transmitter simultaneously. Some means of tuning is mandatory here to be able to deal
with varying properties of mainly the antenna. Lastly, the techniques illustrated in Fig.
2.9(d) subtract the output signal of the transmitter from the input signal of the receiver.
To this end the path between the transmitter and the receiver must be mimicked by means
of magnitude / phase scaling of the Tx signal, and therefore this also requires tuning.
As becomes clear from these examples, there is active research going on with different
solution areas, but there is some generalization observable. Generally, a major subdivision
can be made between frequency domain solutions listed in the first two columns of Table
6 In

this work a class AB bias is used, causing PDC typically to increase with the applied input signal level.
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Figure 2.9 Illustration of the different interference suppression techniques that

are found in literature.

2.1 and Fig. 2.9(a)-2.9(b), and cancelation methods in the last two columns of Table 2.1
and Fig. 2.9(c)-2.9(d). The frequency domain methods are, in contrast to the cancelation
techniques, able to deal with both self-generated and unknown interference. On the other
hand, the cancelation techniques are theoretically able to remove all artifacts caused by
the co-located transmitter, while the frequency domain solutions cannot. Furthermore, the
amount of suppression obtained using frequency domain techniques decreases with a decreasing frequency separation between desired and undesired signal, while the interferer
cancelation techniques behave frequency-independent. Lastly, the interferer cancelation
techniques rely on a path between the transmitter output and the receiver input, potentially
causing noise injection and the introduction of losses at the Tx output and Rx input. The
frequency domain solutions do not make use of such a path, and are mainly connected
by the ’Coupling’ paths illustrated in the figures. These characteristics make up the most
profound differences between these two approaches.
A challenge commonly encountered in both methods when using active components is
the inherent generation of noise and the inevitable trade-off between power consumption
and linearity, both with the objective to guarantee a low signal-to-noise ratio degradation
to the desired signal. To illustrate this, Fig. 2.10 shows the reported maximum attainable
aggressor level or in case the reference does not specify this, the 1dB-compression point
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Figure 2.10 Maximum attainable aggressor level versus power consumption.

In case the reference does not specify a maximum attainable aggressor level the 1dB-compression point is used. The large-signal
handling capabilities increase with increasing power consumption.

against the reported power consumption of the different techniques, whenever available.
As can be seen, the signal strength the different techniques can deal with increases more
or less proportional with the DC power consumption. The maximum signal strength levels
the listed techniques can deal with cover the range up to about 0dBm, while consuming
30mW to 60mW of DC power. So, when extending the range of these techniques to about
10dBm, the DC power consumption will be in the order of 300mW to 600mW.
The ’Tx power combiner, isolate Rx’-techniques are not listed in this figure because
they rely on a tunable, passive power combiner that does not dissipate any DC power. Because these techniques mainly rely on passive components, they are able to deal with interference levels that are generally much larger compared to the other methods. Nonetheless,
these structures do cause signal loss in both the Tx and the Rx path, typically of several
dBs. This leads to an increase of noise figure in the receiver, and an increase of power
consumption in the transmitter. When for example a transmit power of 100mW has to
be achieved, and the power combiner adds a loss of 3dB to the Tx path, the PA output
power has to be doubled. Doubling the output power of the PA while maintaining the
same power added efficiency (PAE), causes the DC power consumption of the PA also
to double. So, the price in terms of power consumption is then not paid at the receiver,
but at the transmitter. Besides, often these passive devices are costly and bulky off-chip
components.
An alternative method to suppress interference in an early stage of the receiver is the
concept discussed in [29, 30], which was found after we developed the theory that will be
discussed in Chapter 4. These works do not aim to linearize the receiver, but rather use the
characteristics of nonlinear transfers to achieve an interference suppressing functionality.
The use of a nonlinear transfer function enables a different input-output relationship for
strong signals than for weak signals. This difference is exploited to the maximum such
that the gain for the strong signal is nullified, while the gain for the weak signal exceeds
unity. In that sense, this technique falls in the category of the interference cancelation
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techniques, as it behaves frequency-independent. The work on this topic found in literature mainly concentrates on the elimination of a constant envelope signal within a CDMA
spectrum. Therefore, this technique is limited to the suppression of constant envelope
signals, making it unable to deal with more complex modulation schemes.
Nonetheless, because this technique relies on nonlinear phenomena instead of linear phenomena, the trade-off between linearity and power consumption is not directly
encountered, promising the possibility to deal with stronger interference for less power
consumption than the linear techniques discussed previously. Therefore, from Chapter
4 onward we will consider this technique and extent is to be able to deal with envelope
variations both due to modulation as well as changing coupling characteristics. The developments in electronics over the past decades have enabled the use of complex digital
techniques for a low price, thereby putting this technique in a different perspective.

2.4 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter we have seen that several limitations are encountered in multi-radio handheld devices, mainly because of size restrictions. Firstly, only a limited amount of energy is available. The energy density offered by modern battery technologies provides
maximally 4.5-6Wh of available energy to handheld devices. Secondly, restrictions on
the distance between the antennas of the different radios inside the handheld device in
combination with common carrier frequencies ensure that the onboard antennas are always located within each other’s near field. The close proximity of the antennas causes a
strong electromagnetic coupling between them, which also heavily depends on the actual
environmental conditions.
The combination of the strong coupling between the antennas of different standards
with the restrictions on the available energy puts constraints on the design of the receiver.
In case of the simultaneous activity of a transmitter and a receiver in the handheld device,
interference is induced into the receiver that exceeds common, external interference by
approximately 20dB. Solving this problem by the classical approach of increasing the
IIP3 and P1dB of the receiver would cause an excessive increase of power consumption
by two orders of magnitude.
The consequences of operating a receiver in its nonlinear region has been discussed
briefly by analyzing an NMOS transistor in the common source configuration including
nonlinear terms up to the third-order. The nonlinear behavior of the device causes the
generation of a multitude of frequency components at the output that were not present at
the input. The inclusion of a bandwidth limitation to the system causes these frequency
components to undergo a phase rotation, and the feedback element causes the third-order
nonlinear system to generate frequency components exceeding terms of three times the
fundamental frequency. Lastly, bandwidth limitations in the biasing of the receiver circuits cause memory effects with a time constant much larger than expected purely based
on the band-pass characteristics of the circuits. These observations are of importance in
the remainder of this document whenever receiver circuits will be used in their nonlinear
region.
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It is clear that some means of blocker removal is mandatory when dealing with multiradio operability. This should preferably be done in an early stage of the receiver to prevent excessive power consumption; as the receiver typically provides gain to the signals
it receives at its antenna, the severity of the problem grows as it proceeds through the Rx
path. In the literature many different methods can be identified to deal with the problem
of multi-radio coexistence, covering both MAC-layer as well as PHY-layer techniques.
The most robust MAC-layer technique to achieve multi-radio operability is time sharing
between the different radios. Because of the sharing of time slots, a direct consequence
results with respect to a lowering of the maximally attainable data throughput.
PHY-layer techniques can be sub-divided into frequency domain techniques and cancelation techniques. The frequency domain methods are, in contrast to the cancelation
techniques, able to deal with both self-generated and unknown interference. Besides, the
cancelation techniques potentially cause the injection of noise and the introduction of
losses at the Tx output resulting in excessive power consumption in the transmitter, and
at the Rx input leading to an increase of noise figure.
On the other hand, the cancelation techniques are theoretically able to remove all artifacts caused by the co-located transmitter such as noise and nonlinear distortion that falls
into the signal channel, while the frequency domain solutions cannot. Furthermore, the
amount of suppression obtained using frequency domain techniques decreases with a decreasing frequency separation between desired and undesired signal, while the interferer
cancelation techniques behave frequency-independent.
A challenge commonly encountered in both methods when using active components is
the inherent generation of noise and the inevitable trade-off between power consumption
and linearity, both with the objective to guarantee a low signal-to-noise ratio degradation
to the desired signal. Therefore, many existing interference suppressing techniques come
with a penalty on DC power consumption on the total system, potentially consuming
several hundreds of milliwatts when dealing with interferers in the order of 10dBm.
The next chapters will investigate two novel techniques to suppress locally generated
interference. First, in Chapter 3, a method will be discussed that exploits an antenna
configuration that isolates the electromagnetic field due to the transmitter from the Rx
antenna. This method relies mainly on passive components which are highly linear, and
therefore promises interference suppression at a low power consumption.
Then, from Chapter 4 onward, an interference suppressing technique based on the
exploitation of a nonlinear transfer function will be discussed. By decoupling the link
between ’dealing with strong interference’ and ’achieving high linearity’ the suppression
of strong interference in an early stage of the receiver is promised, while the power consumption can be kept within acceptable limits.

Chapter

3

Increasing Isolation between Co-Located
Antennas

(a) Prototype of the proposed antenna structure.

(b) Radiation pattern measurement setup.

Figure 3.1 Pictures taken during the measurements.

I

N Section 2.3 of the previous chapter, we discussed many different methods to suppress
interference from a transmitter into a co-located receiver. It is mentioned there that the
’Tx power combiner, isolate Rx’-techniques are able to deal with interference levels that
are generally much higher compared to the other PHY-layer techniques, making it an
interesting alternative for use in the multi-radio transceiver. The price paid for this ability
is the introduction of several dBs of loss in both the Tx and the Rx paths. Generally, using
a power combiner with isolated ports excited with two signals that are not correlated leads
to 3dB loss1 at each port [61].
1 In principle, the loss at one port can be lowered below 3dB, but this comes with the penalty of increasing
the loss at the other port beyond 3dB.
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Figure 3.2 Simplified view of the setup (the ground plane has been omitted for

clarity). The figure shows two antennas (Tx 1 and Tx2 ) representing
the transmit antenna (Tx) and one antenna, the receive antenna
(Rx).

In this chapter we present an antenna configuration that achieves isolation between
the Tx and Rx path without the penalty of introducing 3dB loss in each path. This functionality is achieved because the power combining operation is not executed on the Rx
and Tx signals, but on two versions of the Tx signal. The two versions of the Tx signals
are fully correlated, preventing the aforementioned loss. The configuration presented here
is composed of two transmit antennas that are placed symmetrically around one receive
antenna. Exciting the transmit antennas in a differential fashion results in the creation of
an EM-field with a spatial notch at the location of the receive antenna. Because of the
spatial notch, the coupling between the transmitter and the receiver is minimized.
Fig. 3.1(a) shows a prototype operating at 2.5GHz that was built to demonstrate and
verify the concept. The prototype consists of three monopole antennas, of which the
outer two represent the transmit antennas and the middle antenna represents the receive
antenna. The analysis presented in this chapter is performed on this structure because
of its simplicity, thereby providing good insight in the properties of the presented concept. To illustrate that the method discussed here is not limited to the simple monopole
structure, simulations have been performed on a comparable configuration making use of
patch antennas as well.
This chapter is organized in the following manner. First, the monopole structure will
be analyzed in Section 3.1, where also a system level application is presented for use
in a multi-radio device. Then, in Section 3.2 the simulations and measurements will be
discussed to verify the behavior following from the analysis. We will discuss coupling
characteristics, antenna impedance and radiation pattern here. Finally, the chapter will be
summarized and concluded in Section 3.3.

3.1 Analysis
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3.1 Analysis
In Fig. 3.2 the setup of the three antennas in a simplified view is shown, along with the
definition of the coordinate system as it will be used in the rest of this chapter. In this
section we will analyze the antenna configuration starting with the coupling characteristics, and then we will discuss the effect on the radiation pattern. Finally, also some issues
related to the practical implementation of the concept are discussed. In our analysis we
will neglect the mutual coupling between the antennas which, as will become clear, does
not lead to large errors for the coupling as well as the radiation pattern characteristics.
Furthermore the dependence on the elevation angle is not considered, i.e. θ = 0, and the
permeability is assumed to be equal to the value for free space (μ = μ 0 ).

3.1.1 Coupling
The two transmit antennas Tx 1 and Tx2 are placed apart with a distance 2d, as can be
seen in Fig. 3.2. In between the two transmit antennas, the receive antenna (Rx) is placed,
resulting in a distance d from the Rx antenna to each of the Tx antennas. The electric-field
on the Rx antenna (E Rx ) due to the two Tx antennas (E T x1 and ET x2 ) is then equal to:
ERx ejωt
→ ERx

=
=

ET x1 ej(ωt−β1 d) + ET x2 ej(ωt−β2 d+ζ)
ET x1 e−jβ1 d + ET x2 e−j(β2 d−ζ)

(3.1)
(3.2)

√
with βx being the wavenumber, which is equal to λ2πx = ω x μ0 . Also, we have included
an excitation phase difference ζ to antenna Tx 2 with respect to the excitation phase of
antenna Tx 1 . Assuming the material properties equal on both sides of the structure (i.e.
√
√
β1 = β2 with β1 = ω 1 μ0 and β2 = ω 2 μ0 ), ET x1 should be equal to E T x2 and ζ
must be equal to π radians to null E Rx in Eqn. (3.2). So, the Rx antenna is effectively
isolated from the Tx antennas because of the symmetrical configuration and the opposite
excitation phases for the Tx antennas.
In practice however, the symmetry can be disturbed by the presence of a material
in close proximity to the structure. Additionally, production spread in size and location
and other properties of antennas also contribute to a disturbed symmetry. As a result,
the electromagnetic properties on the one side will be different to the electromagnetic
properties on the other side, leading to a deviation from the needed phase and magnitude
to achieve full isolation. Modeling of this effect is done using the following equation,
where the single side loss is modeled by 0 ≤ γ x ≤ 1. The coupling is then given by:
Coupling =

γ12 + γ22 − 2γ1 γ2 cos (β1 d − β2 d)
4

(3.3)

As can be seen in Eqn. (3.3), the coupling reduces to zero when both γ 1 = γ2 , and the
following equation holds:
β1 − β2 =

2kπ
,
d

k ∈ N0

(3.4)
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Figure 3.3 Contour plot showing the coupling as a function of the single side

loss and phase mismatch. The contours indicate a variation of coupling in steps of 5dB. The coupling is seen to be symmetric concerning the phase mismatch.

In many realistic situations the environment continuously changes, resulting in a timevarying βx and γx . This can for example be caused by the presence of a hand/head
in the neighborhood of the antenna. To guarantee low coupling between the antennas,
the phase and magnitude difference between the two Tx antennas must be continuously
adapted. Identifying (β 1 d − β2 d) in Eqn. (3.3) as a phase mismatch from the ideal phase
to achieve isolation, the coupling as a function of phase mismatch and loss γ 1 is shown
in Fig. 3.3 with γ2 equal to one. To achieve full isolation, γ 1 must be equal to γ 2 , and an
additional phase difference α between the two Tx antennas must be included to guarantee
(β1 d − β2 d − α) to be equal to 2kπ
d . The equation for α is given below:
α=

2πd √
λ0

r,1

−

√


r,2

−

2kπ
d

(3.5)

3.1.2 Radiation Pattern
The close proximity of the antennas has an effect on the radiation pattern as well. Here,
we will determine the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane, so the elevation angle θ is
equal to zero. Fig. 3.4 shows the configuration that we will use to calculate the far-field
behavior of the two Tx antennas. Thanks to the isolation between the Rx antenna and the
Tx antennas, the radiation pattern of the Tx antennas is not influenced by the Rx antenna.
Therefore, the Rx antenna is omitted in Fig. 3.4. The distances r1 and r2 in Fig. 3.4 are
given by:
r1

=

r2 + d2 + 2rd cos φ

(3.6)

r2

=

r2 + d2 − 2rd cos φ

(3.7)
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The far-electric-field E ff can now be calculated by the following equations, using a differential excitation of the two Tx antennas and choosing E T x1 = ET x2 = ET x :
Eff = ET x

ej(ωt−βr1 )
ej(ωt−βr2 +π)
+ ET x
r1
r2

(3.8)

The normalized radiation pattern can then be calculated as follows:
 r · E 2

ff 
lim 

r→∞ 2ET x
 
2


= sin βd · cos(φ) 

Normalized radiation pattern =

If we choose βd =

2π
λ

·

λ
4

=

(3.9)
(3.10)

π
2,

the normalized radiation pattern becomes:


 π
2
1
−
cos
π
cos(φ)


· cos(φ)  =
Normalized radiation pattern = sin
2
2

(3.11)

This result clarifies that for φ = 0 0 or 180o the radiation pattern is maximal, whereas for
φ = ± 900 the radiation pattern is zero. So, it can be concluded that the proposed setup
deforms the radiation pattern of the individual antennas, a well-known property that is
often exploited in beam-forming antenna structures such as phased-arrays. The notches at
φ = ± 900 are a direct consequence of the isolation between the Tx and Rx antenna, and
are therefore a fundamental property of the presented technique. The notches in the antenna pattern potentially cause issues regarding the link quality in case a notch is directed
towards the receiver that our transmitter is trying to contact. In applications where there is
a multi-path effect however, this should not be an issue. For many applications multi-path
effects are omnipresent thanks to the presence of e.g. objects in the environment such as
buildings.

3.2 Simulations and Measurements
To verify the behavior of the antenna configuration, first simulations were performed
using an EM simulator, and eventually also several measurements were conducted on a
prototype. The prototype that was used for most of the measurements has already been
shown in the beginning of this chapter in Fig. 3.1(a). The dimensions of the antennas
were optimized to resonate at 2.5GHz, resulting in a length of the individual monopoles
of 28mm which is ≈ λ4 . Here, we will first concentrate on the coupling characteristics
between the Tx antennas to the Rx antenna.

3.2.1 Coupling
The first experiment we will discuss here is performed in a situation in which the symmetrical environment of the configuration is not disturbed, the excitation magnitudes of
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Figure 3.4 Far-field behavior of the two closely spaced transmit antennas.

both Tx antennas are chosen equal, and the phase of excitation of one of the Tx antennas
is varied. In case the phase mismatch is zero, i.e. the Tx antennas are excited with exactly 180o phase difference, the coupling should be minimized. In Section 3.1.1 we have
derived the coupling characteristics of the antenna configuration. In Fig. 3.5(a) these calculated results are compared to the simulated and measured results of the coupling versus
phase mismatch. Both the simulated and the measured results have been corrected for the
coupling2 observed at a phase mismatch of 180 o . As can be seen, these results show good
agreement indicating that the modeling presented in Section 3.1.1 captures the most dominant effects. The performed measurements show a coupling reduction of at least 50dB
(limitation encountered due to the used measurement setup).
By approaching the antenna structure by a body of salt water in an asymmetric fashion,
the environment changes and the symmetry is disturbed. In Fig. 3.5(b) the measured result
is shown in that situation, where the horizontal axis shows the phase deviation from the
optimal phase (to achieve lowest coupling). The minimal coupling before adjusting the
power division to both antennas in this case increases to -18 dB. Measurements show that
by dividing the power to both antennas in the right fashion, the coupling again reduces
to the performance shown in Fig. 3.5(a). The calculated result that is also shown in the
figure is based on Eqn. (3.3), where the variables γ 1 and γ2 are derived by combining
the results for a phase deviation from the optimal phase equal to 0 o and 180 o. As can
be seen, the calculated result coincides with the measured result, again indicating that the
modeling presented in Section 3.1.1 captures the most dominant effects.
Then, to show that the technique is not limited only to monopole antennas but can
also be used to decouple patch antennas, EM simulations were performed on a configuration based on patch antennas as well. These simulations, which were performed in
2 The model described by Eqn. (3.3) suggests to have coupling = 1 (= 0dB) at a phase mismatch of 180o . In
practice however the coupling in this situation will be less, as was already discussed in Section2.1.2 where a
maximum coupling of about -15dB was found in the near-field of patch antennas.

3.2 Simulations and Measurements

(a) No disturbance in the environment.
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(b) The environment of the antenna structure has
been made asymmetrical using salt water.

Figure 3.5 Coupling for varying phase difference in degrees. The simulation

and measurement results have been corrected for the coupling observed at a phase mismatch of 180 o .

Figure 3.6 Two current density plots of a simulation level implementation us-

ing patch antennas (J denotes current density). The left figure
shows the result using a differential excitation of the outer antennas, and the right using a common excitation.

ADS Momentum, showed that also the configuration based on patch antennas behaves as
predicted by Eqn. (3.3). Fig. 3.6 shows the current density plots for a differential as well
as a common mode excitation of the outer antennas. Indeed, in case of a differential mode
excitation there is no current induced in the middle antenna, whereas in case of a common
mode excitation there is.
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Figure 3.7 Measurement setup used to measure the impedance of the antenna

structure. The reference plane for the S-parameter measurements
is located underneath the ground plane at the differential input of
the antenna structure, as indicated in the figure.

3.2.2 Impedance
The next aspect that has been examined is the effect of the structure on the impedance of
the different antennas in the discussed configuration. The impedance of the antenna structures has been measured using a vector network analyzer (ZVRE). This measurement was
performed for the outer antennas using a differential excitation, as well as for the middle
antenna using a single ended excitation. Because the coupling from the outer antennas
to the middle antenna is virtually eliminated, the impedance of the outer antennas is not
influenced by the loading of the middle antenna 3 . Measurements have been performed to
verify this, connecting an open, short or 50Ω load to the middle antenna. However, the
impedance does depend on the spacing between the antennas. The measured S 11 for various values of d confirm this. It is seen in Fig. 3.8(a) that the best performance is achieved
using a space of λ/2 between the outer antennas (i.e. d = λ/4) for a 50-Ω environment.
The 50-Ω standard is an impedance level that is often used in radio design, next to the
e.g. 75Ω standard often used in cable TV. This discrepancy illustrates that the impedance
level a HF system uses is a design choice. As be seen in Fig. 3.8(a) the impedance of
the antenna configuration can be altered by varying the distance between the antennas,
providing design freedom.
In contrast to the outer antennas, the impedance of the middle antenna is influenced
by the presence of the outer antennas. Because the best results concerning the impedance
of the outer antennas is observed with d = λ/4, this setup was chosen during the measurements of the impedance of the middle antenna. The only degree of freedom left is
the common-mode loading of the outer antennas, whereas the differential loading does
not influence the impedance of the middle antenna. The latter was verified using mea3 At

least for the differential mode excitation that is used here.

3.2 Simulations and Measurements

(a) S11 of the outer antennas excited differentially for
different values of d.
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(b) S11 of the middle antenna with different loadings
of the outer antennas (d = λ
).
4

Figure 3.8 Input reflection coefficients of the Tx and Rx antennas. As a refer-

ence the S11 of a single monopole antenna is also shown.

surements. The outer antennas were loaded with a short, open and 25-Ω resistor (50Ω
each). The result of this measurement is shown in Fig. 3.8(b). From the presented results it can be concluded that the best performance is observed by using a ’short’ as the
common mode load for a 50-Ω environment 4. Creating a shorted common mode load at
the frequency of interest can be achieved by using capacitors in series with the taps of a
transformer providing the power division of the Tx signal to the antennas as shown in Fig.
3.11, which will be discussed in Section 3.2.4. These capacitors should be chosen such
that it tunes out the inductance of the transformer, which will result in the required short
for common mode signals.

3.2.3 Radiation Pattern
The radiation patterns of the prototype were measured for the outer antennas as well as
the middle antenna at 2.5GHz. Measurements were performed in azimuth (φ), again with
elevation angle θ = 0. In Fig. 3.9 the measured radiation patterns for the middle and
the outer antennas are shown, as well as the calculated result given by Eqn. ( 3.11). It is
seen that a notch is created in the pattern of the outer antennas at φ = +/- 90 o . In this
situation r1 = r2 , resulting in combination with the 180 o phase difference between the
two antennas in the observed notch. Also the radiation pattern of the middle antenna is
shown with the outer antennas shorted to ground at their feed (achieving good impedance
match). A slight deformation with respect to the pattern of a monopole antenna without
obstructions in its neighborhood is observed, resulting in a ratio between minimum and
maximum antenna gain of about 4dB.
4 Although the ’short’ as well as the ’open’ do not dissipate any energy and therefore both terminations ideally
do not lead to any signal loss, the ’short’ seems to perform best in a 50Ω environment. If, for some reason, a
deviation from the historically often used 50Ω standard is made, the ’open’ termination, or even another reactive
impedance might turn out to be a better alternative.
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(b) Simplified view of the setup using patch antennas.

Figure 3.10 Characteristics of the patch antenna configuration.

3.2 Simulations and Measurements
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The simulated radiation pattern of both the Rx and the Tx antennas of the patch antenna configuration introduced in Section 3.2.1 is shown in Fig. 3.10(a) in dBi. The figure
also shows the radiation pattern of a single patch without any obstruction in its environment. Fig. 3.10(b) shows the patch antenna configuration along with the definition of the
elevation angle θ and azimuth angle φ. The simulations were again performed in azimuth
with θ = 0. The simulation shows a notch in the radiation pattern of the outer antennas for
φ = 90o , which is in correspondence with the observed behavior of the monopole structure. As became clear in Section 3.1.2, the notch in the radiation pattern is a fundamental
property of the presented configuration. However, as mentioned before, in applications
where there is a multi-path effect this should not be an issue.
The radiation pattern of the middle patch antenna is almost the same as the radiation
pattern of a single patch without any obstructions in its neighborhood. This observation is
also in correspondence with the results that were found during the measurements on the
monopole prototype.

3.2.4 Practical Implementation
As discussed previously, in practical situations with time-varying electromagnetic properties in the environment, it is required to continuously adapt the phase and magnitude
difference of the outer antennas to guarantee low coupling. In Fig. 3.11 a possible circuit
implementation of this feature is proposed, using a transformer with multiple taps to divide the transmit power between the antennas in discrete steps. Eqn. ( 3.5) shows that the
needed phase difference is inversely proportional to λ, and can therefore be identified as a
time delay, guaranteeing broadband operation. These time delays should posses a highly
linear input-output response with low losses, because of the strong signals that are being
processed at that location. Therefore, in Fig. 3.11 adjustable time delays using MEMS
are suggested [62, 63]. If the time delay is adjusted using discrete steps, which is more
practical, it can be shown that the maximum amount of coupling is equal to 5 :
Maximal coupling = sin 2

Phase step
4

(3.12)

The number of phase steps needed to guarantee the desired coupling reduction, depends on the maximum expected relative permittivity r (see Eqn. (3.5)). The relative
permittivity in the presence of e.g. the human body can reach high values, depending on
the frequency and the body part [ 64]. The number of steps can be minimized by assuring
small differences between r,1 and r,2 . This can be achieved when the entire structure
is put in an environment with a high r . The entire structure then of course has to shrink
to keep comparable electromagnetic properties, which is also a desirable property, especially in handheld devices. Although this approach is not trivial, comparable methods are
being applied in existing commercial devices (e.g. Bluetooth antennas such as [ 65]).
Deriving the right settings of the structure between the PA output and the antenna
configuration can be done by measuring I err and Qerr , as indicated in the figure, and
5 Ignoring

the steps in the power division.
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Figure 3.11 Possible implementation of the antenna cancelation using different

time delays in combination with a transformer with various taps.
updating the time delay & transformer settings. The error vector composed of I err and
Qerr contains the information of the phase and magnitude of the Tx leakage that is still
present in the structure.
The signal present at the input of the receiver looks as follows:
Rxin

=
+

ALS cos(ωLS t + φLS ) + (1 + ξ)ALS cos(ωLS t + φLS + π + ψ)
ASS cos(ωSS t + φSS )

with the first two terms representing the coupled signal from the co-located aggressing
transmitter, and the last term the desired signal. The magnitude error of the antenna
configuration is denoted by ξ and the phase error by ψ. The output of the quadrature mixer
is equal to (ignoring the terms at the double frequency, and assuming unity conversion
gain):
mixout

=
+

ALS − (1 + ξ)ALS ejψ
ASS ej(ωSS −ωLS +φSS −φLS )

(3.13)

3.2 Simulations and Measurements
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The center frequency of the first two terms in Eqn. ( 3.13) is located at DC and the
bandwidth is determined by the rate of change in the environment of the antenna structure,
and will typically be in the sub-kHz region 6. The third term however is located at ω SS −
ωLS , and is therefore easily suppressed by the low-pass filters after the mixer in Fig. 3.11.
After filtering and normalization (division by A LS ), the mixer output looks as follows:

error vector =

1 − (1 + ξ)ejψ

(3.14)

Eqn. (3.14) is a complex result providing information about both the phase and magnitude of the residual signal present at the input of the receiver due to the co-located
transmitter. Based on this information, the optimal settings of the antenna configuration
can be derived in an optimization process.
Regarding the closing of the loop, a digital approach seems attractive because of the
discrete nature of the magnitude/time delay settings of the configuration shown in Fig.
3.11. Converting the signals from the quadrature mixer to the digital domain can be
done by using ADCs with relatively low requirements because the signals are slow, as
mentioned previously. Moreover, noise is negligible because, although the antenna configuration provides suppression, the signals of interest originate almost directly from the
transmitter. So, even when considering suppression in the order of several tens of dBs, the
thermal noise floor is still several tens of dBs below. Besides, the bandwidth of interest
is generally much less than the bandwidth of the original Tx signal, resulting in an even
further reduction of the amount of noise by straightforward frequency domain filtering.
Controlling the switches and adaptive time delays shown in Fig. 3.11 can then be done
from the digital domain based on the output signal of the quadrature mixer.
Alternative Implementation
An alternative implementation to the configuration shown in Fig. 3.11 is shown in Fig.
3.12. This implementation differs from the proposed solution shown in Fig. 3.11 such that
the adaptation is performed using circuitry that is placed earlier in the transmit chain. The
magnitude division is implemented by two variable gain amplifiers (VGAs) that are being
controlled based on the measurement of the error vector I err + jQerr in a comparable
fashion as was discussed in the previous section. As an alternative to the time delays in
Fig. 3.11, the phase difference between the two Tx paths is now controlled by adapting the
phase of the local oscillator for the up-converter in one of the Tx paths. The main benefit
of the approach of Fig. 3.12 over the approach shown in Fig. 3.11 is the elimination
of the relatively large time delay and adaptive transformer. Besides, the approach of
Fig. 3.12 most probably allows control with increased resolution; controlling the phase
of a relatively weak sinusoidal signal as well as setting the gain of a baseband VGA
6 Here, we can neglect the frequency content due to amplitude variations in the transmitted signal caused by
the modulation. The frequency content due to the modulation in the Tx signal does not contain any relevant information that could contribute to the optimization of the settings of the antenna configuration, and can therefore
be filtered out.
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Figure 3.12 Alternative approach of implementing the antenna cancelation us-

ing adaptivity in earlier stages of the Tx path.

is relatively simple, while achieving a high resolution in the approach of Fig. 3.11 a
relatively complex off-chip transformer and time-delay are required.
The main disadvantage of the alternative shown in Fig. 3.12 over the implementation
shown in Fig. 3.11 is firstly the fact that the noise that is generated in the two individual
Tx paths is not correlated. The fact that this noise is not correlated means that it will not be
suppressed, and directly coupled into the receiver. This effect causes the noise floor of the
receiver to be increased, which is of course undesirable. Next to this disadvantage, there
also is the fact that the alternative approach makes us of an adjustable phase difference
instead of adjustable time delays. These are two fundamentally different techniques, and
can only show identical behavior for unmodulated sinusoidal signals. The error caused
by this is in the order of the ratio between the bandwidth of the to suppress Tx signal
and the carrier frequency, and directly translates to an upper bound for the achievable
suppression.
Further research regarding the suppression of self-interference by means of the proposed antenna structure was not pursued because of the simultaneous development of the

3.3 Summary and Conclusion
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Figure 3.13 Phase response of an ideal time delay versus an ideal phase shift.

topic that will be introduced in the next chapter, namely the NIS concept. Besides, prior
art with respect to the proposed antenna configuration was found in [ 28].

3.3 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter a method is discussed to decrease the coupling between physically close
receive and transmit antennas, enabling the simultaneous operation of a receiver and a
transmitter of different standards. The coupling reduction between these two antennas is
caused by the creation of a spatial notch at the position of the receive antenna by adding an
additional Tx antenna. Thanks to the correlation between the signals applied to the two Tx
antennas, the 3dB penalty observed in case the two signals applied to the power combining
structure are not correlated can be avoided. The loss of the power combining structure can
therefore be kept to a minimum. The structure has been verified using simulations and
measurements on a structure based on monopole antennas, which show good resemblance
with the analytical results.
The amount of coupling reduction depends on how accurate the phase and magnitude
in the setup can be matched to the desired values. Measurements have shown a coupling reduction of at least 50dB, a limitation encountered due to the used measurement
setup. Regarding the impedance of the differentially driven antenna as well as with the
middle antenna, satisfying results were obtained (S 11 better than -15 dB at the frequency
of interest). To verify that the presented technique is not limited to monopole antennas,
additional EM simulations have also been performed using patch antennas. The results of
these simulations can be explained by the insight gained by the analysis on the monopole
configuration.
The application of this concept has implications concerning the antenna pattern of
mainly the differential antenna structure. The notch that is used to isolate the middle antenna from the outer antennas is also present in the far-field antenna pattern. Nonetheless,
in an environment with multi-path effects, this effect should not be an issue. The main
additional cost that does come with this approach is an increase in size because of the
additional antenna and the need for an adaptable transformer and time delays. Investing
in an adaptable transformer and time delay is mandatory in case an implementation is
pursued that minimizes noise coupling into the receiver and that uses the theoretically
required true RF time delays. Some area savings can be obtained by implementing the
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concept by using two individual transmit paths for each of the Tx antennas, albeit limited
because the additional antenna is still required of course. This alternative solution comes
with a penalty on the noise performance of the receiver, and the fact that a true RF time
delay cannot be implemented, which is therefore replaced by an adaptive phase shift.

Chapter

4

Interference Suppression by Exploiting
Nonlinear Transfers

N

ONLINEAR transfer functions exhibit properties that are fundamentally different
from linear transfer functions, and thereby they enable different solutions in coexistence scenarios. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where the input and output signals in both
frequency and time domain for various conditions are compared. When passing a strong
sinusoidal signal through a conventional compressive nonlinear system, the signal gets
distorted and as a result harmonics are created (Fig. 4.1(b)). In this particular case, only
odd order harmonics result because of the point-symmetric shape of the transfer function
(i.e., f (−x) = −f (x)), a situation typically encountered in differential circuits. Considering the special case of the third-order polynomial input/output relationship as shown in
Fig. 4.1(c), it appears that there even exist specific situations in which only a third-order
harmonic is generated, and the fundamental component is completely removed. The calculations describing this effect are stated below:
y(t) = c1 x(t) + c3 x(t)3

(4.1)

x(t) = ALS sin(ωLS t)

3A3 
A3
y(t) = c1 ALS + c3 LS sin(ωLS t) + c3 LS sin(3ωLS t)
4
4

(4.2)

Choose c3 = −
→ y(t) = c1

(4.3)

4c1
3A2LS

(4.4)

ALS
sin(3ωLS t)
3

(4.5)

with x(t) the input signal made up of a strong sinusoidal signal with large amplitude
ALS and y(t) the output signal. Moreover, because nonlinear transfer functions do not
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frequency

Figure 4.1 (a) Ideally, Rx circuits possess a linear transfer function (TF).

(b) Practical Rx circuits generally have a nonlinear TF, causing
compression of the fundamental and generation of harmonics. (c)
Specifically tailored nonlinear TFs are able to suppress the fundamental for a specific input amplitude level. (d) Weak (desired)
signals, superimposed on the strong signal, are not suppressed. (e)
When the amplitude of the strong signal changes, the TF must be
adapted to maintain strong-signal suppression.
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obey the principle of superposition, a (much weaker) signal accompanying the strong signal can undergo a different operation. Excitation of the same nonlinear transfer function
by the sum of the strong sinusoid with a weak sinusoid is shown in Fig. 4.1(d). In contrast to the fundamental of the strong signal, the fundamental of the weak signal is not
removed, but is still on its original location in the spectrum. Next to this signal various
other tones are created, but at different locations in the spectrum, which therefore can be
removed using common linear filtering 1 .
So, when passing the sum of a strong and weak sinusoidal through a specifically
shaped nonlinear transfer function as proposed in this work, the fundamental of the strong
signal gets suppressed while the fundamental of the weak signal not. The discussed functionality relies on a frequency-independent amplitude discrimination between the strong
and weak signal. When considering complex modulated signals instead of the simple sinusoidal excitations that were discussed until now, both the magnitudes and the phases of
the sinusoidal signals are varied. Phase variations do not cause any issues regarding this
concept, but the magnitude of the strong signal does obviously play a role.
The sensitivity to amplitude variations is easily understood by considering the frequencydomain counterpart of the proposed technique. The proposed nonlinear transfer function
suppresses the input signal at only one particular amplitude level, an operation comparable to the suppression of a single frequency component by a frequency-domain notch
filter. In case the frequency of the signal that needs to be suppressed changes, the center
frequency of the notch filter should be changed as well to guarantee suppression. The
center frequency of the notch filter should therefore track the frequency of the signal that
needs to be suppressed.
Equivalently, in case the amplitude of the signal that needs to be suppressed at the
input of the proposed nonlinear transfer changes, the transfer function must be changed
as well. This can be directly seen from Eqn. 4.4: The transfer function (i.e. its coefficient c3 ) must be adapted to the amplitude level A LS . The shape of the nonlinear transfer
should therefore track the amplitude of the strong signal. The adaptation of the nonlinear
transfer depending on the amplitude level of the undesired strong signal at the input is
illustrated in Fig. 4.1(e). Because the absolute amplitude level of the strong signal obviously changes over time due to the aforementioned modulation, but also because of for
example environmental changes, the concept eventually relies on a time-varying, nonlinear transfer function. The suppression of the strongest, undesired signal at the input of
the receiver enables relaxed dynamic range requirements for the rest of the receive chain,
motivating the investigation of this concept.
In this chapter we investigate the separation of the weak desired signal with a small
amplitude ASS from a strong undesired signal with a large amplitude A LS by passing
them through an RF circuit with a specifically tailored nonlinear, time-varying transfer
function. As will become clear in this chapter, the great benefit of applying the NIS concept is the removal of the strong interferer, thereby relieving the requirements of the analog part of the rest of the receiver. Additionally, also the incurred artifacts resulting from
1 Harmonics can be suppressed before down-conversion, and components that are closer in frequency such
as intermodulation products can be removed after down-conversion.
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the proposed technique, as well as the system level overview with our specific application
of the multi-radio platform, will be discussed. Previous work on interferer suppression
making use of nonlinear effects was found in [ 29, 30], as was discussed in Section 2.3.
The chapter is organized in the following manner. First, in Section 4.1, the general requirements and fundamental properties of strong-signal suppression are introduced. Also
the consequences of strong-signal suppression for the strong interferer, weak desired signal and external interference are discussed here. Then, Section 4.2 presents how the NIS
deals with various non-idealities that are commonly observed in transmitted signals. Next,
the system level application of the nonlinear interference suppressor (NIS) concept to the
multi-radio platform where the coexistence issues are observed is explained in Section
4.3. In Section 4.4 the possibilities of inverting the NIS transfer in the digital back-end
are discussed, with the aim of removing the undesired artifacts incurred by the presented
processing. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 4.5.

4.1 Strong- and Weak-Signal Characteristics
In this section, the general requirements for interference suppression by exploiting nonlinearity are discussed, and the consequences for the desired signal are clarified. Before
we start the analysis, the characteristics of the input signal x(t) are defined. The input
signal x(t) consists of the strong locally generated blocking interferer Int(t) (aggressor),
and the desired weak signal s(t) (victim) 2 :
Int(t)
s(t)
ASS

=
=

ALS (t) sin[ωLS t + φLS (t)]
ASS (t) sin[ωSS t + φSS (t)]

(4.6)

x(t) = Int(t) + s(t)
= |ASS | << ALS = |ALS |

The goal of the nonlinear input-output transfer of the RF circuit used to implement the
NIS functionality is to suppress the interfering (strong) signal Int(t), and to amplify the
desired (weak) signal s(t) by using nonlinear effects. To this end the assumption is made
that s(t) is significantly weaker than Int(t). In case this assumption does not hold the
proposed technique does not have to be used because there is no need to suppress the
interferer.
The signal x(t) is fed into the nonlinear circuit, whose input-output relationship is
described by the memoryless function y = f(x). As mentioned in the introduction, the
strong signal can undergo a different processing than the weak signal because superposition does not hold for nonlinear transfers. By applying the Fourier analysis to the resulting
waveform, the effective gain of the fundamental component of the strong signal, G LS , is
found as:
 π
1
GLS =
f(ALS sin(θ)) · sin(θ) dθ
(4.7)
ALS · π −π
2 To distinguish between Int(t) and s(t) the subscripts LS and SS are used respectively to stress that Int(t)
generally is a Large Signal, whereas s(t) generally is a Small Signal.
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The effective gain G SS of the fundamental component of the weak desired signal in the
presence of the strong undesired signal is a function of A LS , the probability density function (PDF) of the sinusoidal Int(t), and f(x):
 ALS
∂f(x)
· PDFsine (x)dx
(4.8)
GSS =
−ALS ∂x
From these equations it can be concluded that the different gains the two input signals
experience, fully depend on the amplitude (and not on the phase or frequency) of Int(t)
and the transfer function f(x). In the case of no self-interference there is no need for
interference suppression. In this situation, the circuit can be set to linear mode resulting
in classical amplifier behavior. In the following sections first the properties of the NIS
technique concerning the strong signal will be analyzed, and then the consequences for
the weak signal will be discussed.

4.1.1 Strong-Signal Suppression; Requirements and Limitations
The general requirements on a nonlinear transfer function f(x) that achieves suppression
of the fundamental component of a sinusoidal excitation are discussed here. Without loss
of generality, f(x) can be analyzed as the sum of odd and even functions, together making
up f(x):
f(x) = fodd (x) + feven (x)
Considering Eqn. (4.7), only fodd has an influence on G LS because the fundamental tone
is only affected by odd-order nonlinearities. With this requirement, Eqn. ( 4.7) can be
rewritten as follows:
 π
2
fodd (ALS sin(θ)) · sin(θ) dθ
(4.9)
GLS =
ALS · π 0
Now, to achieve strong-signal suppression, Eqn. ( 4.9) must be equal to zero. Because
sin(θ) ≥ 0 for the entire integration interval in Eqn. ( 4.9) 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, f(ALS sin(θ))
must change sign in this interval. To implement this behavior, f(x) must change sign for
x ∈ 0, ALS ] and for x ∈ [−ALS , 0 . So, in total the transfer function f(x) must have
at least three zero transitions in the interval x ∈ [−A LS , ALS ]. Furthermore, from Eqn.
(4.9) it becomes clear that full suppression is possible (G LS = 0), but requires the transfer
to be adjusted in accordance with the actual value of A LS . Therefore, the transfer function
to achieve strong-signal suppression is a function of A LS as well, leading to f(x, ALS ).
In case the strong signal to be suppressed has a varying envelope (i.e., A LS varies in
time), the transfer must be continuously changed according to the instantaneous value of
the envelope of the interferer. In Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 two transfer functions fulfilling
the requirements derived in this section are shown, as well as their time- and frequencydomain responses. The figures show removal of the fundamental tone at the output, and
the generation of harmonic content. The fact that these transfer functions are completely
different, but both capable of performing strong-signal suppression, underlines the general character and flexibility of this technique. The three required zero transitions in the
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Figure 4.2 Input/output transfer function that provides the nonlinear interfer-

ence suppressor functionality using a compressive third-order polynomial (a), and its effect on a sinusoidal input signal in time domain (b) and frequency domain (c,d).

Figure 4.3 Input/output transfer function that provides the nonlinear interfer-

ence suppressor functionality using a zig-zag transfer function (a),
and its effect on a sinusoidal input signal in time domain (b) and
frequency domain (c,d).
interval x ∈ [−ALS , ALS ] are clearly visible in both transfers. When comparing the output spectra of the two different transfer functions, an interesting difference is the number
of harmonics that are created in the process. The third-order polynomial creates only one
harmonic, whereas the zig-zag function produces an infinite number of harmonics. When
considering, for example, a fifth-order polynomial of the form
f(x) = c1 x + c5 x5
simulations show that two harmonics result (i.e. HD 3 and HD5 ) in case the coefficients c 1
and c5 are chosen such that strong signal suppression is achieved. Apparently, the amount
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of the zig-zag NIS transfer function built upon Cheby-

shev polynomials.
of harmonics created in the process is a design choice. An interesting group of nonlinear
transfers in this perspective are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind T n (x), which
are defined as follows [66, 67]:
Tn (x) = cos(n · arccos(x))
where n is the order of the polynomial. When excited by a sinusoidal excitation with
unity amplitude, the output only consists of a single, n th -order harmonic:
Tn (cos(ωLS t)) = cos(n · ωLS t)
The first five Chebyshev polynomials are given by the following equations:
T0 (x)

=

1

T1 (x)
T2 (x)

=
=

x
2x2 − 1

T3 (x)
T4 (x)

=
=

4x3 − 3x
8x4 − 8x2 + 1

T5 (x)

=

16x5 − 20x3 + 5x

and can be found by the following generating function:
Tn+1 (x) = 2xTn (x) − Tn−1

(4.10)

The transfer function used in Fig. 4.2 is a third-order Chebyshev polynomial of the
first kind, making n = 3 zero transitions, resulting in an output spectrum of only the 3 rd
harmonic. Subsequently, the n th -order polynomial makes n zero transitions, resulting
in an output spectrum of only the n th harmonic. In practice, however, increasing the
number of zero transitions in the nonlinear transfer, and producing a perfect Chebyshev
polynomial is a difficult task.
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Nonetheless, the fact that the Chebyshev polynomials implement the NIS functionality while only creating a single frequency component, indicates that they can be used as a
basis for memoryless nonlinear transfer functions that fulfill the NIS criterion, namely:
fNIS (x) =

∞


pn Tn (x), with n = 2m + 1

(4.11)

m=1

with pn being coefficients. The values of p n to suppress a sinusoidal with unity amplitude
can be found by the following equation:
1
pn =
π



π
−π

fNIS (sin(θ)) · sin(nθ) dθ

For example, the specific case of the third-order polynomial shown in Fig. 4.2 is equal
to Eqn. (4.11) with p3 = 13 and pn = 0 for other values of n. Consecutively, the specific
case of the zig-zag transfer function shown in Fig. 4.3 can be approached by Eqn. (4.11)
with p3 = 13 , p5 = − 51 , p7 = 17 , and so on. In Fig. 4.4 the zig-zag function created by
Chebyshev polynomials is shown for several different orders.

4.1.2 Consequences for Desired Signal; Distortion and Noise
In Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, again the same transfer functions are shown as in Fig. 4.2 and Fig.
4.3, but now with a weak signal at the input as well. In this section the consequences for
the desired signal are analyzed. While the strong interference is removed and the desired
signal is present at the output, several additional frequency components are created in the
process. Furthermore, to have maximum benefit from the NIS concept, this operation
must be performed in an early stage of the receiver. Therefore, noise and vulnerability
to external interference are important aspects of this technique. The nonlinear transfer
introduces several distortion components that can be categorized as harmonic distortion,
cross modulation and intermodulation. We will treat all these different effects separately
here.

Harmonic Distortion
The nonlinear nature of the NIS concept causes harmonic distortion resulting in the generation of spectral content at multiples of the input frequency (e.g. ω LS → 3ωLS ). Vice
versa, the nonlinear behavior leads to the translation of spectral content of higher frequency bands into the frequency band of the desired signal (e.g. 3ω LS → ωLS ). Preventing the issues related to harmonic distortion can be achieved by (frequency domain)
filtering both the input and the output signal of the NIS block. Because of the filtering requirement, the NIS concept is most suited to be applied in situations where the frequency
spacing between the desired signal and the blocker that needs to be suppressed is small.
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Figure 4.5 Input output transfer function of the compressive third-order poly-

nomial (a), and its effect on the combination of a weak and strong
input signal in time domain (b) and frequency domain (c,d).

Figure 4.6 Input output transfer function of the zig-zag transfer function (a),

and its effect on the combination of a weak and strong input signal
in time domain (b) and frequency domain (c,d).
Cross Modulation
Next distortion component is the cross modulation. As discussed in [ 19], cross modulation is caused by an A LS -dependent gain for the weak desired signal. In contradiction to
the conventional situation of passing a strong and a weak signal through a (static) nonlinear system, in our situation however the nonlinear transfer is not static 3 . From the previous
section where we derived the requirements for strong signal suppression, it has become
clear that the nonlinear transfer must vary continuously over time, according to the instantaneous value of the envelope of the interferer. The requirements on the nonlinear transfer
that are thus far derived, still leave freedom in how this variability is implemented. To
3 At least in case of a varying envelope (=A
LS ) of the aggressing signal Int(t). In case of a non-varying
envelope, obviously no cross modulation takes place and the nonlinear transfer does not need to be changed.
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Figure 4.7 Graphical representation of the condition required to prevent cross

modulation.
accommodate the variability of f(x) as a function of A LS , an additional argument A LS
must be added to the transfer function f(x) resulting in f(x, A LS ). If the transfer function
f(x, ALS ) satisfies the following relationship:
 x 
f(x, ALS ) = ALS · g
ALS

(4.12)

in which g(x) is equal to f(x, A LS ) for ALS = 1, the gain for the desired signal becomes:

GSS =

ALS

−ALS



1

=
−1




∂ ALS · g AxLS
∂x

dx
∂g(x)
· √
∂x
π 1 − x2

·

dx
π

A2LS − x2
(4.13)

From Eqn. (4.13) it can be concluded that G SS has no dependence on A LS if Eqn. (4.12)
is fulfilled, which means that no cross modulation between Int(t) and s(t) takes place.
Simultaneously, the strong signal suppression criterion is not affected. To further clarify
this property, Fig. 4.7 shows the effective gain in three consecutive steps resulting in G LS
to be zero, and G SS to be constant, independent of A LS .

Spectrum Mirroring; Noise and Cross-talk
The last remaining component due to Int(t) is the intermodulation between Int(t) and s(t).
To analyze this effect, the method of describing functions as discussed in [ 68] is used. The
output of a memoryless nonlinear function around the fundamental when excited with a
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combination of a strong and a weak sinusoidal signal is equal to:

1
∂GLS
+ GLS · s(t)
y(t) = GLS · Int(t) + ALS ·
2
∂ALS

1
∂GLS
+ ALS ·
− GLS · IM(t)
2
∂ALS

(4.14)

in which the first term represents the strong-signal output, the second term the desired
signal output and the third term an intermodulation (IM(t)) component given by:
IM(t) = ASS (t) sin[(2ωLS − ωSS )t + 2φLS (t) − φSS (t)]
With GLS = 0, the magnitude of the IM term in Eqn. ( 4.14) becomes equal to the magnitude of the desired signal. This effect occurs as long as the strong signal suppression
criterion is fulfilled, independent of the specific NIS transfer shape. Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6
illustrate this behavior, leading to the conclusion that in the case of strong-signal suppression, the content at ω SS is mirrored to (2ω LS -ωSS ). Vice versa the same occurs, i.e. the
content at (2ωLS -ωSS ) is mirrored to ω SS . The former effect is of no concern because it
generates components that are outside the signal band. The latter effect, on the other hand,
is of concern, because this does affect the desired signal quality. In general, the spectrum
mirroring leads to the translation of the input noise at (2ω LS -ωSS ) into the signal band.
In case of a signal being present at (2ω LS -ωSS ), cross-talk arises. Because the commonly
used Friis noise equation is only valid for linear circuits, the noise figure calculation of a
receive chain incorporating an LNA as a first stage followed by an NIS circuit as a second
stage therefore looks different, as can be seen in the derived equation:
Ftot = 2FLN A +

FN IS − 2
F3 − 1
+
+ ...
GLN A,av
GLN A,av GN IS,av

(4.15)

From Eqn. (4.15) we can conclude that the noise factor of the stages preceding the NIS is
doubled. Here, the assumption is made that the stages preceding the NIS produce equal
output noise for the desired signal band as well as the mirror frequency band. Therefore,
the noise figure of the system is increased by 3dB when the NIS is actively suppressing
the blocker. It should be noted here that here only frequency components in the vicinity
of the desired signal channel are considered. As will become clear in Section 4.2.2 also
frequency components from higher frequencies are being translated into the signal band.
Of course, this can be solved with common frequency domain filtering of the input signal.
For a more general analysis of the noise performance of NIS transfers the reader is referred
to appendix A.
External Interference
Besides distortion due to Int(t), also external interference can be present. The external
interference will generally be much weaker than the locally generated blocker Int(t), but
can still be larger than the desired signal, which describes the situation assumed here.
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Using the same approach as in Eqn. (4.8), an effective power series can be derived,
modeling the input (x ss ) to output (y ss ) transfer for external signals:
yss
GSS,n

= GSS,1 · xss + GSS,2 · x2ss + GSS,3 · x3ss . . .
 ALS n
∂ f(x)
=
· PDF(x)dx
n
−ALS n!∂x

Derivation of the effective third order intercept point V IIP3 can now be done using the
following well-known relationship [19]:
VIIP3 =

 4G 
 SS,1 


3GSS,3

(4.16)

GSS,1 is independent of A LS in case Eqn. (4.12) is fulfilled, as discussed previously.
Using the same approach as in Eqn. (4.13), GSS,3 becomes:



 ALS ∂ 3 ALS · g x
A
1
dx
LS
·
GSS,3 =
6 −ALS
∂x3
π A2LS − x2

1 1 1
∂ 3 g(x)
dx
=
·
· √
(4.17)
2
3
6 −1 ALS
∂x
π 1 − x2
GSS,3 ∝

1
A2LS

So, when Eqn. (4.12) is fulfilled to avoid cross modulation, G SS,3 is inversely proportional
to A2LS and therefore V IIP3 is proportional to A LS :
VIIP3 ∝ ALS
The fact that VIIP3 is proportional to A LS leads to the observation that the linearity of the
circuit increases for increasing blocker amplitude. The specific value of V IIP3 depends on
the actual transfer function f(x), leaving room for optimization.

4.1.3 Transfer-Specific Characteristics
To further analyze and verify the NIS principle, a specific signal transfer choice must
be made. To this end the zig-zag transfer function as already shown in Fig. 4.3 and
Fig. 4.6, obtained by superposition of the transfer function of a linear amplifier and a
clipper, is chosen. Such a transfer function can be implemented in various semiconductor
technologies. The mathematical description of this transfer function is:
⎧
⎨ Glin · x + Aclip if x < 0
0
if x = 0
(4.18)
f(x) =
⎩
Glin · x − Aclip if x > 0
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and its strong-signal gain, based on Eqn. (4.7), is obtained as:
GLS = Glin −

4Aclip
πALS

To achieve full suppression, A clip must therefore be set to:
Aclip,supp =

π
ALS Glin
4

(4.19)

clarifying the dependence of f(x) on the actual amplitude of the interferer, as discussed in
Section 4.1.1. Combining Eqn. (4.18) and Eqn. (4.19), the normalized transfer function
g(x) is:
⎧
⎨ Glin · (x + π4 ) if x < 0
0
if x = 0
(4.20)
g(x) =
⎩
Glin · (x − π4 ) if x > 0
The gain of s(t) while exciting the transfer function with Int(t) can be determined using
Eqn. (4.13) and Eqn. (4.20), and becomes:
 a
 −a
π dx
dx
·
Glin · √
+
−Glin
GSS,1 = lim
2
a→0 −1
4a π
π 1−x
−a
 1

dx
+
Glin · √
π 1 − x2
a
Glin
Glin
Glin
Glin
−
+
=
2
2
2
2
So, s(t) undergoes amplification in case G lin > 2, independently of the characteristics
of the interferer signal, Int(t). G SS,3 can be found using Eqn. (4.17) and Eqn. (4.20)
numerically, or analytically using describing functions [ 69]:
GSS,1 =

GSS,3 = −
leading to:



Glin
16A2LS

32
· ALS ≈ 3.3ALS
3
So, VIIP3 is approximately 3.3 times greater than A LS . This means that the IIP 3 is approximately 10dB greater than the amplitude level of Int(t) when using the zig-zag transfer
function to realize f(x).
Thus far, memoryless behavior as well as infinite precision has been assumed. Since
the transfer function has to operate on RF signals and circuit implementations (regardless
of the technology) are in general limited with respect to both bandwidth and precision,
these effects cannot be neglected. Deviations from the ideal transfer due to the aforementioned imperfections result in magnitude and phase deviations of A clip with respect to
Glin :
Aclip = Aclip,supp (1 + δmag )ejδphase
VIIP3 =
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Figure 4.8 Large-signal suppression versus error in A clip . The results for

(δmag , δphase ) = (0%, 0o ) and (100%, 0 o ) have been limited to respectively 50dB and -50dB. It can be seen there exist unique solutions for either strong- or weak-signal suppression.

Figure 4.9 Close-up view of the strong-signal suppression versus error in A clip

in the vicinity of Aclip,supp .
The magnitude error is modeled by δ mag , and the phase error is modeled by δ phase . The
resulting magnitude of G LS then becomes:

|GLS | = |Glin | 1 − (1 + δmag )(2 cos(δphase ) − 1 − δmag )
(4.21)
and the magnitude of G SS :
|GSS | =

|Glin | 
4 − (1 + δmag )(4 cos(δphase ) − 1 − δmag )
2
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The ratio between |G SS | and |GLS | is identified as the achieved strong-signal suppression with respect to the desired signal gain, and is shown in Fig. 4.8. The strong-signal
suppression at Aclip,supp can be clearly seen at (δ mag , δphase ) = (0, 0). Furthermore, there
also exists a value of Aclip where GSS equals zero: this occurs for (δ mag , δphase ) = (1, 0).
This situation should be prevented, as it leads to suppression of s(t), and not of the interferer. Fig. 4.9 shows a close-up of the strong-signal suppression in the vicinity of
Aclip,supp . To guarantee maximum suppression, both δ mag and δphase must obviously be
as small as possible. The deviation of δ phase from its ideal value of zero is caused by
memory effects in the NIS circuit, as already mentioned. Because memory effects are
intrinsically present in the NIS if implemented in bandwidth-limited technologies such as
CMOS, the value of δ phase must be minimized by proper circuit design. The value of δ mag
is adjustable by external control of the clipper amplitude A clip . In Section 4.3 we will
discuss in more detail how to successfully steer the right value of A clip from a system
level point of view in the multi-radio platform. First we will discuss how the proposed
concept deals with various non-idealities in the signal of the Tx aggressor.

4.2 Dealing with Non-Idealities in the Aggressing Signal
Generally, any transmitter will output a signal that deviates from the actual signal it is
intending to transmit. Because of this deviation, the resulting output signal looks slightly
different from what was intended purely based on the combination of modulation type,
input data and transmitter power level. Fig. 4.10 shows an overview of the various deviations that can be expected in this perspective:
 Phase noise: The generation of the carrier signal is generally performed by an oscillator circuit. Because of the various noise sources that are present in oscillators,
the phase of the output signal will show some random deviation. The presence of
that noise will cause the spectral widening of the intended Tx signal as shown in
Fig. 4.10 (a).
 Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN): Generally, the transmitter will have both
power gain and a non-zero noise figure. These characteristics lead to the generation
of noise with a power level exceeding the typical available thermal noise power
level of -174dBm/Hz at room temperature, over a larger bandwidth than the original intended signal. Therefore, the output spectrum of the transmitter shows an
increased power spectral density over a large bandwidth outside the signal band, as
shown in Fig. 4.10 (b).
 Spectral regrowth: The output power the transmitter has to provide can exceed
power levels of 1 Watt (as is for example the case with GSM and UMTS). Providing such high power levels to the antenna causes stringent power added efficiency
(PAE) requirements on power amplifiers used in transmitters. To achieve a high
PAE in an amplifier, it is generally required that these circuits operate in their nonlinear region. The nonlinear behavior results in spectral regrowth, which leads to
the spectral content in the vicinity of the output signal shown in Fig. 4.10 (c).
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Figure 4.10 Various non-ideal effects in the transmitted signal.

During transmitter design, specifications such as adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR)
and spectral mask requirements have to be met. These design specifications force the
transmitter designers to strive for a minimization of the spectral content due to the aforementioned effects but, nonetheless, generally the thermal noise floor will still be exceeded.
In the following sections, the three different non-ideal effects will be discussed when passing the aggressor’s signal through the NIS. To model the NIS behavior here, a third-order
polynomial model will be used. The reason for this choice is that it will generally result
in simple and clear math, improving the readability and understandability of the various
aspects that will be considered. From the previous sections it became clear that many
characteristics of the NIS concept are independent of the exact shape of the nonlinear
transfer function, in case strong-signal suppression is achieved and Eqn. ( 4.12) is fulfilled. Therefore, the third-order polynomial includes all general properties of the NIS
concept, and the obtained results can be used to predict the behavior for other transfers
which fulfill the NIS criterion as well.

4.2.1 Phase Noise
As mentioned in the previous section, phase noise leads to a random deviation of the
phase of the carrier signal. The modeling of this effect is done here by adjusting the Int(t)
signal introduced in Eqn. (4.6):
Int(t) = ALS (t) cos(ωLS t + φLS (t) + φnoise (t))

(4.22)
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(a) Input time domain.

(b) Output time domain.

(c) Input frequency domain.

(d) Output frequency domain.

(e) Upper sideband around 1GHz at the input.

(f) Upper sideband around 1GHz at the output.

Figure 4.11 Dealing with phase noise in the aggressing signal.

in which φnoise (t) denotes the phase noise component, modeled by a Brownian process resulting in a phase noise spectrum with a -20dB/decade roll-off (∝ f −2 ) [70].
As becomes clear from Eqn. (4.22), the phase noise does not affect the envelope of
Int(t). Therefore, because the NIS acts as an amplitude domain filter, it is expected that
strong-signal suppression is not affected by the phase noise, and the phase noise will be
suppressed as well. In Fig. 4.11, simulation results are shown that were performed in
MATLAB on an NIS made up of a third-order polynomial assuring a weak signal gain of
unity. The excitation is chosen as a sinusoidal wave with an amplitude of 1V, and a phase
noise of -120dBc/Hz @ 1MHz as can be seen in Fig. 4.11(e). The output spectrum (Fig.
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4.11(d)) shows that the fundamental is suppressed, and a third-order harmonic results. It
is seen that the phase noise is again present around the generated harmonic, but around the
frequency of the original fundamental at 1GHz the spectral content is lowered as expected
(Fig. 4.11(f)).

4.2.2 Additive White Gaussian Noise
The next non-ideal effect that is considered is the AWGN generated by the transmitter. To
model this effect, the equation of Int(t) is adjusted in the following fashion:
Int(t) = ALS (t) cos(ωLS t + φLS (t)) + n(t)

(4.23)

in which n(t) denotes the noise component, modeled by a white Gaussian process. Now,
in contrast to the phase noise of the previous section, the AWGN does affect the amplitude
of Int(t) in an unpredictable manner. Therefore, it is expected that the AWGN is not
removed by the NIS. In Section 4.1.2 it was already mentioned that because of the inherent
spectrum mirroring that takes place during the NIS operation the noise gets folded around
Int(t), leading to a doubling of the output noise. To gain insight in the effects that take
place due to the nonlinear operation, an analysis on this effect is presented below, again
by making use of an NIS made up of a third-order polynomial:
f(x) = c1 x + c3 x3
As an excitation, the input signal introduced in Eqn. ( 4.6) is used4 :
Int(t)

=

ALS (t) cos[ωLS t]

s(t)
x(t)

=
=

ASS (t) cos[ωSS t]
Int(t) + s(t)

ASS

<< ALS

The strong signal Int(t) in combination with the weak signal s(t) at the input of the NIS
will result in several spurs at the output. By analyzing the positions in the frequency
domain where the weak signal ends up, the effect of AWGN at the input can then be
deduced. The time domain output y(t) of the function f(x) then looks as follows:




1
(4.24)
y(t) = A3LS c3 cos 3ωLS t + 3A2LS ASS c3 cos (ωSS − 2ωLS )t
4




+3A2LS ASS c3 cos −(2ωLS + ωSS )t + 3ALS A2SS c3 cos (ωLS − 2ωSS )t




+3ALS A2SS c3 cos (ωLS + 2ωSS )t + A3SS c3 cos 3ωSS t

 

+ 6A2SS ALS c3 + 3A3LS c3 + 4ALS c1 cos ωLS t
 


+ 6A2LS ASS c3 + 3A3SS c3 + 4ASS c1 cos ωSS t
4 Here, the phase information denoted by φ of the various components is omitted for clarity. Later this
information can easily be deduced from the frequency information denoted by ω.
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Figure 4.12 Input and output spectrum of the NIS. At the input two signals are

seen (strong Int and weak s), resulting in four output components.
4c1
, the two boldface terms in Eqn. (4.24) cancel, leading to the
By choosing c3 = − 3A
2
LS

suppression5 of the spectral content at ω LS . The time domain output y(t) then becomes:





ALS c1

y(t)
cos 3ωLS t − ASS c1 cos (ωSS − 2ωLS )t
=−
4c1
3
c3 =− 2
3A
LS




−ASS c1 cos −(2ωLS + ωSS )t − ASS c1 cos ωSS t

 A2 c


A2 c1
1
− SS cos (ωLS − 2ωSS )t − SS cos (ωLS + 2ωSS )t
ALS
ALS

 A3 c

 A3 c


2A2SS c1
1
1
cos ωLS t − SS2 cos 3ωSS t − SS
cos
ω
t
−
SS
ALS
3ALS
A2LS
As can be seen, the last five products are divided by either A LS or even A2LS . Therefore,
the magnitude of these components can be considered negligible since A LS >> ASS ,
leading to the following approximation of y(t):





ALS c1

cos
3ω
y(t)
=
−
t
−
A
c
cos
(ω
−
2ω
)t
(4.25)
LS
SS 1
SS
LS
4c
3
c3 =− 21
3A
LS




−ASS c1 cos −(2ωLS + ωSS )t − ASS c1 cos ωSS t
The outcome of the analysis is shown in Fig. 4.12. The star (∗ ) denotes complex conjugation of the signals. As can be seen, spectral content due to the weak signal is present at
three different locations in the output spectrum. It is obvious that when this effect takes
5 Apart

from the remaining term: 6A2SS ALS c3 , which is negligibly small.
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Figure 4.13 Input and output spectrum of the NIS including noise effects. In

purple the noise originating from positive frequencies is shown, and
in green the noise originating from negative frequencies.
place on a weak signal, this effect also takes place for the noise. The various frequencies
the noise is originating from, which end up in the band of the weak signal s(t) at the
output, are then:
ωNa

=

ωSS

ωNb
ωNc

=
=

ωSS − 2ωLS
−(2ωLS + ωSS )

A visualization of all the various noise spectra ending up at the weak signal frequency,
and the intermodulation product frequency is shown in Fig. 4.13. Noise component N a
is the noise that was originally already in the band of interest. N b shows the spectrum
mirror component described in Section 4.1.2. Lastly, an additional component is identified denoted by N c . We can conclude that the total output noise at ω SS is composed of
three components, while the signal component is composed of one component denoted
by the last term in Eqn. (4.25). In case of white noise at the input, the decrease of the
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) then becomes equal to three, which corresponds to 4.77dB.
However, noise component N c is located at a relatively high frequency, and therefore will
generally be reduced significantly by the band-pass filter of the transmitter. In case the
high frequency noise is suppressed, the SNR decrease is equal to 3dB, as mentioned in
Section 4.1.2.
To verify these findings, simulations were performed in MATLAB, again on an NIS
made up of a third-order polynomial with c 1 = 1. First, the excitation is chosen to be a
sinusoidal wave with unity amplitude, accompanied by white Gaussian noise, as can be
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(a) Input frequency domain.

(b) Output frequency domain.

(c) Power spectral density around 1GHz at the input.

(d) Power spectral density around 1GHz at the output.

Figure 4.14 Additive white Gaussian noise in the aggressing signal.

seen in Fig. 4.14(a). The output spectrum (Fig. 4.14(b)) shows that the fundamental is
suppressed, and a third-order harmonic results. Fig. 4.14(c) and Fig. 4.14(d) show the
input and output power spectral densities around the excitation frequency of 1GHz. The
dashed line in Fig. 4.14(d) is offset by 4.77dB with respect to the dashed line in Fig.
4.14(c), clarifying the increase in output noise.
This simulation was performed again, but this time with filtered noise. The spectral
content of the noise around 3GHz was suppressed by using a stop-band filtering operation,
as can be seen in Fig. 4.15(a). Again, Fig. 4.15(b) shows the strong-signal suppression,
as well as the generation of the harmonic at 3GHz. Now, the dashed line in Fig. 4.15(d)
is offset by 3dB with respect to the dashed line in Fig. 4.15(c). The symmetric behavior
of the noise spectrum around 1GHz in Fig 4.15(d) is caused by the mirroring operation
discussed in Section 4.1.2.
From the presented analysis it has become clear that the noise power at the output of
the NIS is a multiple of the input noise power, which leads to the conclusion that Friis
noise equation does not hold for this principle. This means that the noise figure of the total
system is always at least 3dB in case the high frequency noise is filtered, no matter where
the NIS is located in the chain. Putting low noise gain stages in front of this circuit cannot
lower this limit. In case of an NIS implemented in a different approach than the here
presented third-order polynomial, also noise from higher harmonics can be converted into
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(a) Input frequency domain.

(b) Output frequency domain.

(c) Power spectral density around 1GHz at the input.

(d) Power spectral density around 1GHz at the output.

Figure 4.15 Additive white Gaussian noise (band-stop filtered around 3GHz) in

the aggressing signal.

the signal band. However, because these harmonics are at even larger frequency distances
compared to the situation encountered in the third-order polynomial NIS, these can easily
be filtered out. Therefore, also in that approach, the noise figure of the total system is
always at least 3dB, provided the high frequency noise is filtered.

4.2.3 Spectral Regrowth
The last effect considered here is the spectral regrowth due to the nonlinear behavior of
the transmitter. The nonlinear behavior of a power amplifier (PA) can be summarized in
AM-to-AM and AM-to-PM characteristics [71, 72]. As was already verified in Section
4.2.1, the NIS principle acts as an amplitude-domain filter, making it insensitive for phase
variations. Therefore, it can be concluded that only the AM-to-AM characteristics are of
importance. In case AM-to-AM variation takes place in the PA, the NIS is able to deal
with this as long as these variations are being taken into account in the NIS control signal.
Fig. 4.16 shows the results of a simulation to verify that the NIS can deal with spectral regrowth in the aforementioned situation. The excitation used in this simulation is
an amplitude modulated carrier at 1GHz, modulated with a 10MHz signal with a modulation index of 35%. The blue results show the input and output signals belonging to a
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(a) Input time domain.

(b) Output time domain.

(c) Input frequency domain.

(d) Output frequency domain.

(e) Content around 1GHz at the input.

Figure 4.16 Dealing with spectral regrowth in the aggressing signal.

situation without spectral regrowth, i.e. assuming a perfectly linear PA. The red results
belong to a situation when spectral regrowth does occur, caused by a clipping PA modeled by passing the modulation through a hyperbolic tangent. The effect of the nonlinear
clipping operation can clearly be seen in the time domain output signals shown in Fig.
4.16(b) an the spectra shown in Fig. 4.16(e). The undistorted blue spectrum only contains
frequency components at 0.99GHz, 1GHz and 1.01GHz, while the distorted red spectrum
contains many more frequency components indicating spectral regrowth. Eventually, in
both situations the content at 1GHz is fully suppressed, as can be seen in Fig. 4.16(d).
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Figure 4.17 System diagram showing the application of the NIS principle in a

multi-radio transceiver.

4.3 Application of the NIS Concept to the Multi-Radio
Platform
Thus far, the general characteristics of the NIS concept have been the main subject. In
this section we will focus on the application of this concept to suppress the internally
generated interference (aggressor) in a multi-radio system. Fig. 4.17 shows the procedure
(a), and the system level diagram (b) of applying the NIS concept to the multi-radio platform. As already pointed out in the introduction, in the multi-radio transceiver platform a
situation is encountered where, in case two standards A and B are active simultaneously,
the receiver of standard A (victim) is plagued by the strong transmitted signal of standard
B (aggressor). The signal of the aggressor is generated in the same device, and therefore
the blocking signal injected into the victim receiver is a priori known. The NIS concept,
owing to the fact that the envelope of the aggressor is known, lends itself to surmount this
problem. As already explained in the introduction, a similar situation is encountered in
frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, which could therefore be solved in a comparable fashion.
The knowledge of the characteristics of the aggressor enables the adaptation of the
NIS transfer according to the actual amplitude of the aggressor’s signal, as derived in
Section 4.1 and illustrated in Fig. 4.17(a). Successful application of the NIS concept re-
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quires the derivation of the amplitude of the aggressor’s signal as it appears at the input of
the ’NIS’ sub-block x(t). This is achieved based on the knowledge of the baseband signal
that is being fed into the transmitter indicated by ’Tx std. B’. To derive the actual amplitude of the aggressor’s signal from the I/Q-baseband signal, the path between modulator
input (indicated by ’Mixer + IF + DAC’) and the Rx antenna output must be modeled, after which the magnitude must be deduced. This operation is performed by the sub-block
indicated by ’Magnitude’. In Chapter 7 we discuss the content of this sub-block in more
detail, and analyze the required investment cost in terms of power consumption and chip
area due to this added functionality.
The ’Magnitude’ sub-block is steering a sub-block called ’NIS-Control’, which on its
turn interfaces a DAC that steers the NIS circuit, thereby making up a feedforward path.
Sub-block ’NIS-Control’ steers the NIS with the clipper amplitude A clip , thereby creating
the desired zero strong-signal gain, an operation that can be identified as feedforward control. The availability of the aggressor’s baseband signal facilitates the use of feedforward
control of the NIS circuit. Feedforward control is preferable over feedback control in the
case the system possesses a high degree of predictability, because in feedforward control
there is no error signal needed to make the control loop respond, in contradiction to feedback based control. Moreover, feedforward control is inherently stable, whereas feedback
control can suffer from instability. Thereby, feedforward control provides advantages in
terms of both the speed and error of the control signal that is provided to the NIS circuit.
The speed requirement for the feedforward path is related to the bandwidth of the envelope of the aggressor’s signal, which on its turn depends on the channel bandwidth and
modulation type. In practice, the bandwidth of the envelope of modulated signals will be
several times larger than the bandwidth of the channel, which should not cause serious
issues considering the ever-increasing capabilities of digital processing.
Although the amplitude of the internally-generated interferer is known, the coupling
between the aggressor and the victim can vary in practice (e.g. due to an object in the
vicinity of the antennas). For this reason a mixer is placed around the NIS, providing
the cross-correlation between the input and output signals of the NIS (X corr ). Using the
mixer the residual error in A clip is measured and, assuming the aggressor’s signal to be
dominant, minimizing this error means maximizing the suppression of the aggressor’s
signal. Because the coupling changes are unknown a-priori, a feedback approach is chosen here. The speed requirements for the feedback path are relatively low, typically below
1kHz.
An initial calibration of the system must be performed to derive the relation between
the magnitude of the aggressor’s signal as it appears at the input of the NIS and the
control signal Aclip , which will generally not be exactly linear due to analog impairments.
The calibration can be performed by exciting the NIS circuit by a power sweep, and
minimizing Xcorr . The results of this calibration can be stored in the ’NIS control’ subblock. The calibration can be continuously updated by analyzing the X corr signal.
In Section 5.4 we will discuss the system level application of the NIS concept in more
detail including a practical implementation of an NIS circuit which will be introduced in
Section 5.1. The aspects pointed out in this section will be discussed, as well as various
artifacts that play a role due to limitations in the practical circuitry. Here we will continue
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Figure 4.18 Block diagram showing the inputs and location of the inversion

sub-block.
with the investigation of the inversion of the NIS transfer to solve the spectrum mirroring
issue, which was discussed in previous sections. As a background, the introduced systemlevel diagram of Fig. 4.17 will be used.

4.4 Inversion of the NIS Transfer
From sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2 it has become clear that the use of the NIS principle leads
to the mapping of the spectral content at (2ω LS − ωSS ) into the signal band at ω SS . This
crosstalk leads to a reduction of signal quality, and therefore there is interest in inverting
this effect using signal processing later in the receive chain. A complicating matter that is
encountered here is the fact that the nonlinear transfer to be used in the NIS principle must
possess multiple zero-transitions to achieve the desired functionality, as became clear in
Section 4.1.1. A direct consequence of this requirement is that the transfer is inherently
non-monotonic, causing the function to be non-invertible purely based on the knowledge
of the output signal and NIS transfer function. In our specific application, however, the
strong signal at the input of the NIS is known in the digital back-end, as can be seen in the
system level diagram introduced in Fig. 4.17(b). Therefore, the knowledge of the strong
signal at the input of the NIS can also be used in the inversion process, which opens new
possibilities.
Fig. 4.18 shows the block diagram that is used in the upcoming analysis, clarifying
the different inputs of the ’Invert’ sub-block. The input x(t) of the NIS has already been
defined in earlier sections, and here the same definition is used 6 . The output y(t) of the
NIS is filtered to remove the harmonics, and then down-converted using a quadrature
mixer with LO frequency ω RF . The mixer output is filtered by a low-pass filter resulting
in yfund (t) that is being fed into the ’Invert’ sub-block. To facilitate the analysis, we again
make use of a third-order polynomial to implement the NIS functionality, and we choose
ωRF = (ωSS + ωLS )/2. The output of the low-pass filter following the down-conversion
mixer then becomes:
(4.26)
yfund = BBeq · (c1 + 3c3 |BBeq |2 )
6 x(t)

= Int(t) + s(t), see Section 4.1.
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with c1 and c3 the coefficients of the third-order polynomial as defined in Section 4.2.2,
and BBeq defined as follows:
BBeq =

ALS
ASS
(t)ej[(ωLS −ωRF )t+φLS (t)] +
(t)ej[(ωSS −ωRF )t+φSS (t)]
2
2

(4.27)

Then, to fulfill the NIS requirement, the polynomial coefficients are chosen as c 1 = 1 and
c3 = − 3|A4LS |2 ). This choice results in y fund (t) (assuming ω = (ωSS − ωLS )/2) to be
given by:
yfund

→ yfund

|BBeq |2
)
(4.28)
|ALS |2
A3 
A2
ASS −j3ωt A2SS −jωt 1 
e
−
e
− ASS + 2SS ejωt − SS ej3ωt
= −
2
ALS
2
ALS
2ALS
ASS jωt ASS −j3ωt
e −
e
≈ −
(4.29)
2
2
= BBeq · (1 − 4

These two resulting components are the original signal and the mirror component respectively. Now, to invert the NIS operation, the following equation should be used:
z(y) =

yfund
1−4

|BBeq |2
|ALS |2

(4.30)

From this result it can be concluded that to successfully invert the NIS behavior, the input
signal BBeq is required. This information is not available, but can be approximated by
adding the (known) strong signal with the output signal y fund . The inversion equation (and
content of sub-block ’Invert’ in Fig. 4.18) then becomes:
z(y) =

1−

−2 · yfund
|2·yfund +ALS e−j(ωt+φLS (t)) |2
|ALS |2

(4.31)

To investigate whether the discussed approach is indeed capable of inverting the NIS
operation, simulations were preformed in MATLAB. First, only purely sinusoidal excitations are used. The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 4.19. From this figure
it can be concluded that the inversion works. The inverted spectrum Z(ω) shown in Fig.
4.19(c) indeed only possesses frequency components that were originally presented at the
input, i.e. both the weak and strong signal. The mirror component visible in the output
spectrum in Fig. 4.19(b) is removed, as desired. Besides the magnitude that is shown
here, also the phase has been compared and showed the correct results. As a next step,
noise is added to the input signal x(t). The results of this simulation are shown in Fig.
4.20.
Again, the inversion shows the desired behavior; the mirror component is suppressed,
and the signal is still present at its original location. Concerning the noise it is seen that
the power spectral density is reduced after the inversion, and detailed analysis of the noise
power level confirmed the expected 3dB lowering after inversion. So, also in case of noise
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(a) Input X(ω).

(b) Output Y (ω).

(c) Output Y (ω) and result after inversion Z(ω).

Figure 4.19 Application of the inversion procedure. Only pure sinusoidal exci-

tations are used.

(a) Input X(ω).

(b) Output Y (ω) and result after inversion Z(ω).

Figure 4.20 Application of the inversion procedure. Besides sinusoidal excita-

tions, also noise has been added to the input of the NIS.

at the input of the NIS the inversion works, and with the satisfactory result of mapping
the folded noise back to its original location.
Lastly, a simulation is performed by not only adding noise at the input of the NIS,
but also at the output. In practice this will also occur, because the subsequent stages in

4.5 Summary and Conclusion

(a) Input X(ω).
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(b) Output Y (ω) and result after inversion Z(ω).

Figure 4.21 Application of the inversion procedure. Besides sinusoidal excita-

tions, also noise has been added to the input and output of the NIS.

the receive chain will have a non-zero noise figure. The input referred power spectral
density of the noise added to the output of the NIS is equal to the noise that was added to
the input, which comes down to a 3dB noise figure contribution of the stages following
the NIS. The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 4.21, and clearly demonstrate
a problem in this situation. The output spectrum after inversion shows a strong increase
of the noise floor. In case the power spectral density of the noise at the output is reduced
to lower levels, the problem remains significant when considering realistic noise power
levels.
The cause of this behavior lies in the fact that the inversion process described by Eqn.
4.31 possesses significant gain. This can be seen when comparing Fig. 4.19(b) with Fig.
4.19(c). The total power of the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.19(c) is much higher than the
total power of the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.19(b). In case the signal of Fig. 4.19(c) is
disturbed, these disturbances are also strongly amplified by Eqn. 4.31.
From these results it can be concluded that solving the main issues after the use of the
NIS, i.e. cross-talk and an increase of the noise floor, is not limited by the fact the transfer
is non-monotonic, which often rules out inversion. By combining the knowledge of the
strong signal at the input with the characteristics of the transfer, it is shown that inversion
of the mirroring process is possible in principle. The problem that was encountered which
rules out the approach discussed here in practice was the addition of noise after the NIS.
Future research must be conducted to further investigate this issue.

4.5 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter the general requirements concerning the nonlinear interferer suppressor
(NIS) have been analyzed, as well as the consequences of this approach for weak desired
signals and external interference. It was shown that the use of a nonlinear transfer in an
early stage of the RF path enables fundamentally different solutions to the coexistence
scenario compared to the use of linear techniques. This difference lies in the fact that the
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NIS concept results in amplitude-dependent behavior, effectively creating an amplitudedomain filter, which is not possible when using linear techniques such as e.g. classical
frequency-domain filtering. Suitable application areas for the NIS principle that have
been identified can be found in the multi-standard transceiver platform as well as FDD
systems. It is shown that when fulfilling the requirements, a strong unwanted signal can
be suppressed while amplification is provided for weak signals without making use of
frequency selectivity.
The presented analysis shows that there exist multiple nonlinear transfers that achieve
the NIS requirement, with general characteristics that hold for all transfers, and specific
characteristics that are different for each individual transfer. The general characteristics
of the NIS concept are the following:
 The nonlinear transfer function used to implement the NIS functionality must have
odd symmetry.
 The NIS transfer must make (at least) three zero-transitions in its odd transfer function when excited with the strong signal the circuit is intending to suppress.
 By combining odd-order 7 Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, memoryless
NIS transfer functions can be constructed.
 Cross modulation of the strong undesired signal onto the weak desired signal can
be avoided.
 Spectrum mirroring inherently takes place due to the process, causing an increase of
the output noise and potentially causing cross-talk. Because of this, Friis equation
describing the noise performance of a receive chain has to be adapted in case an
NIS sub-block is included.
 The phase noise component of the aggressor is suppressed along with the aggressor
itself.
 Suppression of the weak (desired) signal occurs in case of an erroneous transfer
setting. This situation should of course be avoided in the multi-radio coexistence /
FDD scenarios.
 The amount of suppression is limited because of finite precision in magnitude and
phase matching between various frequency components created in the process.
The transfer-specific characteristics of the NIS concept are:
 The number of harmonics that are created in the process, with a minimum of one in
case the NIS functionality is created by a single Chebyshev polynomial of the first
kind.
7 Excluding

the first order.
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 The location of the generated harmonics. A fifth-order Chebyshev polynomial can
for example be used to fulfill the NIS criterion, and creates only a fifth-order harmonic.
 The gain for the weak signal.
 An effective IIP 3 can be deduced, that describes how the NIS transfer deals with
external interference (i.e. not the strong signal the NIS aims to suppress).
Furthermore, various non-idealities in the transmitted signal have been discussed including phase noise, additive white Gaussian noise and spectral regrowth, and how the NIS
concept deals with these imperfections. Phase noise and spectral regrowth can in principle be suppressed along with the strong signal, whereas the additive white Gaussian
noise cannot because of the unpredictable amplitude variations it causes. Also the system
level diagram has been introduced, showing the application of NIS with the help of feedforward and feedback paths to match the nonlinear NIS transfer to the actual amplitude
of the strong signal as it appears at the input. Lastly, a possibility of inverting the NIS
transfer has been explored to solve the spectrum mirror issue. Although the discussed approach does enable inversion of the spectrum mirroring in principle, the addition of noise
after the NIS operation impedes the successful application of the discussed approach in a
practical situation. Further research must be conducted to analyze the possibilities in that
regard.
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Chapter

5

Circuit- and System-Level Analysis of the
NIS Concept

T

O successfully design complex electronic systems, the modeling of (sub)-circuits is
usually applied throughout the development process. Adequate understanding of
their behavior is then facilitated by increasing the accuracy and thereby the complexity
of the modeling used in every step of the design process, starting with relatively simple
circuit diagrams all the way to post-layout simulations in advanced design tools such as
Cadence. From the understanding gained in this process, follows the predictability of
the generally complex reality, which in the end is one of the most important goals in
commercial engineering, as well as scientific research.
The starting point of most modeling in electrical engineering is the analysis of electrical circuits with the least amount of complexity, making use of behavioral models for
both passive and active components. The behavior of the active components is then often captured in models describing the linearized behavior around their bias point. After
this step, the complexity is increased by making use of more complicated models in the
simulation tools, with the final goal of including the complex behavior of the same circuit
implemented in the chosen technology.
In the specific case of the nonlinear interference suppressor circuit it is especially the
first step of the analysis which is complicated, because of the required inherent nonlinear
nature of our circuit. This requirement rules out the analysis of linearized models, and
mandates the use of nonlinear analysis throughout the design process. In literature, many
papers related to the analysis of nonlinear RF circuitry are documented, of which the work
found in [73, 74, 75] is mainly used as our starting point.
In Section 5.1 we will first introduce a circuit that enables the NIS functionality,
achieving a nonlinear input-output transfer function with three adjustable zero-transitions
and suppressing the fundamental of the strong sinusoidal signal excitation. Also the modeling of the components and circuit will be discussed. To enable a decent comparison
between the analysis presented here, and the results obtained in the remainder of this
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Figure 5.1 Circuit diagram of the NIS. The width and length

W
L


of the tran-

sistors are denoted in μm.
document, the device modeling is matched to the results obtained in the measurements
(which will be discussed in Chapter 6) as much as possible. Then, in Section 5.2.1, the
strong-signal suppression, and the thereby belonging circuit setting and resulting weaksignal gain will be evaluated. Next, the performance parameters IIP 3 and noise figure are
analyzed in sections 5.2.2 and 5.3 respectively. Lastly, a system level simulation will be
presented in Section 5.4 and the conclusions in Section 5.5.

5.1 NIS Circuit
The circuit diagram of the NIS is shown in Fig. 5.1. Transistors M1 -M4 make up a
linear transconductor, and V bias,CG is set such that M1 -M4 are just conducting (class AB
bias). When a strong signal is present at the input, either M 1 and M4 , or M2 and M3 are
conducting. In this way, the circuit makes up a low-power transconductor which, for the
correct Vbias,CG , behaves quite linearly as will become clear in the upcoming analysis.
Because M3 and M4 are connected as diodes, the output current of this transconductor is
half the input current. This signal loss is the penalty paid for the linear and symmetric
behavior of the transconductance and input impedance.
Next, M5 and M6 act as switches, steering Iclip through either the left or right LC
tank. Because these transistors are in common-source configuration, the M 5 -M6 structure
behaves with opposite polarity with respect to the linear transconductor (common-gate
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configuration). This leads to a clipping behavior, with the required polarity. The output
currents of both parts are combined to create the desired transfer function. The adaptivity
is made by current mirror M 7 -M8 , which enables external control over I clip by adjusting
Ienv .
As discussed in Section 4.1, the principle of NIS leads to the creation of higher order
harmonics. To suppress these, the circuit is loaded with an LC tank which assures high
impedance around the fundamental frequency, while shortening the higher harmonics.
Now, in case Ienv is set such that the strong signal is suppressed, the circuit behaves in
NIS mode. In case there is no need for suppressing strong signals, I env can be set to zero.
The clipper circuit is then not activated, resulting in classical linear amplifier behavior
(only M1 -M4 are active). In the following two sections we will discuss the modeling of
the circuit, first starting with the modeling of the used active devices.

5.1.1 Device Modeling
The nonlinear behavior of some transistors is modeled using an advanced model including
short-channel effects as discussed in [73], and for the other transistors the more straightforward square-law model is used [76]. The advanced model is used where the shortchannel effects such as velocity saturation lead to a rather linear drain-source current
(Ids ) dependence on gate-source voltage (V gs ), which is exploited here to achieve a linearized large-signal input impedance. Both models were fitted to the measured results,
which were performed on a single NMOS device 1 . The advanced model is described by:
Ids (Vgs ) =

K X2
2 1 + θX

where
X = 2ηφt ln(1 + e

Vgs −VT
2ηφt

)

In these equations φ t is the thermal voltage ( kT
q ), VT is the threshold
W
is the transconductance parameter (K = K L = μn Cox W
L ). Velocity

voltage and K
saturation, one
of the short-channel effects in MOSFETs, is modeled by θ, and leads to a more linear
characteristic of the transistor. The rate of exponential increase of the drain current with
Vgs in the subthreshold region, as well as the size of the moderate inversion region is
determined by η [73]. The parameters used to fit the behavior of the CMOS 0.14μm
technology are listed in Table 5.1.
The current through the clipper circuit is less straightforward to model analytically
using the advanced model. Therefore, its behavior is modeled using the simpler squarelaw model, with its parameters fitted to the behavior of the measured result in the region
of interest. The square-law equation with the fitted parameters also given in Table 5.1 is:
Ids (Vgs ) =
1 These


2


Ksq
W
·
Vgs − VT,sq · step Vgs − VT,sq
2
L

measurements will further be discussed in Chapter 6.
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(a) Modeled drain current Ids versus Vgs , fitted to
the measured result.

(b) Modeled and measured transconductance gm
versus Vgs .

Figure 5.2 Modeled and measured device characterization.

Table 5.1 Fitted parameters used in the transistor models.

Parameter:
VT
K
W
L
η
φt
θ

Advanced model:
540 mV
1800 μA/V2
95 μm
300 nm
2.3
26 mV
8 V−1

Square-law model:
345 mV (=V T,sq )

200 μA/V2 (=Ksq
)
95 μm
300 nm
-

In Fig. 5.2(a) the drain currents as a function of V gs are given for both models, in addition to the measured value of the current, and Fig. 5.2(b) shows their resulting transconductance gm . The advanced model shows quite accurate behavior, whereas the square-law
model is reasonably accurate for I ds up to ≈15mA.
The gate channel length L has been chosen equal to 300nm, which is more than the
minimum gate length that the technology allows. This decision was made because the
gm of the transistors becomes nearly constant from V gs ≈ 1V in case of a gate length
of 300nm, enabling a highly linear transconductance, as will become clear in the next
section. The ability to create a highly linear transconductance in the circuit is beneficial
during the analysis of for example the noise behavior, because some simplifications can be
done regarding the influence of the input impedance. So, this decision was made to gain
a maximum amount of understanding of the various effects that take place in the circuit.
Further minimization of the channel length towards the minimal value allowed by the
technology would lead to a reduction of parasitic capacitance, and therefore decrease the
influence of memory effects. The margin left in the gate length therefore leaves freedom
to even further optimize the performance of the circuit.
Sizing the gate channel width W to 95μm results in a g m of about 35mS for V gs >
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1V . This choice leads to a differential input impedance of about 60Ω as we will see
in the following section. A differential input impedance of 60Ω in a 100Ω environment
translates to an S11 of about -12dB, which is generally considered as an acceptable value.
The input impedance is chosen lower than 100Ω so as to enable the circuit to process
strong signals at the input 2.

5.1.2 Circuit Modeling
The input current of the NIS circuit I in is dominated by the input current of the linear
amplifier, which is calculated as follows (with V in = Vin+ − Vin− ):
Vgs,M1
Vgs,M2
Iin

Vbias,CG − Vin
2
Vbias,CG + Vin
= Vgs,M3 =
2
= Ids,M3 (Vgs,M3 ) − Ids,M1 (Vgs,M1 )
= Ids,M4 (Vgs,M4 ) − Ids,M2 (Vgs,M2 )
= Vgs,M4 =

The differential output current of the linear amplifier is:
Iout,lin =

Iin
2

(5.1)

Fig. 5.3(a) shows the derived input current versus input voltage relationship of the NIS
circuit for various bias voltages V bias,CG . For Vbias,CG = 1.2V nearly perfect linear behavior is achieved, whereas for lower V bias,CG the input resistance during zero-transitions
increases, as can be seen in Fig. 5.3(b). The freedom in V bias,CG therefore enables control over the transfer of the linear amplifier. As discussed in the previous section, the
linear behavior for V bias,CG = 1.2V can be used to simplify the analysis of the noise characteristics. For lower values of V bias,CG however, the slope during the zero-transitions
decreases. The polarity of the clipper circuit has an opposite sign, causing the slope
of the combined transfer function during zero-transitions to be increased by decreasing
Vbias,CG . There is no interest in increasing V bias,CG beyond 1.2V, because this would
lead to a cancelation of the transfers of the linear amplifier and the clipper circuit during
the zero-transition, resulting in an inability to obtain the three zero-transitions required by
the NIS criterion.
Next, the clipper circuit is analyzed. Assuming capacitors C 1 and C2 to behave as a
short at the frequency of interest, the gate voltages of M 5 and M6 are respectively:
Vin
2
Vin
−
2

VgM5

=

Vbias,DP +

VgM6

=

Vbias,DP

2 The voltage swing of the input signal will be limited by the supply, but the current swing is determined
by the input impedance. By assuring a low input impedance, the input current is maximized, maximizing the
strongest signal the circuit can handle.
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(a) Differential input current versus differential input
voltage.

(b) Small-signal
 input
 resistance versus differential
in
input voltage δV
.
δI
in

Figure 5.3 Input characteristics of the circuit for different values of V bias,CG

according to the modeling.

(a) Differential clipper output current versus differential input voltage for various values of Iclip .

(b) Calculated NIS output current versus differential
input voltage for various values of Iclip . The required
three zero-transitions for the NIS concept are clearly
visible, as well as the adjustability.

Figure 5.4 Modeled output current.

Based on these equations in combination with the value of I clip , the common value of the
source voltages of M 5 and M6 (=Vs ) can be determined:

Iclip
Vs

=



Ksq
W
(VgsM5 − VT,sq )2 + (VgsM6 − VT,sq )2
2 L

= Vbias,DP − VT,sq −

2
Vin
L
I
−
clip
 W
Ksq
4
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leading to:
IdsM5

=


Ksq
W
2 L

I
 W clip
Ksq

IdsM6

=


Ksq
W
2 L

2
Vin 2
L
Vin
I
−
−
clip
 W
Ksq
4
2

L

−

2
Vin 2
Vin
+
4
2

(5.2)

(5.3)

By equating these currents to zero, the value of V in for which either M 5 or M6 are entirely
switched off (Vin,of f ) are found, which results in:
Vin,of f = ±

2Iclip
 W
Ksq
L

So, equations (5.2) and (5.3) are valid in the region |V in | ≤ |Vin,of f |. If Vin goes beyond
I
this region, the differential output current stays constant at − clip
2 for Vin > |Vin,of f | and
Iclip
2 for Vin < −|Vin,of f |. During the zero transitions, the differential output current is:
Iout,DP = −


Ksq
W
· Vin
4L

4L
2
I
− Vin
 W clip
Ksq

(5.4)

The output currents of the clipper circuit for various values of I clip are shown in Fig.
5.4(a).
The total output current of the circuit in NIS mode is equal to the sum of equations
(5.1) and (5.4) and is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). The bias voltage for the common-gate transistors (Vbias,CG ) is chosen to be equal to 1.0V here. It is seen that the input-output
relationship of this circuit provides the required three zero-transitions, and thereby fulfills
the requirement to achieve the NIS functionality, as determined in Section 4.1.1. The locations of the zero-transitions are adjustable through I clip , enabling the external control
of δmag as mentioned in Section 4.1.3.

5.2 Circuit Analysis
In the upcoming sections the performance of the circuit will be analyzed with respect to
the gain (Section 5.2.1), third-order intercept point (Section 5.2.2) and noise figure, with
a larger section devoted to the last (Section 5.3). Most quantitative results are derived by
making use of numerical techniques, which thereby enables the verification of the qualitative analysis. Throughout the upcoming analyses, the nonlinear behavior of the input
impedance shown in Fig. 5.3(b) results in the creation of harmonics in both the input current and voltage if the circuit is driven by a source with non-zero impedance. This effect
is ignored in the following analysis, which means that as an excitation a pure sinusoidal
voltage is forced to the input of the circuit. The error introduced by this is minimal for
Vbias,CG = 1.2V, as can be seen in Fig. 5.3(b), because here the input impedance behaves
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most linearly compared to other bias values. To see the effect of the introduced error,
an equation-based model has also been constructed in Agilent ADS. Several calculated
results are eventually compared to the results obtained from the ADS simulation tool to
verify the calculated findings.

5.2.1 Signal Gain
The first parameter that can be derived from the modeling presented in the foregoing
section is the gain of the circuit. In Section 5.2.1 the signal gain in amplifier mode will be
discussed, and in Section 5.2.1 the gain for both weak and strong signals in NIS mode.
Amplifier Mode
In amplifier mode, the clipper circuit is de-activated by setting I env to zero. The resulting voltage gain is shown in Fig. 5.5. It is seen that the gain increases for increasing
Vbias,CG , and saturates to approx. 22dB. This behavior is explained by the increasing
transconductance with increasing V bias,CG of the linear amplifier observed in Fig. 5.3.
Av

= gm,lin · Zload
1
=
· Zload
2Rin
≈ 8.3mS · 1500Ω = 12.5 = 22dB

Increasing either g m or Zload obviously increases the gain of the circuit. However, increasing gm is not desired because this would reduce the input impedance of the circuit,
deteriorating the input matching, and increasing Z load is not possible due to practical
reasons (limited by the self-resonance and quality factor of the inductors).
NIS Mode; Weak Signal Gain and Strong Signal Suppression
By applying the transfer function that was just derived on a sinusoidal input signal, the
NIS functionality is achieved by setting I clip such that the output spectrum only consists
of harmonics, and no content at the fundamental remains. In Fig. 5.6 the input voltage
and output current are shown in case of a sinusoidal excitation with unity amplitude (A LS
= 1V) being present at the input of the circuit. Here, V bias,CG is chosen equal to 1.0V and
Iclip is equal to 10mA (I env ≈ 3.3mA).
Next, the input of the NIS is excited by the sum of a strong and a weak signal, as
shown in Fig. 5.7, and the voltage gain of the weak signal (Av SS ) and the strong signal
(AvLS ) are defined as shown in the figure. In Section 4.1.3 it was found that there exists a
monotonic relationship between I env and ALS,supp for the ideal zig-zag transfer function,
such that the circuit achieves successful suppression of the fundamental of the sinusoidal
excitation with amplitude A LS . The same monotonicity holds for this circuit in case
Vbias,CG is set to a constant value, but deviates from the linear relationship found in
Section 4.1.3. This deviation is caused by the nonlinearity in the linear amplifier, and the
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Figure 5.5 Voltage gain of the circuit in amplifier mode as a function of the

bias point.

(a) Time-domain input signal.

(b) Time-domain output signal.

(c) Frequency-domain input signal.

(d) Frequency-domain output signal.

Figure 5.6 Time- and corresponding frequency-domain graphs of the active

NIS circuit when excited with a 1.85GHz sinusoidal signal with a
1V amplitude.

fact that the gain of the clipper circuit during zero-transitions depends on I clip , as can be
seen in Eqn. (5.4) and Fig. 5.4(a). To find the relationship between I env and ALS,supp for
this circuit, the procedure illustrated in Fig. 5.7 was repeated for different values of A LS ,
while searching for the maximal suppression by making use of Eqn. ( 4.7) on an iterative
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basis. This procedure results in n + 1 points on the ÂLS,supp (Ienv ) curve, which are then
interpolated using a Lagrange polynomial fit:
Li (Ienv ) =

n

j=0,j=i

Ienv − Ienvi
Ienvi − Ienvj

(5.5)

Fit:
ÂLS,supp (Ienvi ) =

n


ALS,supp (Ienvi )Li (Ienv )

(5.6)

i=0

The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 5.8(c) for different V bias,CG settings. Fig. 5.8(a) and
Fig. 5.8(b) show the voltage gain for respectively the strong and weak signal by making
use of the derived ÂLS,supp (Ienv ) curve. The gain of the strong signal shows notches at
the n + 1 points that were used as the basis for the interpolated relationship between I env
and ALS,supp . Between these notches the interpolated ÂLS,supp (Ienv ) curve introduces a
small error, leading to a lower strong-signal suppression. Nonetheless, the ratio between
the strong-signal voltage gain and weak-signal voltage gain remains below ≈40dB for
all combinations shown in Fig. 5.8, indicating the error in ÂLS,supp (Ienv ) to be ≤0.5%
(assuming the error-dependence indicated in Fig. 4.9).
The voltage gain for the weak signal shows dependence on the RF power level of the
strong signal, which indicates that Eqn. (4.12) is not completely fulfilled by the circuit,
resulting in cross modulation in Fig. 5.8(b). It is seen that AvSS shows less cross modulation for decreasing V bias,CG , and the range over which Av SS remains >10dB also
increases. The increasing performance for decreasing V bias,CG can be understood by
considering the combination of the output current of the linear amplifier (similar to Fig.
5.3(a)) and the output current of the clipper (Fig. 5.4(a)), resulting in the total NIS output
current shown in Fig. 5.4(b). Only the output current of the linear amplifier depends on
Vbias,CG , especially during zero-transitions. For low V bias,CG the transconductance of
the linear amplifier is low, which compensates for the finite transconductance of the clipper circuit during zero-transitions. Therefore, for decreasing V bias,CG , the NIS transfer
more and more converges to the zig-zag function discussed in Section 4.1.3. This zig-zag
function obeys Eqn. (4.12), causing the reduction in cross modulation. The increasing RF
input power range the circuit can handle is also caused by the decreased transconductance
of the linear amplifier during zero-transitions. Because of the transconductance reduction the circuit is also able to produce the required three zero transitions for less strong
amplitude levels.

5.2.2 Third-Order Intercept Point
In this section we will discuss the third-order intercept point as it was defined in Section
4.1.2, again both in amplifier and NIS mode. The equation that is used to determine the
IIP3 in NIS mode is given in Eqn. (4.16).
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Figure 5.7 Graphical representation in the frequency domain of the strong-

and weak-signal voltage gain simulation procedure.

(a) Strong-signal voltage gain.

(b) Weak-signal voltage gain.

(c) Strong-signal RF input power versus envelope
current.

Figure 5.8 Varying strong-signal RF input power, and envelope current set to

suppress maximally. Vbias,CG is a parameter.

Amplifier Mode
The third-order intercept point in amplifier mode is shown here using the model that was
previously discussed. To derive the G SS,1 and GSS,3 , an excitation with an amplitude of
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(a) Amplifier mode; IIP3 versus bias voltage.

(b) NIS mode; IIP3 versus blocker level, for various
bias voltages Vbias,CG .

Figure 5.9 Third-order intercept point behavior of the model in amplifier and

NIS mode.

20 mV is used. This procedure is repeated for various bias voltages ranging from 0.9V to
1.4V. The result is shown in Fig. 5.9(a). It is seen the IIP3 is greater than 0dBm in this
range and peaks around V bias,CG = 1.17V. As can be seen in Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b)
this can be expected; the behavior of the transconductance changes from compressive to
expanding around this bias voltage.
NIS Mode
To derive the third order intercept in NIS mode, G SS,1 and GSS,3 are derived while suppressing the strong signal. Fig. 5.9(b) shows the results of this analysis. The IIP 3 performance for various bias voltages is shown versus the blocker level. It is seen that for
relatively weak blocker levels, there is strong dependence on the bias voltage, and for
strong blocker levels this dependence becomes weaker. Also it is seen that for the strong
blocker levels the IIP 3 converges to the value expected for a perfect zig-zag transfer function, namely the blocker level of +10dB. Best performance is achieved using a bias of
0.9V. In practice the bias level could be adapted to the actual mode the circuit is operating
in.

5.3 Noise Figure Analysis
The noise added by the NIS circuit degrades the output signal quality and arises from the
different transistors and resistors that are used in the design. When the circuit is excited by
a strong signal in NIS mode, the transconductance of the transistors changes periodically,
leading to time-varying behavior of the output noise. This time-varying nature of the
circuit complicates the analysis. Here, first the output noise due to the various circuit parts
will be calculated in sections 5.3.1-5.3.3 using small-signal analysis. From these results
the noise figure in amplifier mode will first be derived. Then, by using the combination
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Table 5.2 Transistor IDs used in this section, and cross-reference to the IDs

used in Fig. 6.5.
ID in Fig. 6.5
M1
M2
M3
M4

ID in this section
cg1
cg2
d1
d2

of Vbias,CG , Ienv and the strong-signal amplitude relationship derived in Section 5.2.1,
the noise figure in NIS mode is derived. In the analysis performed in this chapter, the
nomenclature listed in Table 5.2 will be used to ease the use of the symmetry in the circuit
in the upcoming equations. Near the end of this section also a simulation in ADS on the
equation-based model is included to quantify the effect of the nonlinear input impedance,
as was discussed at the beginning of Section 5.2.
Another complicating matter, as discussed in Section 4.1.2, is the inherent spectrum
mirroring that takes place in NIS mode. Because of the spectrum mirroring, noise content
at the mirror frequency that is present at the input is mapped into the desired signal band,
effectively increasing the noise figure. How to deal with this effect is further explained
in appendix A. Here, we use the approach discussed in appendix A to calculate the noise
performance of the NIS circuit.

5.3.1 Output Noise due to the Linear Amplifier
Because the (channel) noise sources of the transistors used in the linear amplifier are
directly coupled to the input, two separate paths exist by which they generate a noise
current at the output, see Fig. 5.10. Firstly, there is of course the linear amplifier itself
which will be discussed in the following section. Secondly, also a path exists through the
clipper circuit (differential transistor pair). The noise due to the linear amplifier through
this second path will be discussed subsequently. The circuit diagrams of Fig. 5.10 use
norator and nullator circuit elements, which are further discussed in appendix B, and Zsrc
denotes the source impedance.

Noise through the Linear Amplifier
First, the output noise through the linear amplifier is discussed. The output noise currents
inout1 and inout2 as shown in Fig. 5.10(a) are composed of different noise sources that are
present in the circuit, namely i nd1 , incg1 , ind2 and incg2 . The following equations show
how these noise components contribute to the individual output noise currents i nout1 and
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inout1

incg1

incg2

inout2

Iout+

gmcg1

incg1

incg2

gmd1

gmd2
Vin,1

ind1

Vin,1

Iout-

gmcg2

ind2

in5

in6

1
gm5

Vin,2

Vin,2
1
gm6

Zsrc
inCM

insrc
(a) Linear circuit; noise sources.

(b) Clipper circuit; noise sources.

Figure 5.10 The two paths from input to output of the NIS circuit, showing var-

ious noise sources. Zsrc denotes the source impedance.

inout2 :
inout1

= (ind1 + incg1 ) ·
+ (ind2 + incg2 ) ·

inout2

= (ind2 + incg2 ) ·
+ (ind1 + incg1 ) ·

gmcg1
gmcg2
gmcg2
gmcg1

gmcg1
+ gmd1
Gy
+ gmd2
gmcg2
+ gmd2
Gx
+ gmd1

+ Gx
+ Gy
+ Gy
+ Gx

− incg1
·

gmcg1
gmcg1 + gmd1

− incg2
·

(5.7)

(5.8)

gmcg2
gmcg2 + gmd2

In which:

Gx

=

Gy

=

gmd2 + gmcg2
Zsrc (gmd2 + gmcg2 ) + 1
gmd1 + gmcg1
Zsrc (gmd1 + gmcg1 ) + 1

(5.9)
(5.10)
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Identifying the fact g mcg1 =gmd2 and gmcg2 =gmd1 , these can be replaced by respectively
gma and gmb . The differential output noise current 3 due to this first path is then equal to:

inout,p1 = ind1

gma Zsrc +

gma −gmb
gmb +gma

2Zsrc (gma + gmb ) + 4

+incg2

gma Zsrc +

− incg1

gmb +3gma
gmb +gma

2Zsrc (gmb + gma ) + 4

gmb Zsrc +

gma +3gmb
gma +gmb

2Zsrc (gma + gmb ) + 4

− ind2

gmb Zsrc +

(5.11)

gmb −gma
gma +gmb

2Zsrc (gmb + gma ) + 4

Noise through the Clipper Circuit
Secondly, as previously mentioned, the channel noise of the transistors used in the linear
amplifier also generates a voltage at the input of the clipper circuit. Thereby, a second
path through which noise is generated at the output of the NIS circuit due to these noise
sources is formed. The input voltage for the clipper circuit (Fig. 5.10(b)) due to the noise
sources at the input connected to V in,1 is given by:
vnin,1 = (incg1 + ind1 ) ·

Zsrc
Zsrc (gma + gmb ) + 2

(5.12)

Because of the symmetrical property of the circuit, after substitution of the previously
introduced g ma and gmb the input voltage for the clipper circuit due to the noise sources
at the input connected to V in,2 looks comparable:
vnin,2 = (incg2 + ind2 ) ·

Zsrc
Zsrc (gma + gmb ) + 2

(5.13)

The presented input voltages are translated into a differential output current by the clipper
circuit:
inout,p2 = (incg2 + ind2 − incg1 − ind1 ) ·

g m5 g m6
Zsrc
·
Zsrc (gma + gmb ) + 2 gm5 + gm6

(5.14)

The total output noise PSD due to the linear amplifier then becomes:

2 
2




inout,lin  = inout,p1 + inout,p2 

(5.15)

5.3.2 Output Noise due to the Clipper Circuit
Next, the noise due to the transistors that are used in the clipper circuit is analyzed. The
circuit consists of a clipper circuit and a current mirror. First we will concentrate on the
noise of the current mirror, and then the total output noise will be discussed.
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Iout
Iin

In8

1
gm8

InR8

Rd8

1
gm7

In7

Rd7

InR7

C

Figure 5.11 The noise sources that are present in the current mirror connected

to the clipper circuit.

Output Noise of the Current Mirror
Fig. 5.11 shows the small-signal equivalent circuit of the current mirror made up out of
transistors M7 and M8 . The output noise PSD of the current mirror is equal to:

2


inout,CM 

 2

2
2
gm
Rd27
1
 


7
= in7  ·
+
·
i


n
R7
(1 + gm7 Rd7 )2
(1 + gm7 Rd7 )2
2
 2

g m7
1

 

+ in8  ·
·


(1 + gm8 Rd8 )2 gm8 + jω(1 + gm8 Rd8 )C


2
2
2
gm
Rd28
g m7




8
+ inR8  ·
·


(1 + gm8 Rd8 )2 gm8 + jω(1 + gm8 Rd8 )C

As can be seen, the output noise is partially filtered because of the inclusion of the capacitance. The -3dB bandwidth of this single pole low-pass filtering operation is equal to
g 8
. For ω >> ωCM , the output noise due to g m8 and Rd8 converges
ωCM = (1+gmmR
8 d8 )C
to zero, resulting in an output noise PSD equal to:
2



inout,CM 

ω>>ωCM

3 Defined

as inout,p1 =

inout1 −inout2
2

.

= 4kT gm7

γ + gm7 Rd7
(1 + gm7 Rd7 )2

(5.16)
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Output Noise of the Clipper Circuit
The differential output referred noise generated by M 5 and M6 (shown in Fig. 5.10(b)) is
equal to:
inout,+
inout,−
→ inout,DP

g m6
− in6
g m5 + g m6
g m5
= in6 ·
− in5
g m5 + g m6
inout,+ − inout,−
=
2
g m6
= in5 ·
− in6
g m5 + g m6
= in5 ·

g m5
g m5 + g m6
g m6
·
g m5 + g m6
·

(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)

g m5
·
g m5 + g m6

(5.20)

The output noise PSD then becomes:
2




inout,DP  = 4kT γ


2
2
g m5 g m
g m6 g m
g m5 g m6
6
5
= 4kT γ ·
+
2
2
(gm5 + gm6 )
(gm5 + gm6 )
g m5 + g m6

(5.21)

The output noise of the clipper circuit due to the current mirror is then included:
inout,+,CM

=

inout,−,CM

=


2


→ inout,DP,CM 

=

g m5
g m5 + g m6
g m6
inCM ·
g m5 + g m6

2 (g − g )2


m5
m6
inCM  ·
4(gm5 + gm6 )2
inCM ·

(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)

Because the clipper circuit is excited with mainly the strong signal, the low-frequency
noise of the current mirror is up-converted to the frequency band of the strong signal. In
case the bandwidth of the RC network around the current mirror is chosen such that the
distance in frequency between the signal and the interferer can be considered large, the
assumption ω >> ωCM can be made. Of course this depends on the required bandwidth
of the envelope tracking, which on its turn depends on the modulation and bandwidth of
the strong signal. For now this assumption is made, leading to a total output noise of:

2
γ + gm7 Rd7
g m5 g m6
(gm5 − gm6 )2


+ kT gm7
·
inout,clip  = 4kT γ ·
2
g m5 + g m6
(1 + gm7 Rd7 ) (gm5 + gm6 )2

(5.25)

5.3.3 Output Noise due to the Signal Source
Finally, the last noise contributor to the total output noise is of course the noise generated
by the signal source itself. The noise generated by the signal source also appears at the
output through the two aforementioned paths, i.e. the linear amplifier and the clipper circuit. Substituting again g mcg1 =gmd2 =gma and gmcg2 =gmd1 =gmb , the output noise current
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Figure 5.12 Modeled noise figure in amplifier mode.

due to the signal source through the linear amplifier becomes:
inout,src,p1 = insrc ·

Zsrc (gma + gmb )
2Zsrc (gma + gmb ) + 4

(5.26)

Consecutively, the output noise current due to the signal source through the clipper circuit
is as follows:
inout,src,p2 = −insrc ·

g m5 g m6
2Zsrc
·
Zsrc (gma + gmb ) + 2 gm5 + gm6

(5.27)

The resulting output noise current due to the signal source is then equal to:
inout,src = inout,src,p1 + inout,src,p2

(5.28)

And the resulting output noise power spectral density due to the signal source is then
equal to:

2 
2




(5.29)
inout,src  = inout,src,p1 + inout,src,p2 

5.3.4 Resulting Noise Figure
In the foregoing analysis we have derived the output noise of the different sub-circuits
as functions of the various transconductance and resistor values in those sub-circuits.
The results obtained in this analysis can be used to derive the noise performance in both
amplifier and NIS mode. First the amplifier behavior will be discussed, and then the NIS
performance is presented.
Amplifier Mode
In this situation the clipper circuit and the current mirror are switched off, and only the
output noise due to the linear amplifier and the source has to be taken into account. The

5.3 Noise Figure Analysis

calculation of the noise factor then reduces to:
2 
2





(5.26)
(5.11)
+


Eqn.
Eqn.
Total output noise
=
FAmp =
2

Output noise due to Z src


Eqn. (5.26)
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(5.30)

The results from this calculation are shown in Fig. 5.12. The noise figure shows a minimum of 7.7dB at V bias,CG = 1.15V. This relatively high noise figure is the price paid for
the class A/B biasing in combination with the linear behavior of both the input impedance
and transconductance of the linear amplifier. This functionality is achieved by using the
two MOS diodes M3 and M4 in Fig. 5.1. These transistors burn half the power of the
input signal, while they do not contribute to the gain of the circuit.
NIS Mode
To calculate the noise figure in NIS mode, the total output noise due to both the circuit and
the signal source must be calculated over the complete period of the strong signal. The
strong signal will cause the transconductance values to change, causing an output noise
that depends on the instantaneous value of the aggressor’s input voltage V in .
By making use of the modeling introduced in this chapter, the transconductance values of the transistors used in the NIS circuit can be derived over the entire cycle of the
aggressor’s RF carrier. Then, for every value of the input voltage, the power spectral density of the noise at the output can be derived. In Fig. 5.13 the transfer functions for A LS
= 0.44 - 1.25V are shown 4 , as well as the output noise originating from the various noise
sources versus the input voltage V in .

4 These amplitude levels correspond to RF input power levels of approx. 1 - 11dBm. The value of V
bias,CG
= 1.1V.
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(a) Output current vs. input voltage (ALS = 1.25V).

(b) Output noise vs. input voltage (ALS = 1.25V).

(c) Output current vs. input voltage (ALS = 0.74V).

(d) Output noise vs. input voltage (ALS = 0.74V).

(e) Output current vs. input voltage (ALS = 0.44V).

(f) Output noise vs. input voltage (ALS = 0.44V).

Figure 5.13 Both left and right plots are generated for various amplitude levels

of the strong signal, the left graphs show the output current (mA)
of the NIS vs. input voltage, and the right graphs show the output
noise power spectral densities (W/Hz) of the different noise sources
vs. input voltage. The three zero-transitions of the NIS transfers
for various amplitude levels are clearly shown in the left graphs,
and the varying noise power spectral densities as a function of the
actual input voltage in the right graphs.

5.3 Noise Figure Analysis
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It is seen that the noise power is highest when the input signal V in passes through
zero, and near the edges, where V in reaches its maximum value of A LS , the noise power
is lower. Now, to calculate the noise figure of the circuit in NIS mode, the total output
noise due to the circuit as well as due to the source must be derived. To take the sinusoidal excitation into account, the results shown in Fig. 5.13 must be integrated over the
entire span of Vin , with the probability density function (PDF) of the sine as a weighting
function. The PDF of the sine is shown in Fig. 5.14.
Because the PDF of the sinusoidal excitation is high near the edges and low in the center, the signal forces the circuit to operate most of the time near the edges. Now, because
of the nonlinear behavior of the input impedance, the PDF in simulation will deviate from
the PDF of the ideal sinusoidal excitation used in the calculation. In fact, for V bias,CG
smaller than 1.2V, the input impedance during zero-transitions increases, causing the PDF
to be even more concentrated near the edges in simulation. Therefore, it is expected that
the calculated noise figure for V bias,CG smaller than 1.2V will be pessimistic with respect
to the simulated results, while the calculated result for V bias,CG = 1.2V is expected to be
comparable to the simulated result.
Now, by using the derived equations for the output noise due to the circuit with

2

2




inout,lin (Vin ) given by Eqn. (5.15) and inout,clip (Vin ) given by Eqn. (5.25), the
total output noise due to the circuit becomes:
2 
2 
2  ALS 

dVin






(5.31)
inout,lin (Vin ) + inout,clip (Vin ) ·
inout,circuit  =
2
π A2LS − Vin
−ALS
Using the same approach, the output noise due to the source can be calculated by making
2



use of inout,src (Vin ) given by Eqn. (5.29):

2 


inout,source  =

ALS
−ALS


2


inout,src (Vin ) ·

π

dVin
2
A2LS − Vin

(5.32)

However, as becomes clear from appendix A, the noise due to the source at the output
is partially caused by spectrum mirror components. The input-referred noise due to the
source therefore looks slightly different, namely (by making use of 5.28):
2  ALS
2

dVin




inout,src (Vin ) ·
(5.33)

inout,source,input−ref erred  = 
2
2
π ALS − Vin
−ALS
Combining these results, the resulting noise factor of the circuit is then equal to:
FNIS =

Eqn. (5.31) + Eqn. (5.32)
Eqn. (5.33)

(5.34)

Eventually, the results of the noise figure are shown in Fig. 5.15(a) for Vbias,CG = 0.9 1.2V. Fig. 5.15(b) shows the result of the simulation that was performed on the equationbased model in ADS, including the effect of the nonlinear input impedance 5, and therefore
5

The input impedance was discussed in section 5.1.2 and especially Fig. 5.3 is of interest here.
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Figure 5.14 Probability density function of a sine wave with unity amplitude.

(a) Calculated noise figure, not including the effect of
the nonlinear input impedance.

(b) Simulated noise figure, including the effect of the
nonlinear input impedance.

Figure 5.15 Calculated and simulated noise figure for various blocker levels

and bias voltages in NIS mode. V bias,CG is a parameter.

it is more realistic. It is indeed found that the noise figure including this effect shows
a lower noise figure for V bias,CG < 1.2V in simulation, and in case V bias,CG = 1.2V
both results are comparable. So, we can conclude that the simulation results verify the
calculated results, indicating that the signal-to-noise degradation through the circuit in
NIS mode indeed behaves as presented in this analysis.

5.4 System-Level Validations
In the foregoing analysis, we have introduced and discussed the NIS circuit, and we have
derived various performance metrics. The next step is to validate the system-level behavior of the NIS concept, making use of the proposed NIS circuit and the system level block
diagram introduced in Chapter 4 (Fig 4.17). To this end, the setup shown in Fig. 5.16 is
simulated in Agilent ADS. First, we will explain this block diagram used in the simulator.
The transmit path is fed by the I and Q data, both pseudo-random bit sequences, and

5.4 System-Level Validations
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Figure 5.16 Simulation setup.

this data is then filtered using a root-raised cosine impulse response indicated by the subblock ’Pulse Shaping’. The bit sequences are offset by half the symbol time, resulting
in an OQPSK modulation. Consecutively, this signal is up-converted to ω LS and then
amplified by the power amplifier ’PA’ before exciting the Tx antenna.
The Tx and Rx antenna are coupled by a variable amount α, whose magnitude is ≤1.
The Rx antenna is connected to the NIS input x, as well as to the mixer providing the
cross-correlation between x and the output of the NIS y. The output of the mixer on its
turn is fed into the sub-block ’NIS control’ which is indicated by the dashed box. The
’NIS control’ sub-block accounts for the control of the NIS circuit through a feedforward
path as well as through a feedback part, as already mentioned in Section 4.3.
Firstly, sub-block ’NIS control’ contains a magnitude normalization for the mixer
output ’Mix’, and a transfer function which is adjustable through variables μ and γ. This
path makes up the feedback path. For the feedforward path, both the I and Q signals
from the transmitter are being fed into a sub-block that determines the magnitude of the
Tx signal |Tx| as it is put onto the Tx antenna (G Tx is the gain in the transmit path). Next,
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this signal is multiplied by the output of the feedback path . These operations result
in an estimate of the amplitude of the aggressor’s signal, ÂLS , as it appears at the NIS
input. Eventually, ÂLS is passed through a sub-block ’predistort’ which accounts for the
nonlinear dependence of I clip on ALS , and is being fed into the sub-block ’Cross-mod
compensation’ to compensate for the incurred cross modulation. Both of these effects are
already identified and quantified from the analysis presented in Section 5.2.1, and later in
this section we will go into more detail on these aspects.
Now, we will derive the loop gain of the feedback path first. To do so, only the
aggressor’s signal is considered because this signal dominates the behavior. The input
signal x and output signal y of the NIS are then respectively:


x = αGT x IT x cos(ωLS t) − QT x sin(ωLS t)

4 Iclip 
GN IS
y = x · Glin − ·
π |x|
with GN IS the gain of the NIS with I clip = 0. The two signals x and y are being fed into
a mixer. Signal x is being used as the LO drive resulting in switching behavior, and y is
being used as the RF input. The down-converted output from the mixer, ’Mix’, is given
by:
2αGT x GN IS Glin
8
|IT x + jQT x | − 2 · GN IS Iclip .
Mix =
π
π
After normalization by the transmit envelope |Tx|, and identifying I clip = · GT x |IT x +
jQT x |, the compensator input is:
μ·

 2αG

8
Mix
lin
=μ
− 2 · GN IS .
|Tx|
π
π

Eventually, this results in a loop gain L equal to:
L=

μ π82 GN IS
jω + μγ

with γ and μ being the scaling factors to control the loop. The magnitude of the error δ mag
in the loop is then:
jω + μγ
δmag =
jω + μ( π82 GN IS + γ)
with the DC error δmag,DC being adjustable through γ as:
δmag,DC =

γ
8
π 2 GN IS

The 3dB-bandwidth of the loop is:
ω3dB = μγ

+γ

.
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(a) Pre-distorter input-output mapping for an ideal
NIS (solid blue line), and mapping for steering the
proposed NIS circuit (dashed magenta line).

(b) Instantaneous effective gain of the weak desired
signal (GSS ) versus the instantaneous blocker amplitude for different RF blocker power levels during
blocker suppression by 40dB.

Figure 5.17 Contents of the predistortion and cross modulation compensator

blocks.

which, after setting γ to the desired value, is fully controllable through μ. The time
constant τ of the loop for small γ is equal to:
τ=

π2
.
8μGN IS

Because δmag,DC is adjustable, the amount of suppression the aggressor’s signal undergoes
in the NIS can be controlled. Fig. 4.9 shows the dependence of the amount of suppression
as a function of the error δ mag in Iclip . Variable γ is chosen such that during simulations
δmag,DC = 0.5%, assuring a constant suppression of 40dB for various amplitude values.
The value of μ is chosen such that the 3dB-bandwidth over which this suppression is
achieved is 1kHz. This 3dB-bandwidth requires a time constant τ ≈ 0.8μs, and should be
sufficient to track the gradual changes in the coupling between the two antennas. These
changes are typically slow, so the 1-kHz bandwidth is sufficient to address this issue.

5.4.1 Predistortion and Cross Modulation Compensation
For the feed-forward path, ’NIS control’ contains a multiplier, multiplying |T x| with the
output of the feedback path , resulting in an estimate of the blocker’s amplitude ÂLS .
Next, the value of ÂLS is fed into a sub-block ’predistort’ that interfaces to the NIS. This
predistortion block contains an input/output mapping which determines the right value of
Iclip with respect to ÂLS . For the ideal zig-zag transfer function discussed in Section
4.1.3, this would lead to an exact linear input/output mapping (see Eqn. ( 4.19) and the
blue line in Fig. 5.17(a)). But, because the circuit does not behave as the ideal zig-zag
transfer function as discussed in Section 5.1, this is not the case. The dashed magenta line
in Fig. 5.17(a) shows the input-output relationship of the pre-distorter for the proposed
circuit. This relationship has been determined by performing 12 simulations (input =
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0.3-1.4, step = 0.1) to find the corresponding values of the pre-distorter to maximize the
blocker suppression. These values were interpolated using a Lagrange polynomial fit.
In practice a comparable approach can also be used, or a look-up table can be used to
minimize the number of computations.
Another consequence of the non-ideal zig-zag transfer function is that the nonlinear
current transfer does not fulfill Eqn. (4.12). This is mainly caused by the dependence of
the transconductance of the clipper circuit during zero-transitions on I clip (see Eqn. (5.4)
and Fig. 5.4(b)). Therefore, the gain of the desired signal depends on A LS , leading to
cross modulation. This cross modulation needs to be corrected for, so besides the NIS
control loop, also a sub-block ’Cross mod. compensation’ is present. This sub-block
compensates for the cross modulation due to the aggressor by applying the inverse of the
varying weak-signal gain. Fig. 5.17(b) shows the instantaneous G SS versus the instantaneous blocker amplitude for different RF blocker power levels, when the NIS suppresses
the blocker by 40dB. The ’Cross mod. compensation’ sub-block uses the inverse of the
fitted black curve shown in Fig. 5.17(b) to compensate for the cross modulation on the
weak desired signal due to the blocker. The black curve is again derived using a Lagrange
polynomial fit, this time on the sampled points indicated by the black dots. Memory effects in the NIS circuit cause a non-instantaneous dependence of G SS on ÂLS , leading to
some spread of the simulated results with respect to the fitted curve in Fig. 5.17(b). These
memory effects are not taken into account during the compensation, putting a limit on
the maximum obtainable signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR). Later in this section, the amount of SNDR degradation due to the ignored memory effects will be further
discussed.

5.4.2 Blocker Suppression and Desired Signal Amplification
Implementing the various sub-blocks of the system shown in Fig. 5.16 as discussed in the
previous sections, simulations are performed to investigate the strong-signal suppression
and the weak-signal transfer. In the example discussed here, the aggressing transmitter
LS
= 1850MHz
causes a 10dBm blocking signal at the input of the NIS at f LS = ω2π
(signal x in Fig. 5.16). Because the blocker is modulated with a 5Mbps OQPSK signal
with root-raised cosine filtering, it has a time-varying envelope with a peak-to-minimum
ratio of ≈8dB. The blocking signal is accompanied by a weak desired signal of -80dBm,
SS
= 1835MHz). The thermal noise
at a carrier frequency offset of 15 MHz (f SS = ω2π
floor for the 2.5MHz wide desired signal is equal to -110dBm, resulting in an SNR of
30dB at the input. Fig. 5.18(a) shows the spectrum of x.
Next, Fig. 5.18(b) shows the spectrum at the output of the NIS circuit (signal y in Fig.
5.16). The blocker is suppressed by ≈32dB, while the weak desired signal is amplified by
≈9dB. The ratio between the blocker gain and the desired signal gain is ≈41dB, which
is in close agreement with the expected result of 40dB as discussed at the beginning of
Section 5.4. Besides the blocker and the desired signal, a third component at 1865MHz
is identified in the spectrum. This spectral content is the aforementioned spectrum mirror
component, which is a fundamental property of the concept (Section 4.1.2).
The control signal I env in Fig. 4.17 is derived in the digital domain and passes a
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(a) Spectrum at the input of the receiver (x). The desired signal is located at 1835MHz, and has a strength
of -80dBm. At 15MHz offset a 10dBm RF blocker is
present.
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(b) Spectrum at the output of the NIS circuit (y). The
desired signal is amplified, while the blocker is suppressed. At 30MHz offset the spectrum mirroring
component is visible. The effect of limited precision
in the control signal results in an increase of the noise
floor in the vicinity of the blocker.

Figure 5.18 Simulated input and output spectra of the NIS.

DAC before being fed into the NIS circuit. Therefore, the control signal has finite precision, which leads to additive quantization noise. As will become clear in Chapter 7,
the required resolution to guarantee 40dB suppression is ≥ 11 bits, so 12 bits are used
here. Besides guaranteeing sufficient blocker suppression, another major concern is to
ensure a sufficient SNR for the desired signal. Because of the nonlinear operation of the
NIS circuit, the (quantization) noise added to the control signal is up-converted around
the blocker. Therefore, filtering between the DAC output and the control signal input is
required. The simulation was repeated with bandwidth-limited noise added to the control signal corresponding to a quantization by 12 bits. The noise is modeled by a white
noise source which is bandwidth-limited using a fourth-order elliptic filter with a 3dB
bandwidth of 7MHz. In Fig. 5.18(b) the effect of the 12-bit quantization is compared to
the situation without quantization, illustrating that the blocker suppression is indeed not
affected, and the noise level in the desired signal band is not increased. In case the control
signal is created more accurately, i.e. more bits are used in the digital domain and DAC,
the filter constraints can be relaxed. Thereby, a trade-off between the digital and analog
complexity is possible.
The NIS output signal y is further processed using a conventional zero-IF receive
chain (see Fig. 5.16). First it is down-converted using a quadrature mixer, and then it
is amplified and filtered by I/Q baseband circuits. Next, the signal passes the sub-block
’Cross-mod compensation’ to eliminate the cross modulation due to the blocker. In the
next section, we discuss the signal quality of the desired signal that is finally obtained at
the output, after all these signal-processing steps.
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(a) SNDRout versus SNRin without any noise contribution due to the system, only thermal noise at the
input.

(b) SNDR degradation of the desired signal in case
of only thermal noise at the input of the NIS.

Figure 5.19 Influence of the NIS system on the SNDR. The average RF blocker

level is a parameter

(a) SNDR degradation in case of thermal noise at the
input of the NIS and bandwidth-limited quantization
noise in Iclip .

(b) SNDR degradation including thermal noise at the
input of the NIS and noise in the transistors of the
NIS.

Figure 5.20 Influence of the various noise sources in NIS system on the SNDR.

5.4.3 SNDR Degradation of the Desired Signal
To obtain a decent understanding and verification of the SNDR degradation of the desired
signal because of the application of the NIS concept, first simulations are performed without any noise sources in the system. From these initial results, the fundamental effects
and limitations are quantified. The next step is to quantify and analyze the effects and
limitations created due to the specific implementation by including the noise sources of
the system. The values of the SN(D)Rs evaluated in the following section are obtained
by investigating the mean error-vector-magnitude (EVM) of 105 symbols of the desired
signal at the input and output.
Fig. 5.19(a) shows the SNDR at the output of the receive chain for blocker power
levels ranging from 2dBm to 10dBm. For an SNR in of less than 30 - 40dB, SNDR out
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increases in proportion to SNR in . For SNRin greater than 30 - 40dB, SNDR out saturates
at ≈ 36dB. Fig. 5.19(b) shows the difference of SNDR out and SNRin . From this plot it
becomes apparent that for low values of SNR in , the SNDR degradation is ≈ 3dB, which
can be explained by the spectrum mirroring (Section 4.1.2). For high SNRin , the SNDR
degradation increases in proportion to SNR in because of the saturating SNDR out in Fig.
5.19(a). This saturation is caused by the limited cross modulation compensation discussed
in Section 5.4.1. Memory effects in the NIS circuit cause some spread in the instantaneous
gain the desired signal undergoes. An SNDR out of ≈36dB corresponds to a mean EVM
of ≈1.6%, which in its turn corresponds to a random gain of the desired signal with a
standard deviation σ of ≈ 0.14dB. This is consistent with the spread in Fig. 5.17(b)
with respect to the fitted curve used in the compensation. In Fig. 5.20(a) the result is
shown including the bandwidth-limited, 12-bit quantization noise of the control signal.
As expected, the SNDR degradation is only slightly increased with respect to the situation
investigated in Fig. 5.19(b).
Next, the noise contributions due to the transistors in the NIS circuit are included. The
SNDR degradation in this case is shown in Fig. 5.20(b). Again, the SNRout saturates at
36dB, causing the SNDR degradation to increase in proportion to SNR in for higher values
of SNRin . In case SNRin = 20 - 40dB, the SNDR degradation is about 14dB, except
for the case of a 2dBm blocker. The SNDR degradation in that case is 2 - 3dB higher
than for stronger blocker power levels because the finite transconductance of the clipper
circuit becomes a problem. Thereby, the finite transconductance sets a lower limit to the
dynamic range over which strong-signal suppression can be achieved. For low SNR in ,
the SNRout converges to somewhat below 0dB, causing the derived SNDR degradation to
reduce. The SNDR degradation of ≈14dB for SNR in = 20 - 40dB is comparable to the
results obtained in Section 5.3, so these results are in agreement.

5.5 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter we have introduced a transistor-level implementation of the NIS circuit. To
describe the behavior of the circuit, both circuit and device modeling have been discussed,
and the resulting model was used to analyze various metrics that are relevant when applying this specific NIS circuit in the receive chain. From the analysis, a translation was
performed from the theoretical properties introduced in Chapter 4 to the practical properties of the transistor-level implementation in CMOS 0.14μm. Design choices regarding
the gate length and width of the transistors used in the proposed prototype were made
with the intention of gaining decent understanding in the various aspects of the proposed
concept. This resulted in a gate length that is larger than the technology allows, which in
turn causes more profound memory effects. To minimize the memory effects, the circuit
can therefore be even further optimized by considering a smaller gate length in the same
technology, or by considering more advanced technologies that allow an even smaller gate
length and therefore more bandwidth. The freedom left in the technology therefore allows
the concept to be used at frequencies higher than 1.85GHz, where the current prototype
is aimed at.
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Next to the translation from theory to practice, also a decent understanding of the
opportunities and limitations encountered during this step have been quantified in terms
of gain for the weak desired signal, as well as IIP 3 and noise performance. It has been
shown that the proposed NIS circuit is capable of providing approx. 12-13dB of voltage
gain to the desired signal while suppressing a 0-11dBm strong signal. The requirements
to prevent cross modulation derived in Chapter 4 were not fully satisfied by the presented
implementation, although the effect is not very profound and can easily be solved by applying a compensation algorithm. The IIP 3 in both amplifier mode and NIS mode showed
satisfactory results quantitatively as well as qualitatively, i.e. the behavior was predictable
by combining the knowledge gained from Chapter 4 and analyzing the properties introduced by the NIS modeling. The noise figure was found to be ≈8dB in amplifier mode
and ≈14dB in NIS mode, and also these results were understood by combining the theory of Chapter 4 and the NIS modeling. Improvement of the noise performance will be
one of the most important goals in the future research concerning NIS circuit topologies,
although the inclusion of an LNA in front of the NIS circuit can also be used to improve
the overall noise performance.
Next, the system level solution introduced in Chapter 4 was expanded here to compensate for the aforementioned cross modulation, as well as the nonlinearity introduced
by the weakly nonlinear relationship between the control signal and the strong signal’s
amplitude. Simulations were performed on this setup including the transistor level NIS
model. The results from these simulations verified the expected behavior based on the
theory of Chapter 4 and the NIS modeling. The feedback path was analyzed, and functionality was added to guarantee a constant strong signal-suppression of 40dB with a
bandwidth of 1kHz to track environmental changes in e.g. coupling characteristics. The
noise performance was analyzed in a step-by-step approach, clarifying where the different contributions originated from and eventually leading to a conclusion of a noise figure
of ≈14dB, which is in agreement with the aforementioned NIS circuit level analysis.
Besides the noise performance, the effect of the cross modulation compensation was discussed. The presented approach leads to a maximum SNDR of the output signal of 36dB,
caused by the memoryless (and therefore simple) compensation scheme. Lastly, also finite resolution in the control signal was discussed. The up-converted quantization noise
that ends up around the strong signal due to the finite resolution can be suppressed by
filtering the control signal before applying it to the NIS.

Chapter

6

Practical Implementation of the Nonlinear
Interference Suppressor

(a) Chip microphotograph of the NIS.

(b) Probing the silicon.

Figure 6.1 Pictures taken during the measurements using wafer probing.

T

HE experimental results of the NIS circuit obtained from the measurements are presented in this chapter. Fig. 6.1(a) shows the NIS IC that has been fabricated in a
6-metal CMOS 0.14μm technology with a total chip size of about 1 x 1mm 2 . Most of this
area is consumed by the bondpads and DC-decoupling capacitors; the size of the circuits
of interest is 570μm x 300μm. The experiments presented here were conducted on this
prototype throughout different assembly stages. Initially, the bare die has been characterized using wafer probing, as can be seen in Fig. 6.1(b). Next, the IC was packaged into
a HVQFN24 package, which was then mounted onto a PCB. Also this final structure has
been characterized, and the results are presented in this chapter as well.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, an overview of the fabricated chip
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Figure 6.2 Block diagram showing the interconnection between the different

sub-blocks on the IC.

will be given in Section 6.1, and practical aspects will be discussed including the sizing
and interconnect of the individual sub-circuits as well as ESD considerations. Then, in
Section 6.2, the individual sub-circuits of the IC are presented along with some initial DC
measurements. Next, the behavior of the IC in amplifier mode will be analyzed in Section
6.3, and consecutively the behavior in NIS mode in Section 6.4. Then, the performance
of the packaged IC will be evaluated in Section 6.5. Throughout this chapter, the behavior
observed in the measurements will be compared to the behavior observed in the modeled
and simulated behavior to explain the observed effects. Finally, the conclusions are drawn
and the different observations will be summarized in Section 6.7.

6.1 Chip Overview
From the system-level setup introduced in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.17) it can be seen that the
analog hardware required to implement the NIS functionality is an NIS circuit and a mixer
circuit. Besides these sub-circuits, also two output buffers are required for measurement
purposes. A block diagram clarifying the interconnection between the various sub-blocks
that are present on the IC is shown in Fig. 6.2. The complete design is executed in a
differential fashion to avoid even order effects.
Next, Fig. 6.3 shows the layout of the IC with the different sub-blocks highlighted.
The layout is made symmetrical to assure the same behavior for both branches of the differential structure. The area is dominated by the inductors used in the LC tanks. The rest
of the NIS core circuit consumes an area of about 105μm x 120μm, which is dominated
by two decoupling capacitors of 1pF each. The mixer consumes an area of approximately
60μm x 20μm, again mostly by a capacitor. The output buffers of the NIS and the mixer
consume an area of respectively 40μm x 25μm and 30μm x 35μm.
The IC is provided with ESD protection on all bondpads, including all DC and RF
inputs and outputs. Because of the exceptionally strong signals the IC has to handle 1,
especially the ESD protection at the RF bondpads deserves special attention. The circuit
1 At

least for a receiver circuit.
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Figure 6.3 Layout.

Vdd

Human body model
ton = 1ns
Ion = 100A
Ioff = 0A

1500 Ω

RF pad

100 pF

(a) Single RF bondpad including ESD protection
and setup showing the human body model used to
test the protection.

(b) The blue solid line shows the simulated largesignal handling capability of a single RF bondpad including the ESD protection. The black dot indicates
the 1dB compression point, which occurs at approximately 16dBm RF input power (Zsrc = 50Ω).

Figure 6.4 Characteristics and structure of the ESD protection at the RF bond-

pads.

is designed such that it should be able to deal with a maximum RF input power level of
about 11dBm, so the ESD protection must be transparent for signals ranging up to these
levels. The structure shown in Fig. 6.4(a) is used to protect the circuit against ESD. The
large-signal capabilities of this structure have been simulated in Cadence by connecting
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Figure 6.5 NIS core circuit. The width and length
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a 50Ω signal source to a single RF pad and a matched load, and investigating the compression behavior. In Fig. 6.4(b) the result of the simulation is shown, resulting in an
input-referred 1dB compression point of about 16dBm for the single pad. Because of the
differential signaling, the 1dB compression becomes about 19dBm, which is 8dB above
the maximum signal level expected during the measurements and therefore sufficient for
characterization of the circuit. For signal levels below compression the structure behaves
mainly capacitive with a capacitor value of about 36fF, which is relatively small and results in a high impedance considering the center frequency of 1.85GHz. Next, to verify
the protection the structure provides, a simulation was performed using the human body
model as illustrated in Fig. 6.4(a). The simulation showed satisfactory results for both
current sink and source situations.

6.2 Individual Circuits on the IC
As already pointed out in Section 6.1, there are four different sub-circuits on the IC. The
NIS core circuit itself has already been introduced in Chapter 5, so for a detailed description of its principle of operation, the reader is referred to Section 5.1. The same circuit
is placed on the IC. Further implementation-related issues of the NIS core circuit and the
remaining building blocks on the IC will be discussed in more detail in this section.

6.2 Individual Circuits on the IC

(a) Clipper current versus envelope current. Simulated and measured values show comparable behavior.
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(b) Envelope current mirror input versus input voltage. About 50 mV threshold offset is observed, and a
slight reduction in transconductance.

Figure 6.6 DC characteristics of the envelope-tracking current mirror.

(a) NIS current versus common gate bias voltage.

(b) NIS current corrected for 100mV threshold offset
(50 mV each transistor).

Figure 6.7 DC characteristics linear amplifier.

6.2.1 NIS Core Circuit
The circuit diagram of the NIS core including the dimensioning of the various components is shown in Fig. 6.5. As explained in Section 5.1, the circuit is composed of the
combination of a linear transconductor made up out of transistors M 1 -M4 and a clipper
circuit made from transistors M 5 and M6 . The amplitude of the output signal of the clipper circuit is externally adjustable through the current mirror implemented by transistors
M7 and M8 .
The DC simulation and measurement results of the current mirror are given in Fig. 6.6.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.6(b), the input conductance of the current mirror is approximately
6.3mS, which roughly translates to 160Ω. Combining this resistance with the on-chip
capacitor value of 3pF, the -3dB bandwidth of the current mirror is set to about 300MHz.
This rather large bandwidth leaves freedom to consider further bandwidth reduction by
simply adding more capacitance, while still maintaining a single pole roll-off, or possibly
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higher order filter structures by adding more sophisticated circuitry.
To convert the output current to voltage and suppress the generated harmonics, the circuit is loaded with two LC tanks. It was decided to use two separate LC tanks to suppress
the even-order tones generated in each individual output branch, which would otherwise
consume considerable voltage headroom. The even-order harmonics are of course further suppressed because of the balanced structure. Lastly, the current consumption of the
NIS core circuit versus V bias,CG is shown in Fig. 6.7. The characteristics corrected for the
threshold voltage offset (Fig. 6.7(b)) show good agreement apart from a slight decrease in
the transconductance observed in measurements. In the following sections first the other
sub-blocks of the IC will be addressed, and then the measurement results of the whole IC
will be discussed. Based on that, the behavior of the NIS circuit will be derived.

6.2.2 Mixer
To derive the cross-correlation between the input and output of the NIS circuit as pointed
out in Section 4.3, the double-balanced passive mixer shown in Fig. 6.8(a) is included
on the IC. The LO input of the mixer is connected to the RF input of the NIS core.
Using the NIS input as the LO drive is the best choice because the LO port requires a
high power level to guarantee the desired switching behavior in the mixer, independent
of the amount of suppression the NIS achieves. Because the LO input has a high input
impedance (mainly capacitive), this choice also results in low losses at the input of the IC.
The capacitance added to the total input impedance due to the mixer is considered small
because the transistors of the mixer are much smaller than the transistors used in the NIS
20μm
95μm
core circuit ( W
L = 0.16μm in the mixer versus 0.3μm in the NIS core).
The NIS output will have a small power level in case the circuit is suppressing the
strong blocker signal, thereby making it most suitable for use as the RF input of the
mixer. The input impedance of the RF port of the mixer is an up-converted version of the
IF load impedance [77], which is relatively high compared to the output impedance of the
buffer circuit. Therefore, also the loading of the RF output of the IC due to the mixer can
be considered negligible.
Finally, the IF port of the mixer is loaded with a simple RC network with a -3dB
bandwidth of about 6MHz to suppress the content around the sum frequency. The IF
output on its turn acts as an input signal for a buffer circuit connected to the bondpads for
measurement purposes, which will be discussed in the next section.
In the case of equal frequencies at both the LO and RF input, as is the case in our
specific application, a zero-IF structure results. Such a structure usually mandates the use
of a quadrature mixing operation, requiring two mixers. But, because here the LO and RF
input of the mixer are derived from the same signal, the phases of the LO and RF signals
are aligned2. Therefore, there is no need for a quadrature mixing operation here, and only
one mixer is required.
2 Apart

from a small phase rotation due to the LC-tank and other memory effects in the circuit.
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Figure 6.8 Additional circuits of the different sub-blocks on the IC.

6.2.3 Output Buffers
To interface the circuitry to the outside world, two buffer circuits are placed on the die.
The RF buffer, shown in Fig. 6.8(c), is a source follower acting as a voltage buffer between the high-ohmic output of the NIS core to the 50Ω measurement equipment. Transistors M9 and M10 are each biased with a drain current of 10mA resulting in a g m of
about 33mS. The simulated voltage gain of the RF buffer is -5.9dB as can be seen in Fig.
6.9, and the simulated 1dB gain compression point at the output is about 5dBm.
The terminals of transistors M 11 and M12 are all accessible, and therefore enable DC
characterization. This characterization is of interest because the transistors used in the
NIS core have the same gate length. Measurements and simulations have been conducted
on transistor M11 with terminals Vbuf f er (=gate) and V out,b+ (=drain), while the source
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Figure 6.9 Simulated voltage gain in the output buffer. At the biasing value of

1 mA in the current mirror the voltage gain is about -5.9 dB.

(a) Simulated Id for different values of Vds .

(b) Measured Id for different values of Vds .

(c) Simulated Id versus measurement (Vds = 1.8V).

(d) Simulated gm versus measurement (Vds = 1.8V).

Figure 6.10 Comparison between the simulated and measured DC performance

of transistor M11 .

and bulk are connected to ground. To ensure M 9 to be off, the V dd connection has been
connected to ground during this measurement. The V dd of the NIS core is DC coupled
to Vin,b+ , so the gate of M 9 is connected to ground as well. The results of both simulations and measurements are shown in Fig. 6.10. Some deviations are observed between

6.3 Characterization of the Chip in Amplifier Mode
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Figure 6.11 Setup used during the S-parameter measurement. The used network

analyzer (N5247) has additional functionality to measure largesignal characteristics such as IP 3 .

the simulated and measurement results. In the simulations, the threshold voltage is about
50mV higher. The deviation of the threshold voltage does not cause any problems and it
is well known that it can show variation between different test samples, and therefore between simulation and measurement. Next, the transconductance g m is about 20% higher
in simulations compared to the measured results. Both of these observations are in agreement with the results shown in Fig. 6.6(b).
Also the mixer output is buffered before going off-chip. The circuit used for this
purpose is shown in Fig. 6.8(b). This circuit is composed of two transistors in commonsource configuration, each loaded with 50Ω resistors. The mixer buffer consumes about
7.5mA from the supply.

6.3 Characterization of the Chip in Amplifier Mode
By setting current Iclip to zero (shorting V env to ground), the chip is set to amplifier mode.
Characterization of the IC was done here through the measurements of the S-parameters,
noise figure and IIP 3 . Throughout this section, the performance of the IC in amplifier
mode will be highlighted for V bias,CG = 1.15V to provide a full list of specifications at
the same bias.

6.3.1 S-Parameters
Measuring the S-parameters of the chip was done by using wafer probing to be able to
make a fair comparison with respect to the simulation results (see Fig. 6.1 at the beginning
of this chapter). Fig. 6.11 shows the setup that was used for this purpose. The calibration
of the setup was performed by short-open-load-through references, and using the WinCal
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(a) S11

(c) S21

(b) S12

(d) S22

Figure 6.12 Comparison between the simulated and measured S-parameters for

the same bias settings. The green dashed circles in the S 11 and S22
graphs indicate the boundary for which a reflection of ≤-10dB is
achieved. The dots in the graphs indicate the response at the center
frequency for both simulation (black) and measurement (red).

XE software [78]. Here, Vbias,CG is chosen equal to 0.95V resulting in the same bias
current in the linear amplifier in both simulations and measurements.
Fig. 6.12 shows the measured as well as the simulated S-parameters. It is seen in Fig.
6.12(c) that the measured S 21 -parameter is lower at the resonance frequency compared to
the simulated value. The quality factor of the resonant structure, which is derived from the
-3dB bandwidth, is in simulations about Q = 10.8. From measurements a quality factor of
Q = 8.7 is deduced. In Fig. 6.13 the effect of the lowering of the quality factor has been
included in the simulation, showing a drop of S 21 of about 1.8dB. The further lowering
of the S21 -parameter is most probably caused by the lower g m of the transistors, as was
observed in Section 6.2.3.
Besides the gain reduction, the S 21 -parameter also peaks at a slight different frequency
(1.85GHz vs. 1.94GHz), leading to the conclusion that either the capacitance or inductance in the LC tanks is higher in reality than in simulations. The inductance was verified

6.3 Characterization of the Chip in Amplifier Mode
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Figure 6.13 Simulated S 21 versus quality factor. The simulations predicted a

quality factor of about 10.8 (black dot), while in the measurements
the quality factor is observed to be about 8.7 (red dot).

(a) Inductance.

(b) Quality factor.

Figure 6.14 Comparison between different models describing the behavior of

the used inductor.

using the ADS momentum EM simulator, from which the results can be seen in Fig. 6.14.
From these results it can be concluded that the inductor value does not deviate that much
from the value that was used in Cadence during the design, leading to the conclusion that
the lowering of the center frequency is most probably due to an increase of parasitic capacitance. The quality factor of the inductor, however, does show some lowering with
respect to the results obtained from Cadence. This last observation is in accordance with
the earlier findings.
Concerning the other S-parameters, also some deviations are observed, although these
are less profound than in the S 21 -parameter. From the S 11 -parameter shown in Fig.
6.12(a) it can be concluded that the real part of the input impedance is slightly decreased
in the measurements with respect to the simulation results, and lies approximately on the
dashed green circle indicating a -10dB reflection coefficient. The S 12 -parameter (Fig.
6.12(b)) emphasizes the change of the resonance frequency, and the magnitude is comparable with the simulation result (both below -40dB). Lastly, the measurement result of
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Figure 6.15 Setup during NF measurement. The E4446A device shown in the

setup is a spectrum analyzer with noise figure measuring capability.

the S22 -parameter shown in Fig. 6.12(d) deviates slightly with respect to the simulated
results, resulting in a slight better output match with a reflection coefficient at the output
that is within the green dashed circle, so below -10dB.

6.3.2 Noise Figure and Gain
The noise figure and gain of the IC have been measured at the center frequency for different bias levels using the Y-factor method [79] with the setup shown in Fig. 6.15. The
measurement is here compared to the modeled (Chapter 5) and simulated (post-layout)
result. All the results are presented in Fig. 6.16. As already discussed in Section 6.2.3
and shown in Fig. 6.9, the RF output buffer has a (simulated) voltage gain of about 5.9dB. Therefore, to derive the voltage gain of the NIS core circuit in amplifier mode, the
measured power gain of the IC is increased with 5.9dB. It is observed that the voltage
gain is about 3.5dB worse in the measurement compared to the post-layout simulation,
and the modeled result is in between them. The difference between the measurement
and the post-layout simulation is in agreement with the observations presented in Section
6.3.1. Also the noise figure is worse in the measurement compared to the simulated results (about 1.5dB), and the modeled result is again between them. The increase of the
noise figure from the post-layout simulation to the measured result is expected based on
the lower gain performance caused by the reduction in both Q-factor and g m . At Vbias,CG
= 1.15V the measured voltage gain is 17.2dB and the measured noise figure is 8.4dB.

6.3 Characterization of the Chip in Amplifier Mode

(a) Voltage gain of the NIS core.
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(b) Noise figure.

Figure 6.16 Noise figure and gain results corrected for threshold voltage offset

(as observed in Fig. 6.7). The frequency for the simulated results is
1.94 GHz and for the modeled & measured results 1.85 GHz.

(a) IIP3 for various Vbias,CG voltages.

(b) Gain of the two-tone signal for various Vbias,CG
voltages.

Figure 6.17 Large-signal behavior in amplifier mode.

6.3.3 Third-Order Intercept Point
To characterize the distortion behavior of the IC, the IIP 3 has been measured. Fig. 6.17
shows the measured results for different bias settings. The same setup to measure the
S-parameters was used to derive the results.
The IIP3 is greater than 0dBm for all measured bias settings, and about 6.6dBm in
case of Vbias,CG = 1.15V. For stronger interference the IIP 3 clearly shows a peak for
Vbias,CG = 0.85V around an RF input power of -4dBm, V bias,CG = 0.95V around an RF
input power of -7dBm, and a less profound peak for V bias,CG = 1.05V around an RF
input power of -12dBm. This effect occurs because of the cancelation between the thirdorder intermodulation (IM 3 ) and the fifth-order intermodulation (IM 5 ). As can be seen in
Fig. 6.17(b), around the RF input power where the IIP 3 peaks, the circuit changes from
a regime of increasing gain to decreasing gain, which causes this behavior. Comparing
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the behavior observed here to the results obtained from the modeling in Section 5.2.2, it
is seen that the RF output buffer has a clear influence on the IIP 3 performance. As the RF
output buffer is the last circuit in the cascade, this effect is expected [ 19].

6.4 Characterization of the Chip in NIS Mode
Next step in the characterization of the IC is the behavior in NIS mode. This mode is
used to suppress an undesired strong blocker, while amplifying a desired weak signal. In
this mode, Iclip is chosen such that the circuit deliberately enters the desired nonlinear
behavior resulting in the suppression of the undesired strong blocker. Again, first the
S-parameters are presented; however, this time large-signal S-parameters are considered.
Then, the power consumption will be discussed next to the performance concerning IIP 3 .
Lastly, the behavior of the mixer on the chip will be included in the discussion.

6.4.1 Large-Signal S-Parameters
Measurements of the large-signal S-parameters were done using the same wafer probing
setup of Fig. 6.1(b) used for measuring the small-signal S-parameters discussed in Section
6.3.1. The frequency at which the measurement was performed was set to 1.85GHz, which
corresponds to the center of the functional frequency range of the design. The RF power
of the sinusoidal excitation was swept from -22.6dBm up to 9.4dBm. This procedure was
repeated for different settings of I env (and thereby I clip ), and the results are shown in Fig.
6.18. The values of Ienv range from 0.4-3.8mA with steps of 0.2mA. The response for
Ienv = 0mA is added as well as a reference indicated by the black dashed line.
In the case of Ienv = 0mA, the chip exhibits a common compressive behavior as
expected for a common amplifier, shown by the black dashed line in Fig. 6.18(c). Fig.
6.18(a) shows the large-signal S 11 which is about -17dB for an excitation power below
about -10dBm. This value is about 7dB lower compared to the results presented in Section
6.3.1 because of a slightly different V bias,CG (1.05V instead of 0.95V used in Section
6.3.1). This higher bias leads to an increase of the g m of transistors M1 -M4 , resulting in
a reduction of the real part of S 11 , causing a better match. For increasing RF input power
level (beyond -10dBm), the S 11 first decreases to about -27dB at 3dBm, and then increases
again to about -21dB at 9.4dBm. This behavior can be explained by the nonlinear nature
of the input impedance.
To illustrate this, the result of a DC measurement of the differential input current
versus differential input voltage is shown in Fig. 6.19(a), whereas Fig. 6.19(b) shows the
small-signal input resistance derived from the DC measurement. Comparing these results
to the results obtained from the modeling in Section 5.1.2, the same behavior is observed 3.
3 The measured behavior for V
bias,CG = 1.0V corresponds to the modeled behavior for Vbias,CG = 0.9V.
Also, the measured behavior for Vbias,CG = 1.3V corresponds to the modeled behavior for Vbias,CG = 1.2V.
From this it can be concluded there is a DC offset of 0.1V between the modeling and the measurements, which
can be explained by the body effect in M1 & M2 which is not included in the model.
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(a) S11

(b) S12

(c) S21

(d) S22

Figure 6.18 Measured large-signal S-parameters for I env = 0.4mA to 3.8mA

(steps 0.2mA, black dashed line denotes response for I env = 0mA).


(a) Input current versus differential input voltage.

(b)

δVin
δIin


versus differential input voltage.

Figure 6.19 Input characteristics of the NIS for different values of V bias,CG .

The situation for V bias,CG = 1.0V comes closest to the situation used during the largesignal S-parameter measurement. For low RF input power levels the input amplitude is
small, which leads to an input impedance larger than 100Ω, resulting in the S 11 of -17dB
(Fig. 6.19(b)).
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When the RF input power level increases, the nonlinear character of the input impedance
becomes more profound. Because of the expanding character of the input-voltage to
input-current relationship, the input current increases for increasing power levels. This
increase of the input current causes the effective input impedance at the fundamental
component of the input signal to decrease. Eventually, for input amplitudes above 1V,
the input resistance converges to R in ≈60Ω which is less than 100Ω, causing the S 11 of
-21dB at 9.4dBm. In the region between these extremes, an effective impedance value is
reached that comes closest to 100Ω, causing the S 11 of -27dB at 3dBm. The S 11 is limited
to -27dB here because of the parasitic capacitances present in the circuit. For different
settings of Ienv the same effect is observed, although it is less profound.
Next, by increasing I env from zero, a strong effect is observed in the large-signal S 21
of the circuit. The compressive behavior observed in case I env = 0 changes into a situation in which a notch is created at a specific RF input power level. The RF input power
level at which the notch is located increases monotonically with the I env setting. This adjustable notch illustrates the desired behavior caused by the nonlinear transfer, enabling
the blocker suppression. In the next section we will go in more detail into the specific
characteristics achieved in this circuit. Lastly, Fig. 6.18(b) and Fig. 6.18(d) show the behavior of large-signal S-parameters S 12 and S22 respectively. These characteristics show
little dependency on the various different circumstances in which the circuit operates,
which is both desirable and expected.

6.4.2 Strong-Signal Suppression and Weak-Signal Gain
In Section 6.4.1 the large-signal S-parameters have been discussed and, as already indicated there, the large-signal S 21 -parameter showed an amplitude-dependent notch that is
monotonically related to the I env setting. In this section we will go in more detail on this
relationship and the achieved voltage gain (or suppression) for strong signals (Av LS ), and
the voltage gain of the weak signal (Av SS ) in the presence of the strong signal. To this
end the same procedure is followed as was conducted in Section 5.2.1 during the circuit
analysis, namely the input of the NIS is excited by the sum of a strong and a weak signal, as shown in Fig. 5.7. Then, the nonlinear transfer of the NIS circuit is adjusted by
Ienv in such a way that the strong signal is maximally suppressed. The results of this
measurement are shown in Fig. 6.20.
Fig. 6.20(c) shows the relationship between the I env setting needed to achieve maximum suppression at a given RF power level of the strong signal for different V bias,CG
settings. Using these settings, both Av LS and AvSS have been measured, which are
shown in Fig. 6.20(a) and Fig. 6.20(b) respectively. The ratio between Av SS and AvLS
eventually denotes the achieved suppression, which is shown in Fig. 6.20(d). The reasons
that the amount suppression that is achievable is finite are:
 Firstly, the memory effects present in the circuit as explained in Section 4.1.3 set
an upper bound on the amount of suppression achieved. These memory effects
cause a phase difference between the linear amplifier and clipper circuit, leading to
imperfect cancelation.
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(a) Voltage gain of the strong-signal.
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(b) Voltage gain of the weak-signal.


(c) Relationship between Ienv and the strong-signal
RF power level.

(d) Suppression

AvSS
AvLS


.

Figure 6.20 Measured NIS characteristics for different V bias,CG settings.

 Secondly, the desired three zero-transitions require a transconductance of the clipper circuit greater than that of the linear part of the circuit. But, as became clear
in the analysis of the clipper circuit in Section 5.1.2 and shown in Fig. 5.4(a), the
transconductance of the clipper circuit shows dependence on the current flowing
through it (Iclip ). For decreasing RF input power, leading to decreasing I clip , the
clipper transconductance decreases as well. Eventually, for a low enough RF input
power, the transconductance of the clipper will be equal to the transconductance
of the linear amplifier, resulting in an inability to create the three zero-transitions.
This behavior sets a lower bound on the RF input power for which the desired nonlinear transfer can be created. This effect is not visible in the graphs of Fig. 6.20,
because this occurs for an RF input power level less than -3dBm. Nonetheless, we
will come back to this in Section 6.5.
From Fig. 6.20(b) it can be seen that AvSS shows dependence on the RF power level
of the strong signal, indicating that cross modulation takes place between the strong and
weak signal. Therefore, it can be concluded that Eqn. ( 4.12) is not fulfilled by the circuit,
mandating the use of some compensation as applied in Section 5.4.
The maximum measured suppression was found to be 74dB in case of an 8dBm excitation using Ienv = 3.22mA in combination with V bias,CG = 1.05V. In Fig. 6.21, both
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the simulated and measured results are shown of the power gains G LS and GSS of the
entire structure, as well as the transconductance g LS and gSS of the NIS core versus the
strong-signal input power level. Results are included from various levels of abstraction
including the models that were introduced in previous chapters, which are compared to
the measured result discussed in this chapter. The envelope current I env was chosen equal
to the aforementioned value of 3.22mA in all situations. This approach is chosen here to
achieve a decent understanding of the measured results, while simultaneously reflecting
on the modeling that was presented in the previous chapters.
Fig. 6.21(a) and Fig. 6.21(b) show the results obtained from a simulation by using
the ideal zig-zag function described in Chapter 4. Fig. 6.21(c) and Fig. 6.21(d) also
show simulation results, but from the more advanced transistor level modeling described
in Chapter 5. In both situations, the NIS core circuit was loaded with a transistor level
model of the RF buffer, leading to comparable gain compression characteristics in Fig.
6.21(a) and Fig. 6.21(c). Eventually, the measured result is shown in Fig. 6.21(e).
In the situations observed in Fig. 6.21(c), Fig. 6.21(d), and Fig. 6.21(e) there is
strong-signal suppression observed around an RF input power level of about 8dBm, so the
simulation and the measurement agree with respect to this property. The situation in Fig.
6.21(a) and Fig. 6.21(b) shows strong-signal suppression at a somewhat lower RF input
power level of 7dBm. This is caused by the perfectly linear response of the linear part of
the zig-zag function used here. In both other situations the transconductance of the linear
amplifier decreases slightly during zero-transitions, causing the strong-signal suppression
around the RF input power level of about 8dBm. Besides strong-signal suppression, there
is also weak-signal suppression. This effect was already predicted based on the modeling
presented in Section 4.1.3. In contradiction to the RF input power level for which strongsignal suppression occurs, the RF input power level for which weak-signal suppression
results shows some deviation throughout the different results. There are two reasons for
this:
 Firstly, the transconductance result of Fig. 6.21(b) shows an RF input power level
difference between g LS = 0 and gSS = 0 of 6dB, while the transconductance result
of 6.21(d) shows an RF input power level difference of only ≈4.7dB. From the
analysis performed in Section 4.1.3, the 6dB difference in Fig. 6.21(b) is expected
because weak-signal suppression occurs in case of the clipper amplitude of the ideal
zig-zag function to be too large by a factor 4 of 2, corresponding to 6dB. However,
the transconductance of the clipper circuit in the transistor level model has a finite
value, in contrast to the ideal zig-zag function. The finite transconductance of the
clipper circuit causes the RF input power level difference between g LS = 0 and
gSS = 0 in Fig. 6.21(d) to be less than 2 (< 6dB), which explains the 4.7dB
difference here.
 Secondly, the RF input power level difference between strong- and weak-signal
suppression is even smaller in Fig. 6.21(a) and 6.21(c) with respect to Fig. 6.21(b)
and 6.21(d), respectively. This effect is caused by the nonlinearity of the RF output
4δ
mag

= 100% in Fig 4.8.
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(a) Strong- and weak-signal power gain. NIS core:
Ideal zig-zag function; RF output buffer: Transistor
level model.

(b) Strong- and weak-signal transconductance gain
of the NIS core, using the ideal zig-zag function.

(c) Strong- and weak-signal power gain; NIS core:
Transistor level model; RF output buffer: Transistor
level model.

(d) Strong- and weak-signal transconductance gain
of the NIS core, using the transistor level model.

(e) Strong- and weak-signal power gain, measurement result NIS core & RF output buffer.

Figure 6.21 Comparison of different input/output relationships with different

levels of abstraction. The simulations/measurement was performed
using a varying strong-signal power while keeping I env = 3.22 mA.
The transconductance performance could not be measured, and is
therefore not shown.
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buffer. In case the NIS core suppresses the weak signal at ω SS (leading to g SS = 0),
the intermodulation products at (2n·ω LS −ωSS ) are present5 at the NIS core output.
Feeding the (nonlinear) RF output buffer with such an input signal results in the
generation of the weak signal at ω SS , which on its turn leads to a non-zero G SS .
Nonetheless, the cascade of the two nonlinear stages (NIS core & RF output buffer)
does lead to the suppression of the weak signal, but at a different power level.
Besides the different RF input power levels for which weak-signal suppression occurs observed throughout the various levels of abstraction, there is also a difference observed in
the amount of weak-signal suppression. The transconductance results show a full cancelation of the weak signal, whereas the power gain results including the RF output buffer
only cause weak-signal suppression by somewhat more than 20dB. This effect is caused
by the memory effect that is introduced by the LC-tank loading the NIS core. The memory effect causes a phase rotation of the various intermodulation products that excite the
RF output buffer. On its turn, these phase rotations lead to incomplete cancelation in a
comparable manner as was discussed in Section 4.1.3 (δphase = 0).
Lastly, the small variability between the behavior around 8dBm concerning both the
location and the amount of suppression in the different situations is explained by the fact
that the RF output buffer behaves more linear here, because the strong signal has been
suppressed. The (current) output of the NIS core is translated to an output voltage by the
LC-tank followed by the RF output buffer without creating additional intermodulation
terms of significance, causing the observed behavior. From the analysis of Fig. 6.21
we can conclude that the (nonlinear) effect of the loading of the NIS core causes little
disturbance to its output in case of strong-signal suppression. It is especially the situation
of strong-signal presence, in combination with an erroneous transfer setting that causes
the nonlinear effects in the loading of the NIS core to dominate the behavior. In case the
NIS is controlled in the right fashion, i.e. achieve strong-signal suppression in case of
strong-signal presence, this situation will typically be avoided. Nonetheless, one should
be aware of the effects that were concluded from the analysis of Fig. 6.21.

6.4.3 DC Power Consumption
The power consumption of the NIS core circuit depends on the power level of the blocker
because it is proportional to I clip , as well as the class A/B nature of the circuit. If we
assume ideal switching behavior in the clipper and the linear amplifier behaves perfectly
linear, the differential output of the circuit becomes the sum of a square-wave with ampliI
ALS Gin
with Gin the input conductance of the
tude clip
2 and a sinusoid with amplitude
2
linear amplifier:
vIN

≈

iOUT

=

ALS sin(ωLS t)
∞
2  sin [(2k − 1)ωLS t] ALS Gin
−
sin(ωLS t)
Iclip
π
2k − 1
2
k=1

5 With

n an integer number.

(6.1)
(6.2)
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Figure 6.22 DC power consumption of the NIS core circuit versus RF input

power.

To achieve full suppression, the fundamental of the block wave must be equal in magnitude to the output of the linear amplifier. Therefore bias current I clip must be chosen
equal to:
π
(6.3)
Iclip = ALS Gin
4
Therefore, when the circuit is suppressing the interferer, the output current of a single
):
branch looks as follows (with T = ω2π
LS

i1 (t) =
Pdiss,1

=

=

1
T

ALS Gin sin(ωLS t) if 0 ≤ t ≤ T2
π
if T2 ≤ t ≤ T
4 ALS Glin

(6.4)

T

Vdd · i1 (t)dt
0

ALS Gin Vdd ·



1
π
+
π
8

(6.5)


Therefore, the total power consumption of the NIS core circuit is equal to:


2
π
+
Pdiss = ALS Glin Vdd ·
π
4

(6.6)

(6.7)

This result leads to the conclusion that the DC power consumption shows the following
proportionality:
(6.8)
Pdiss ∝ ALS ∝ PRF
The power consumption of the NIS core circuit was also measured during the extraction of the data presented in Fig. 6.20, and is presented in Fig. 6.22. The figure shows the
DC power consumption using a logarithmic scale versus the RF input power of the strong
signal in dBm, and indeed shows the expected slope based on the equations derived in
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Vector network
analyzer
N5247

LNA

BPF

ATT

Hybrid

Bias
probe
Hybrid

RF
probe

DUT

ATT
RF
probe

Hybrid

Bias
probe

E8267D
Signal
generator

Figure 6.23 Setup during IIP 3 measurement. The E8267D device shown in the

setup is a vector signal generator providing a strong signal to the
DUT. Because of the lack of isolators in the laboratory an amplifier
in combination with attenuators is used in the VNA path.

this section6 . The deviation from this slope for lower RF input power levels (especially
for Vbias,CG = 1.05V) is due to the DC current in the linear amplifier, irrespective of
the applied RF input signal level. In fact, by increasing V bias,CG , the conduction angle increases and thereby the circuit more and more operates in class A where, ideally,
there is no dependence of the DC power consumption on the RF input power of the linear
amplifier7 .

6.4.4 Third-Order Intercept Point
Also in NIS mode the IIP 3 can be defined and therefore measured, as explained in Chapter
4. This metric is of importance in case of external interference being present at the input
in addition to the strong blocker. The measurement of the IIP 3 in NIS mode is done by
using the setup shown in Fig. 6.23. Again, the IIP 3 is measured using the N5247 VNA,
but also a strong sinusoidal excitation is fed to the input by a signal generator (E8267D).
The output spectra during the IIP 3 measurements in both amplifier mode and NIS
mode are shown in Fig. 6.24. As the figure shows, in both situations intermodulation
is seen beside the two-tone signal. In NIS mode also a residue of the blocker can be
seen at 1.86GHz, as well as the spectrum-mirrored component at 1.87GHz. Besides these
6 Expected
7 The

is a PDC doubling for every 6dB increase in PRF based on Eqn. (6.8).
clipper circuit still exhibits this proportionality of course.
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(a) Amplifier mode. IM3 components are visible
around the two-tone signal.
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(b) NIS mode. In addition to amplifying the two-tone
excitation, the circuit is suppressing an unmodulated,
6dBm blocker at 1.86GHz. The spur of about -70dBm
present around 1.845 GHz is caused by interference
coupling into the measurement setup.

Figure 6.24 Comparison between the output spectra resulting from the IIP 3

measurement in amplifier and NIS mode, using a -20dBm two-tone
excitation around 1.85GHz at the input.

(a) IIP3 for various blocker levels using Vbias,CG =
1.05V.

(b) IIP3 for various Vbias,CG values using a 6dBm
blocker.

Figure 6.25 Third-order intercept results with blocker present.

tones, also content at other difference frequencies between the two-tone and the blocker
is visible, these spectral components are caused by the nonlinear transfer used for the NIS
operation.
The results of the IIP 3 measurement performed on the IC are presented in Fig. 6.25.
From these figures it can be concluded that the actual IIP 3 varies over the boundary conditions under which the characterization has been performed, but is ≥4dBm for external
interference power levels below -20dBm. Also in NIS mode the measured results of the
IIP3 deviate from the modeled results derived in Section 5.2.2, which is again caused by
the nonlinearity of the RF output buffer that is dominating the results.
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(a) Weak and strong-signal gain versus envelope current.

(b) Mixer output versus envelope current.

Figure 6.26 Left the voltage gain for the weak and the strong signal for varying

values of Ienv , and right the output of the mixer. The strong signal
that was used during the measurement was an unmodulated tone of
8dBm at 1.85GHz.

6.4.5 Mixer Performance

Next, the behavior of the mixer that is present on the IC is evaluated. As discussed in
Section 6.1, the whole design is realized in a differential fashion, including the mixer. To
characterize the behavior of the mixer, its differential output voltage is measured while
increasing Ienv , and maintaining the same input signal. The RF input of the NIS circuit is
excited with a sinusoidal tone of 8dBm during this measurement. The results are shown in
Fig. 6.26, with the voltage gain of the weak and strong signal in Fig. 6.26(a) and the mixer
output in Fig 6.26(b). As can be seen, the mixer outputs become equal, so differentially
zero, in case the strong signal is minimized. Further verifications have been performed
TM
by letting a micro-controller (TI Piccolo controlSTICK [80]) monitor the mixer output
and steering the Ienv -input. By using this setup, the feedback path has been successfully
realized, and its function verified. Including both the feedforward and feedback path, and
closing both of these loops, will be further discussed in Section 6.6.
Nonetheless, the outcome of this relative simple test is important. It shows that the
proposed setup is able to suppress a constant-envelope blocker without having any knowledge about its exact amplitude a priori. The rate of the envelope variations that can be
tracked using the feedback approach are governed by the loop bandwidth. The proof
of this functionality opens possibilities of expanding the NIS concept to suppressing a
blocker with a varying envelope, without having any a priori knowledge of its envelope
variations due to e.g. modulation. Therefore, the application of the NIS concept can
potentially be extended to the case of external interference.

6.5 IC Packaging and Placement on the PCB
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Figure 6.27 Cross section of the HVQFN package (source: [81]).

(a) Layout of the PCB (dimensions
44mm x 44mm). The package will be
placed in the middle of the PCB.

(b) EM simulation performed in ADS momentum to verify the PCB
behavior.

Figure 6.28 PCB design.

6.5 IC Packaging and Placement on the PCB
The next step in the development of the NIS prototype is to package the silicon into a
HVQFN-24 package. The cross-section of the used package is shown in Fig. 6.27. As
can be seen, the die (with dimensions of approx. 1mm x 1mm in our case) is located in the
middle of the package, and rests on a piece of metal called ’Exposed Die Paddle’. This
piece of metal is connected to the ground node, thereby grounding the silicon substrate
of the die. The bondpads of the IC, which are located on the outer ring of the die (see
Fig. 6.1(a)), are connected to the outer pins of the package (’Cu Leadframe’) using bondwires. The bondwires as well as the pins of the package introduce parasitic capacitance
and inductance, which changes the behavior of the IC. The effect of the package will be
discussed later in this section.
After packaging the IC, it is placed onto a standard 2-metal FR4 PCB. To this end a
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(a) PCB including the NIS IC.

(b) Faraday cage with the NIS PCB and a battery fed power supply/biasing circuit.

Figure 6.29 Pictures of the final demonstrator.

PCB was designed using ADS (see Fig. 6.28). The design was again made as symmetrical as possible to maintain a good differential performance. The RF input and output are
made using coplanar waveguides with Z 0 = 50Ω, which are soldered to SMA connectors.
Also, in the RF path several soldering islands have been placed making up π-matching
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(a) Γin
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(b) Γout

Figure 6.30 Γin and Γout of the NIS mounted on the PCB (V bias,CG = 1 V).

structures. This structure is included on the PCB to enable impedance matching to overcome the unknown influence of the package after the full fabrication process.
Then, the packaged IC was placed onto the PCB along with the rest of the components,
as can be seen in Fig. 6.29(a). Lastly, the whole structure was placed into an aluminum
box, making up a Faraday cage, as can be seen in Fig. 6.29(b). Along with the PCB,
also a battery-based power supply including bias circuitry was placed into the Faraday
cage. Hereby undesired spurs caused by the power supply or interfering signals can be
eliminated, increasing the predictability of the measurement. During the wafer probing
measurements no such shielding was used, which can for example be seen in Fig. 6.24(b);
a small spur (≈-70dBm) is occurring at 1.845 GHz. All connections required to use the
prototype have been fed outside the box using SMA adapters.

6.5.1 Influence of Package/PCB and Matching
The package and PCB have an influence on the input and output impedance of the system, and they will introduce losses as well. To overcome the mismatch at the input and
the output, the values of the π-matching structure must be deduced. Also, the losses introduced by the PCB and package must be characterized to enable a fair comparison to
the wafer measurement results. As a start, first the input and output reflection parameters
of the fabricated PCB including the packaged NIS chip are measured from 150MHz up to
3GHz. The results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 6.30.
Next, to derive the S-parameters of the RF trace on the PCB 8 , the input reflection
coefficient with the package connection left open, shorted to ground and loaded with a
47Ω resistor have been measured. The results of this measurement are shown in Fig.
6.31. Because the latter is not a 50Ω resistor, the derivation of the S-parameters must be
8 Including

an SMD inductor of 1nH that is placed on all π-matching structures.
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(a) Short (ΓinS ).

(b) Open (ΓinO ).

(c) Load (ΓinL , 47Ω).

Figure 6.31 Input reflections for different loadings of the PCB trace (150MHz-

3GHz). All results rotate clockwise with increasing frequency.

(a) S11

(c) S21

(b) S12

(d) S22

Figure 6.32 S-parameters of the PCB trace including the 1nH SMD inductor.

The red dot indicates the response belonging to 1.85GHz.
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(a) Γin
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(b) Γout

Figure 6.33 De-embedded Γ in and Γout of the packaged NIS (blue line) com-

pared to the wafer measurements (magenta line). The results rotate
clockwise with increasing frequency.

done using the following equations:
S11

=

S21 = S12

=

S22

=

ΓinL (RL ΓinS − Z0 ΓinO ) + ΓinO ΓinS (Z0 − RL )
ΓinL (RL − Z0 ) − RL ΓinO + ZO ΓinS
ΓinL − ΓinO (ΓinL − ΓinS ) (ΓinO − ΓinS )
·j
ΓinL (RL − Z0 ) − RL ΓinO + Z0 ΓinS
ΓinL (RL + Z0 ) − RL ΓinO − Z0 ΓinS
ΓinL (RL − Z0 ) − RL ΓinO + Z0 ΓinS

2RL Z0

The resulting S-parameters of the PCB trace including the SMD inductor are presented
in Fig. 6.32. As can be seen, the structures have a loss of about 0.5dB at our frequency of
interest of 1.85GHz. This loss is mainly caused by the mismatches at input and output, as
well as the losses of the traces / SMA connectors.
Using the derived S-parameters of the PCB trace, the measurement result presented
in Fig. 6.30 can be de-embedded. The resulting input and output reflection coefficients
after de-embedding are shown in Fig. 6.33. In the same figure the results obtained from
the wafer probing measurements are shown again to make a comparison. Approximately
the same bias is used in both situations, so the difference is mainly due to the package and
variations between the bare die and the packaged die. From Fig. 6.33(a) it can be seen
that the real part of the input impedance of the packaged IC with respect to the bare die
is lower, already for low frequencies. This lower input resistance can be explained by a
higher transconductance of the packaged die, so there is some variation between the bare
die and the packaged die. The remaining deviation between the results obtained from the
bare die and the packaged die are then explained by the parasitic inductance and, to a
lesser extent, parasitic capacitance introduced by the bondwire and package.
Lastly, the π-matching structures have to be filled in to ensure sufficiently low reflection coefficients at both the input and the output. The output impedance is not varied
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Γin

0.47pF

Γout

0.68pF

1pF

0.68pF

RF output

RF input

1pF

Package

0.47pF

Figure 6.34 Matching the PCB. The inductors used in the networks are all 1nH.

Γin and Γout indicate the input and output reflection coefficients
shown in Fig. 6.33 (blue lines).
Path 1-3
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Figure 6.35 Illustration of the different coupling paths from the differential in-

put port (ports 1 and 2) to the differential output port (ports 3 and
4). Coupling paths 1-2 and 3-4 have been dashed because these do
not lead to coupling between the RF input and output.

during the measurements, and can therefore be matched quite easily. The S 22 of the PCB
eventually is better than -20dB at 1.85GHz and below -10dB up to at least 4GHz by using
the capacitors shown in Fig. 6.34. The input impedance varies for different bias settings
(Vbias,CG ), and therefore the π-matching structure at the input must be chosen such that
satisfactory results are obtained over these impedance variations. By choosing one capacitor to be 0.47pF and omitting the other, the S 11 of the PCB is better than -10dB from DC
up to 3GHz for V bias,CG ranging from 1V - 1.15V.
Besides effects on the input and the output impedance, the PCB/package combination also introduces coupling paths from the differential RF input to the differential RF
output, which might be dominating the path through the silicon IC when suppressing the
aggressor’s signal. This would lead to a reduction of the maximal attainable strong-signal
suppression. How these coupling paths are situated throughout the structure is shown in
Fig. 6.35. The coupling of the different paths have been measured of the PCB with, and
without the packaged IC mounted onto it.
Firstly, the results of the PCB without the packaged IC are shown in Fig. 6.36(a). As
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Port 1

Port 3
C2

C1

C2

C1

Port 2
(a) Coupling characteristics without the packaged IC.

Port 4
(b) PCB model.

Port 1

Port 3
C4

C3

C4

C3

Port 2
(c) Coupling characteristics with the packaged IC.

(e) Derived DM-DM coupling without the packaged
IC.

Port 4
(d) Package model.

(f) Derived DM-DM coupling with the packaged IC.

Figure 6.36 Results from the parasitic coupling characterization. The measure-

ments with the packaged IC were conducted with -10dBm excitation, and the biasing switched off.

can be seen the paths behave capacitive for low frequencies, and for higher frequencies
the coupling increases. How these capacitances are located is illustrated in Fig. 6.36(b). It
is seen that the coupling for paths 1-3 and 2-4 are about 3dB higher than the coupling for
paths 1-4 and 2-3 in the low frequency part. This indicates that the capacitance between
paths 1-3 and 2-4 (C 1 ) is about 40% higher than the capacitance between paths 1-4 and
2-3 (C2 ). When using values of 350aF for C 1 and 250aF for C 2 , the behavior of the low
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(a) IC model.

(b) Response of the modeling throughout the different
stages.

(c) Modeled and measured behavior.

Figure 6.37 Modeling the parasitic coupling behavior.

frequency part in Fig. 6.36(a) can be explained.
Next, the PCB including the packaged IC is measured. The results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 6.36(c), and again show a capacitive coupling behavior for the
low frequency part (illustrated in Fig. 6.36(d)). For the high frequency part, a different
behavior is observed, especially for paths 1-3 and 2-4. The low frequency part is dominated by the parasitic capacitance added by the package 9, and the high frequency part is
dominated by the IC. From the four (single-ended) measurements in both situations we
can derive the differential mode-to-differential mode (DM-DM) coupling by making use
of the following equation:
DM-DM =

(Path 1-3 − Path 2-3) + (Path 2-4 − Path 1-4)
2

(6.9)

The DM-DM response for both situations, i.e. without and with the packaged IC
mounted on the PCB, are shown in Fig. 6.36(e) and Fig. 6.36(f) respectively. It is seen
that the DM-DM coupling is lower in the low frequency part compared to the results
shown in Fig. 6.36(a) and Fig. 6.36(c) in both situations, especially in the case without
9C
3

and C4 in Fig. 6.36(d) are about 7fF each.
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(a) Input spectrum.
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(b) Output spectrum.

Figure 6.38 Input and output spectrum illustrating the NIS behavior when mod-

ulated RF signals are applied.

the packaged IC. This effect is caused by the cancelation of the direct paths (1-3 & 2-4)
by the crossing paths (1-4 & 2-3). Because of the cancelation, the DM-DM coupling in
the low frequency part of Fig. 6.36(f) is only approx. 5dB higher than the the DM-DM
coupling in the low frequency part of Fig. 6.36(e). To model this increase of the coupling,
C3 must be 270aF larger than C 4 in Fig. 6.36(d).
The high frequency part in Fig. 6.36(c) and Fig. 6.36(f) is dominated by the IC.
Fig. 6.37(a) shows a model of the (unbiased) IC, with the LC tanks of the NIS core
circuit connected to the input and output through capacitances that model the parasitics
of the unbiased transistors. Eventually, after putting everything together, the results of the
complete model are given in Fig. 6.37(b), and in Fig. 6.37(c) the model is compared to the
measurement. As can be seen, the modeled response shows a similar behavior compared
to the measured response.
At the frequency of interest of 1.85GHz the coupling is dominated by the IC, and is
approximately -39dB. From Fig. 6.36(e) it is seen that the coupling of the PCB at the
frequency of interest is approx. -87dB. From the modeling discussed in this section it
appears that the coupling due to the combination of the PCB and the package is about
-74dB at the frequency of interest. This last result is based on the extrapolation of the low
frequency behavior, as explained in the previous section. Therefore, in practice the result
can deviate from the modeled result. Nonetheless, it can be concluded that the parasitic 10
DM-DM coupling between the input and the output of the assembled PCB is significantly
less than -39dB.
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(a) Amplifier mode.

(b) NIS mode.

Figure 6.39 Power gain for the different modes of the complete system.

Figure 6.40 RF input power versus envelope current (I env ).

6.5.2 Strong-Signal gain/Weak-Signal gain
Now, with the input and output matching set correctly, the PCB is put into the Faraday
cage shown in Fig. 6.29(b) and the behavior can further be measured. Fig. 6.38 shows
both input and output spectrum of a measurement to illustrate the behavior of the NIS
when dealing with constant envelope, phase-modulated signals. At the input a strong
GMSK blocker of 0dBm is present next to a weak -59dBm constant envelope, phasemodulated signal. The output spectrum shows the suppression of the blocker by approximately 48dB, and the generated mirror component. The desired signal has been amplified
by 1.7dB, which corresponds to 7.6dB voltage gain.
Next, the same gain measurement has been performed on the PCB as was previously
done using wafer probing, discussed in Section 6.4.2. However, this time the measurement is performed both in amplifier and NIS mode (see Fig. 6.39), clarifying the extension
of the dynamic range in NIS mode with respect to common amplifier behavior. Also the
range over which this measurement is performed has been increased to show the behavior
of less strong interference. In NIS mode, the gain for both strong and weak signals be10 i.e.

without the path through the NIS circuit.
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Figure 6.41 Setup used to measure the noise figure in NIS mode.

Table 6.1 Characterization of the sub-blocks in the NF setup.

Sub-block
Input stage
PCB
Between PCB & LNAs
LNAs

Gain
-4.55dB
See Fig. 6.39(b)
-4.4dB
48.3dB

Noise figure
4.55dB
To be determined
4.4dB
2.7dB

comes equal for an RF input power below approx. -17dBm. This equal gain is caused by
the effect, as already mentioned in Section 6.4.2, of equal gain in the clipper and linear
amplifier sub-circuit. This effect leads to an inability to create the three zero-transitions
required for the NIS operation. The relation between I env and the to suppress RF input
power is shown in Fig. 6.40.

6.5.3 Noise Figure in the NIS Mode
The last metric of the IC to be measured is the noise figure in NIS mode. This measurement is challenging because of the large ratio between the strong-signal excitation,
and the weak noise generated by the circuit. Besides this challenge also the noise arising
from the strong-signal generator, which often is several tens of dBs above noise floor, will
disturb the measurement. The measurement setup enabling this measurement is shown in
Fig. 6.41. To generate the strong signal, a signal generator (SML03) is used. This signal
is fed into port 2 of a diplexer, whose transfer function is shown in Fig. 6.42(a). The
frequency of the strong signal is chosen to be 2.1GHz. Because of this choice, the noise
at the output of the SML03 at both the center frequency of the IC (1.85GHz), and at the
mirror frequency (2 x 2.1GHz - 1.85GHz = 2.35GHz) is removed by the diplexer. There-
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(a) Diplexer.

(b) Bandpass filter transfer (SAW filter B4142).

Figure 6.42 Transfer functions of the filters in the NF measurement setup.

Figure 6.43 Noise figure NIS mode.

fore, the noise level at the input of the PCB at the relevant frequencies is again reduced
to the thermal noise floor. The frequency at which the noise figure will be characterized
here is 1.85GHz. Next, at the output of the PCB, again a SAW filter is placed (B4142,
see Fig. 6.42(b)) to further reduce the strong-signal residue by approx. 20dB. After this
filter, a cascade of two LNAs is placed providing approx. 50dB of amplification to the
output noise of the PCB. This amplification is required to overcome the noise figure of the
spectrum analyzer (E4446A), thereby ensuring that the reading on the spectrum analyzer
is caused by the output noise of the PCB. Now, by combining the knowledge of the gain
and noise figure of the individual sub-blocks in the setup listed in Table 6.1, the noise
figure of the PCB in NIS mode can be derived by using the gain method [ 79]. To do a
verification on this measurement, signal generator E8267D is used to generate a 1.85GHz
signal with a power level equal to the input-referred noise. If the results are correct, this
must lead to a PSD increase of 3dB at 1.85GHz. These verifications were performed, and
confirmed the obtained results that are eventually shown in Fig. 6.43. The noise figure in
NIS mode was also simulated in Cadence, resulting in an expected noise figure of 12.8dB
when using a strong-signal excitation of 2dBm. As can be seen in Fig. 6.43, the measured noise figure is higher. The lower performance in the measurements compared to the
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simulation has been seen throughout the whole analysis in this chapter, and therefore this
observation is consistent with the previously discussed metrics. The results obtained from
the modeling in Section 5.3 concerning noise figure in NIS mode lie between the Cadence
simulation results and measurement results (about 14-15dB for the given bias/RF input
power), which is also consistent with previous observations related to the other discussed
metrics.
There are different reasons that explain why the noise figure is higher in the measurements than based on the predictions from the simulations. Firstly, there is again the
worse transistor/quality factor performance in the circuit that led to performance reduction. The second reason for the NF increase is the fact that the lower (power) gain in the
circuit, leads to a more dominant NF impact due to the RF buffer circuit. Whereas the
gain in amplifier mode is also lower in measurements, it still is large enough to lower the
contribution due to the RF buffer. In NIS mode however, the gain reduction has a more
profound impact. Here, the gain is already much lower because of the nonlinear transfer,
leading to the more dominant NF impact due to the RF buffer circuit. Lastly, there are
also losses in the PCB, which were not included in any of the simulations.

6.6 System-Level Measurements
Until now, the NIS prototype has been evaluated by manually tuning the control current
Ienv such that it suppresses the strong undesired signal. The validation of the concept
has therefore been limited to cases where the strong signal exhibits a constant envelope,
which is the case for continuous wave (CW) excitations or phase-modulated signals such
as GMSK. The next step in the validation process is the inclusion of envelope variations
in the strong signal that is to be suppressed. To be able to deal with envelope variations,
the system level setup as introduced in Section 4.3 (Fig. 4.17), and evaluated in Section
5.4 must be implemented in hardware and connected to the NIS PCB.
A picture of the system level setup as it was built in the laboratory is shown in Fig.
6.44(a), and the block diagram explaining the functionality is shown in Fig. 6.44(b). The
digital processing is implemented in the sub-block ’PXIe’, which contains a PC and an
FPGA. The PC is mainly used for running the software to program the FPGA, but it can
also be used to directly communicate to the AD/DA interface shown in the diagram. Obviously, running the NIS algorithms directly on the FPGA is much faster than running the
algorithms on the PC. The AD/DA sub-block is used to convert multiple signals from the
analog domain to the digital domain and vice versa. The specifications of the converters
in this sub-block are 100MSps & 14 bit for the ADCs, and 100MSps & 16 bit for the
DACs, both having a -3dB analog bandwidth of 40MHz. These specifications are more
than sufficient, especially for the ADC that will be used to sample the X corr signal because the bandwidth of this signal extends to a few kHz at most, as discussed in Section
4.3. In Chapter 7 the requirements for the DAC for steering the I env signal will be discussed, and also there it shall become clear that the specifications in this setup are more
than sufficient.
Starting from the left, two DACs that are located in AD/DA interface are used to
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(a) Measurement setup.
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Figure 6.44 System level setup to demonstrate the NIS principle.

output a complex signal denoted by I in and Qin to an I/Q up-converter. This complex
signal can contain only a modulated blocker, but there is also the possibility to add a
weak desired signal next to it with some frequency spacing. The output signal from the
quadrature up-converter is then passed through a PA to boost the signal power. The signal
from the PA is single-ended, while the NIS requires a differential signal. To create the
required differential signal, a hybrid is used. Before feeding the differential signal to the
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NIS PCB, the signal is first filtered by band-pass filters (BPF).
The NIS PCB that is located inside the Faraday cage requires besides the RF signal one
additional input, namely the control signal to set the nonlinear transfer function (I env ).
Ienv is provided by the digital back-end to the NIS PCB directly through a DAC located
within the AD/DA sub-block. Next, the cross-correlation X corr between the RF input and
RF output, provided by the mixer located within the NIS IC, is digitized by a differential
ADC also located within the AD/DA sub-block. Eventually, the RF signal leaves the NIS
PCB by first passing some DC decoupling capacitors, and then again being converted to
a single-ended signal using another hybrid.
The output of the hybrid is amplified by an LNA before being applied to an RF splitter.
One of the outputs of the splitter is used to be directly monitored on a spectrum analyzer,
while the other is down-converted to DC using a commercially available quadrature downconverter [82], resulting in a complex output signal composed of I out and Qout . The
complex output signal I out +jQout is digitized using two differential ADCs in the AD/DA
sub-block.
The high degree of automation in this setup facilitates performing fast measurements
with high accuracy. To illustrate this, the measurement whose results are shown in Fig.
6.39(b) are performed again. By analyzing the demodulated output Iout + jQ out , the
value for Ienv is being updated on an iterative basis with the objective of minimizing the
output power. The results are shown in Fig. 6.45. Fig. 6.45(b) and Fig. 6.45(d) show the
magnitude and the phase of Av SS , respectively, which can be interpreted as AM/AM and
AM/PM distortion. There is some variation of these metrics, albeit small for V bias,CG ≤
1V.
Furthermore, the results reveal variations of the curves of Av LS and AvSS for different values of V bias,CG , as was also observed in Fig. 6.20. The maximum amount of
suppression that is achieved is about 60dB to 75dB, which is close to the maximal attainable suppression based on the analysis in Section 6.5.1. By using the setup shown in Fig.
6.44, the magnitude error in I env in minimized with 16-bit accuracy (about 96dB). This
accuracy exceeds the maximal attainable amount of suppression limited by the package
by more than 20dB, leading to the conclusion that the magnitude error can be neglected
in these results.
The only remaining factor left that limits the amount of suppression is the phase misalignment between the linear amplifier and the clipper. This effect was analyzed in Section 4.1.3, and illustrated in detail in Fig. 4.9. Using the setup of Fig. 6.44, the phase
difference between the linear amplifier and the clipper circuit can be derived. This is done
by observing the phase of the down-converted residue of the blocker at the output of the
NIS while the values of either I env or the RF input power are increased by small values.
The phase change in the down-converted output due to variations in I env are caused by
the clipper circuit, while the phase changes due to variations in the RF input power are
caused by the linear amplifier.
This experiment results in the graph shown in Fig. 6.46(a), which indicates the phase
difference between the linear amplifier and the clipper versus the applied RF input power
when the magnitude error in I env is minimized. Using Eqn. 4.21, the expected Av LS is
derived and plotted in the same graph as the measured result in Fig. 6.46(b).
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(a) Strong signal gain.

(b) Weak signal gain (AM/AM relationship).

(c) Suppression (ratio between the results presented
in Fig. 6.45(b) and Fig. 6.45(a)).

(d) Weak signal phase (AM/PM relationship), normalized to the value obtained at 5dBm (Vbias,CG =
1V).

Figure 6.45 Strong and weak signal voltage gain for different values of

Vbias,CG , and the resulting suppression.

6.6.1 Dynamically Suppressing Blockers with a Varying Envelope.
To verify the NIS concept also for blockers with a varying envelope, the setup of Fig.
6.44 is used to excite the NIS PCB with a strong and a weak 4Mbps, root-raised cosine
filtered 16QAM signal. Note that the envelope of a 16QAM-modulated signal exhibits
zero-transitions, resulting in an infinite peak-to-minimum-power ratio. As such it can be
concluded that the instantaneous RF input power due to the blocker varies all the way
from zero up to the peak-power, which can be considered a worst case scenario for the
NIS concept. The frequency separation between the strong blocker and the weak signal is
chosen here equal to 20MHz, and the weak signal is 40dB weaker than the 4dBm strong
blocker. The spectrum of the total input signal is shown in Fig. 6.47(a).
The relationship between the amplitude level of the blocker that needs to be suppressed and Ienv is not entirely linear, as observed in Fig. 6.20(c). Therefore, first a
calibration is performed to find the right A LS → Ienv mapping to be used in a straightforward feed-forward predistortion. Simultaneously, the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of AvSS shown in Fig. 6.45(b) and Fig. 6.45(d) are measured. After these initial
steps, the envelope of the blocker is dynamically tracked, and as a result, the blocker is
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(a) Measured phase misalignment between clipper
circuit and the linear amplifier.
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(b) Measured AvLS compared to the expected value
based on the measured phase misalignment between
clipper circuit and the linear amplifier.

Figure 6.46 Phase misalignment, and its relation to the strong-signal gain

(Vbias,CG = 1V).

(a) Input spectrum.

(b) Output spectrum.

Figure 6.47 Input and output spectra (these graphs have been derived from data

that is expressed in 16 bit words, which explains the dB/Hz on the
y-axis).

being continuously suppressed by the NIS. The resulting output spectrum is shown in Fig.
6.47(b), indeed indicating that the blocker is suppressed by about 35dB.
Environmental changes are being monitored by examining X corr , which is the output
of the cross-correlation mixer that is located within the NIS chip. Based on the characteristics of Xcorr , the band-pass characteristics of the path between the DACs providing
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Figure 6.48 Hand in the vicinity of the Tx and Rx antenna.

Iin + jQout up to the input of the NIS is modeled, and continuously updated. To verify
the ability to deal with time-varying environmental disturbances, the setup as shown in
Fig. 6.44 is adapted such that the direct connection between the PA and the hybrid is
replaced by the combination of two antennas. The experiment was then repeated, but this
time with moving objects/hands in the vicinity of the antennas, as can be seen in Fig.
6.48. It was demonstrated that the blocker remained suppressed, and that the desired signal remained unaffected, indicating that the filter that models the path between the two
antennas is updated with sufficient speed.
Lastly, the signal quality of the weak desired signal at the output of the NIS is examined. As mentioned before, the weak desired signal is modulated with the same modulation type and bit-rate, namely 4Mbps 16QAM. Fig. 6.49(a) shows the constellation
diagram containing 160 symbols as it appears after digitizing the output of the MAX2023
down-converter by the ADCs in the AD/DA sub-block in Fig. 6.44(b). The EVM of
the displayed constellation diagram is equal to -18.6dB. Although the NIS concept is in
theory able to prevent cross modulation entirely as discussed in Section 4.1.2, in practice
however it is difficult to fully meet the requirements to achieve this. From the measurement results displayed in Fig. 6.45 this was already pointed out before. Nonetheless,
as the relationship between the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion is known, as well as the
instantaneous envelope of the blocker, compensation for any cross modulation due to the
strong blocker is fairly easy implemented. This was also already proposed and used in
Section 5.4. Fig. 6.49(b) shows the results obtained after implementing this functionality.
As can be seen, the EVM decreases to -25.9dB, an improvement of 7.3dB in signal quality. In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 6.47(b) the noise floor in the desired signal band in the
measurement setup is actually limiting further improvement.
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(a) Constellation diagram before cross modulation
compensation (EVM = -18.6dB).
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(b) Constellation diagram after cross modulation
compensation (EVM = -25.9dB).

Figure 6.49 Effect of compensating for cross modulation regarding phase as

well as magnitude (160 symbols).

6.7 Summary and Conclusion
The implementation and measurement results of the NIS circuit introduced in Chapter 5
in a 0.14μm CMOS process has been presented in this chapter. The various sub-circuits
that were put on the IC were discussed concerning their interconnection, as well as their
measured and/or simulated behavior. It was found that the post-layout simulation results
with respect to the g m of the transistors, and the Q-factor of the LC-tank were optimistic
compared to the measured results. The g m of the transistors were approx. 20% higher
in post-layout simulations, and the Q-factor of the LC-tank dropped from 10.8 in postlayout simulations to 8.7 in measurements. Besides the lowering of the Q-factor of the
LC-tank also a shift in resonance frequency was observed. Verifications were performed
on the inductor using an EM simulator indicating that the performance of the inductor did
not cause these deviations. This observation leads to the conclusion that an increase of
parasitic capacitance and an increase of the losses of the inductor must have caused the
deviations.
Various metrics were measured such as gain, noise figure and IIP 3 in both amplifier
and NIS mode. Throughout the different metrics, the characteristics deduced in the simulations were found to be optimistic. The results obtained from the modeling presented
in Chapter 5 showed a performance between the results found during measurements and
post-layout simulations, which can be explained by the fact that the characteristics of
the transistors/inductors used in the modeling are based on the findings in the measure-
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ments. Therefore, the modeled performance is expected to be better than the measured
performance because of the reduced complexity (less parasitics), while the modeled performance is expected to be worse than the simulated performance because of the reduced
performance in the devices making up the circuit. This behavior was indeed seen for the
different metrics that were performed to verify the behavior of the IC.
In amplifier mode the circuit is biased with the envelope current I env set to zero and
Vbias,CG = 1.15V resulting in a current consumption of 1.7mA (P DC = 3mW). The core
circuit then achieves a voltage gain of 17.2dB, while the entire IC including RF output
buffer achieves a power gain of 11.3dB. The measured noise performance is 8.4dB when
using the aforementioned bias, and the IIP 3 is 6.6dBm. In NIS mode the IC achieves
an S11 <-12dB and an S 22 <-14dB, for both weak- and strong-signal excitations. The
strong-signal suppression as well as the weak-signal gain were measured over a range of
-15 to 11dBm, for different values of V bias,CG . The finiteness of the strong-signal suppression that was found is caused by memory effects in the circuit as well as the finite
dynamic range over which the circuit is able to create the required three zero-transitions.
The IIP3 of the IC in NIS mode was found >4dBm for an RF input power range of 2 to
10dBm, which most probably was mainly determined by the RF output buffer. Nonetheless, the IIP3 that was found in NIS mode is sufficient for most applications.
Also the effect of weak-signal suppression in case of an erroneous NIS transfer setting, predicted in Section 4.1.3, was measured and compared to results obtained from
theory and the transistor level modeling. From this comparison it became clear that the
nonlinearity of the RF buffer following the NIS core has a clear impact in this situation.
Although the condition of weak (desired) signal suppression must be avoided at all time
in our application, the effect should not be neglected.
The power consumption of the NIS core in case of strong-signal suppression was
measured. It was found that this metric showed strong dependence on the applied RF
input power that is to be suppressed by the NIS. This dependence was explained by the
class A/B nature of the linear amplifier in combination with the proportionality between
the Ienv and the amplitude of the strong signal at the input. Also the mixer that was put
on the IC to determine the cross-correlation between NIS input and output was measured,
and showed the expected behavior to be used successfully in the feedback path that was
introduced in chapters 4 and 5 respectively. A first verification of this feedback path was
verified using a micro-controller, providing satisfactory results.
The results that were discussed previously were mostly found using wafer probing
of the bare die. Next step in the implementation process included the packaging of the
IC into a HVQFN package, and mounting it onto a custom made FR4 PCB. This step
facilitates the use of the developed hardware in the system level setup, which has been
used by our partners in the project. During the wafer probing measurements, external
interferers such as GSM signals coupling into the measurement setup were observed. To
remove these, and thereby increasing the control over the signals put into and originating
out of the IC, the PCB has been placed into a Faraday cage, along with a battery fed
power supply. The behavior of the IC in the Faraday cage was verified, and showed
satisfactory results. Also the noise figure was measured in this situation, from which the
result (16 - 17dB) is somewhat worse compared to the results found from the modeling
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and simulation. Nonetheless, this trend has been seen throughout all the different metrics
that were investigated. The improvement of the noise performance of the presented NIS
implementation is one of the most important goals in future research concerning this topic.
Eventually, a PC / FPGA combination has been connected to the NIS PCB to perform system level measurements. Doing so, the feedback and feed-forward control loop
required to steer the NIS circuit could be implemented, facilitating the verification of suppressing blockers with a varying envelope. These experiments have been performed by
using 16QAM modulated signals for both the blocker and the weak desired signal. Suppression of the strong blocker by about 35dB has been measured. The effect of changing
environmental conditions of the antennas has been included in the experiments by moving hands in the close proximity of the Tx and Rx antenna. The proposed feedback loop
proved to be able to continuously track the changes in the environment, and update a FIR
filter structure in the digital domain to model the path between the antennas. Lastly, the
signal quality of the desired signal was examined. The results before compensating for
any artifacts incurred by the NIS concept governed an EVM of -18.6dB. After compensating for AM/AM and AM/PM distortion caused by the cross modulation of the desired
signal by the blocker the EVM reduced to -25.9dB.
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Chapter

7

Digital Hardware Requirements for the
NIS Concept

S

UCCESSFULLY applying the NIS concept to the multi-radio platform mandates the
use of a control loop to steer the analog circuitry introduced in the previous chapters.
Therefore, to benefit from the advantages offered by the NIS concept, an investment must
be made to implement this control loop. The aim of this chapter is to estimate the extent of
this investment. To this end an implementation in digital hardware will be discussed, and
an estimate will be made of its cost in terms of both chip area and power consumption.
A more detailed analysis of the control and compensation of the artifacts incurred by the
NIS concept can be found in [83].
The chapter is organized in the following manner. Section 7.1 is devoted to system
level choices in the NIS algorithm. This encompasses the different digital sub-blocks
that are needed to implement the desired functionality, and additionally an analysis is
performed on the required accuracy. Then, Section 7.2 is dedicated to the different block
level parts; Section 7.2.1 is about FIR filter considerations, Section 7.2.2 is about the
magnitude calculation algorithm and Section 7.2.3 is concerned with the required DAC
predistortion. This results in some different approaches that can be followed, and their
complexity in terms of the required number of elementary operations. Next, in Section
7.3 the different elementary operations are investigated, and their complexity in terms of
hardware usage. Then, in Section 7.4 the results of the previous sections are combined
along with an analysis of what this means in terms of power consumption and silicon
area. Also an analysis is done that shows the future trends of the findings. Finally, the
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.5.
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Figure 7.1 Operating principle (a) and system diagram (b) showing the ap-

plication of the NIS principle in a multi-standard transceiver. The
circuitry inside the dashed box is discussed in more detail in this
chapter.

7.1 System Level Considerations NIS Algorithm
First we will justify the choice for a digital approach to implement the control loop. In
principle, the NIS control loop can be fabricated in either analog or digital hardware.
Comparing both approaches, analog hardware is able to deal with higher frequencies and
bandwidths than digital hardware, whereas digital hardware has the ability to be more
accurate than analog hardware. In other words, whereas analog hardware typically features high timing accuracy, digital hardware typically features high magnitude accuracy 1.
Besides, digital hardware offers more flexibility such as for example updating the content of filter taps in digital filters and the content of look-up tables used in predistortion
algorithms.
Generally, interference cancelation techniques mandate high precision in both timing
(phase) and magnitude between the received signal and the cancelation signal. This requirement was derived from both cancelation techniques discussed in this document, i.e.
the NIS concept discussed in Chapter 4, as well as from the antenna configuration discussed in Chapter 3. A strong characteristic of the NIS concept in this perspective is the
1 Relative

to each other of course.
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fact that it enables orthogonalization between these aspects, i.e. timing (phase) accuracy
is taken into account in the analog NIS circuit, while magnitude accuracy is taken into
account in the control loop. The fact that the control loop requires high accuracy and runs
on a relative low speed, results in the conclusion that a digital implementation seems to
be the best choice here.
Fig. 7.1(b) shows the system level diagram of the NIS concept, which was already
introduced in Section 4.3. Here, the various digital sub-blocks that are required to implement the NIS control loop have been added to the figure. The feedforward path that steers
the NIS is indicated by the dashed box in the figure.
As can be seen in Fig. 7.1(b), the baseband signals are tapped from the transmitter
path before pulse shaping, and are then passed through a filter ’Complex FIR’. This complex filter includes the pulse shaping filter and models the behavior of the coupling path,
starting with the baseband electronics of the transmitter all the way up to the output of
the BPF at the input of the NIS. This step will result in a baseband equivalent estimate of
the strong signal at the input of the NIS. Next, the output of the complex filter is fed into
a CORDIC [84] algorithm, resulting in an estimate of the amplitude of the strong signal
as it appears at the input of the NIS. As a final step before the DAC is addressed, predistortion takes place on the signal by passing the ’CORDIC’ output through the ’Predistort’
sub-block. This is done to address the weakly nonlinear relationship between I env and
ALS , as discussed in Section 5.2.1. Eventually, the analog NIS circuit is then controlled
by the output current I env of the DAC.
The digital sub-blocks in the feedforward path are adapted by the ’NIS control’ subblock. This sub-block receives information about the cross-correlation X corr of the output
and the input of the NIS circuit. By analyzing X corr , the actual settings of the complex
filter are updated to track the changes in the coupling characteristics. Also, the content of
the predistortion sub-block is controlled by the ’NIS control’ sub-block. In our analysis
we will concentrate on the feedforward path, because here the main amount of digital
hardware is expected. Reason for this is the fact that the X corr signal has a low bandwidth, and therefore the ’NIS control’ sub-block is considered (relatively) low cost. The
implementation and the trade-offs encountered in the algorithms in the ’NIS control’ subblock is investigated by a partner in our project, so for further reading on this topic the
reader is referred there [83].

7.1.1 Required Resolution and Speed
The accuracy of I env must be such that sufficient blocker suppression can be guaranteed.
In Section 4.1.3, as well as in Section 5.4 it was shown that an error of 0.5% in I env
corresponds approximately to 40dB suppression. To guarantee that the suppression is not
limited by the error of the control signal, this signal must have an accuracy better than
0.5%. Therefore the accuracy that is aimed for is chosen to be 0.25%. Combining this
accuracy with a dynamic range equal to 15dB to leave some margin 2, the signal-to-noise
2 From previous

chapters it became clear that the dynamic range the realized NIS can handle is approx. 10dB.
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ratio of the control signal must be at least:
SNR = 15 − 20 log10 (0.25%) ≈ 67dB
The SNR specification translates into a combination of the amount of bits n DAC with
the over-sampling rate (OSR) to be used in the DAC:
nDAC ≥

67 − 10 log10 (OSR)
6.02

(7.1)

Although increasing the OSR reduces the number of bits, the benefit thanks to increasing
the sample rate is not that high because of the logarithm 3 in Eqn. (7.1). The number
of bits the signal must be represented by is therefore >11. To guarantee the required
performance, choosing a 14-bit DAC such as e.g. [ 85] is sufficient. Furthermore, because
rounding errors will be introduced in the various digital sub-blocks, two additional bits
are added leading to a total of 16 bits in the digital circuitry.
The clock speed required in the DAC is mandated by the bandwidth of the aggressor’s
signal and the OSR. The clock speed of the digital circuitry must be such it can properly
interface the DAC, and can be traded against the area consumption and latency by applying pipelining. Furthermore, this choice strongly depends on the characteristics of the
transmitter standard. To provide a uniform analysis, the choice is made to minimize the
amount of clock cycles required, which results in a worst case area estimate. The results
can always be further adapted in case the area versus speed trade-off is chosen differently.

7.2 Block Level Analysis
In this section the various sub-blocks in the NIS algorithm are being discussed and analyzed, resulting in an equation for the number of elementary functions required. In
Section 7.2.1 the complex FIR filter is discussed. Section 7.2.2 is concerned with the determination of the magnitude of a complex signal, using the CORDIC algorithm. Finally,
in Section 7.2.3, the DAC predistortion is treated.

7.2.1 Complex FIR Filter
As mentioned before, to accommodate for the (linear) distortion incurred to the transmitted signal, a complex FIR filter has to be included. This should be a complex filter
because it models an RF band-pass characteristic on the baseband signal. The implementation of such a filter requires several complex multiply-accumulate operations. By using
Gauss’s complex multiplication algorithm [86], a complex multiplication requires three
multiply operations and five additions, of which three n-bit additions and two 2n-bit additions. The results of these operations must be summed. Furthermore two n-bit shift
registers must be used for both the I and Q signals, and two n-bit shift registers for the
3 In case a ΔΣ-converter would be used, a far stronger benefit from the over-sampling could be obtained.
Nonetheless, here we concentrate on the worst case scenario so we will not consider these aspects.
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Table 7.1 Hardware resources of the Complex FIR.

Type of Operation
n-bit Shift Register, M taps
n-bit Multiplications
n-bit Additions, 2 operands
2n-bit Additions, 2 operands
2n-bit Additions, M operands

Number of Operations
4
3·M
3·M
2·M
2

Figure 7.2 Magnitude error evolution using the CORDIC algorithm on 500

randomly generated vectors having a peak-to-minimum ratio of
10dB, represented by 16 bits.
real and imaginary parts of the filter characteristics. An overview of the operations that
the complex FIR filter using Gauss’s complex multiplication algorithm requires is listed
in Table 7.1.

7.2.2 CORDIC Algorithm
To derive the amplitude of the (cartesian) I/Q signals, a cartesian-to-polar conversion
is required, which relies on trigonometric calculations. The CORDIC algorithm is an
algorithm to determine trigonometric and hyperbolic functions using simple arithmetic
procedures such as addition, bit shift and table look-up [ 84]. Because of these basic
functions, it is very well suited to be implemented in digital circuitry. The procedure is
based on an iterative process, and the magnitude of the error decreases with the number
of iterations.
Convergence Speed
As previously mentioned, the amount of iterations used in the CORDIC algorithm is a
choice. The plot shown in Fig. 7.2 shows the result of 500 randomly generated vectors
represented by 16 bits, and the evolution of the resulting magnitude error after each step.
The vectors have a peak to minimum ratio of 10dB. After the first iteration, the maximum
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Table 7.2 Hardware resources of the CORDIC.

Type of Operation
n-bit Additions, 2 operands
n-bit Multiplication

Number of Operations
2 per cycle-1
1

Predistort
n

n

mag(RX_in)

DAC

Adder
r
DAC

q

LUT
r

q

mag(RX_in)

Figure 7.3 Implementation of the DAC predistortion.

error is in the order of -10dB. Then, the error decreases with 12dB (two bit) per iteration 4 .
After eight iterations the maximum error in the magnitude estimation saturates and is below -72dB, which corresponds to 12 bits. So, eight iterations are required in the CORDIC
algorithm to ensure sufficient precision. Table 7.2 lists all the different pieces of hardware
required for the CORDIC operation.

7.2.3 Steering the DAC; Predistortion
To implement the predistortion, various approaches can be considered such as a mathematical (e.g. polynomial) fit, a complete input-output mapping using a look-up table or
a look-up table modeling the deviation from a nominal curve. The latter is chosen here
and shown in Fig. 7.3. This choice enables relatively high flexibility for limited cost. A
complete input-output mapping requires a big look-up table with lots of redundancy, and
a mathematical description results in limited flexibility.
As can be understood by looking at Fig. 7.3 (n ≥ q and n ≥ r), this approach
requires one adder and one look-up table. The adder should be able to add two binary
representations of which one having n-bits and the other having r-bits, which can be
done by an n-bit addition. The look-up table requires 2 q entries that represent r bits. A
listing of the required operations in the predistortion can be found in Table 7.3.
4 Typically, the total error vector magnitude (EVM) decreases with 1 bit per iteration [87]. However, when
concentrating on only the magnitude estimation (we are not interested in phase here), 2 bits of accuracy are
achieved per iteration.
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Table 7.3 Hardware resources of the predistortion.

Type of Operation
n-bit Additions, 2 operands
Read from 2q -by-r look-up table

Number of Operations
1
1

7.3 Elementary Operations
In this section, the various elementary operations that are used in the sub-blocks making
up the NIS algorithm are being discussed and analyzed, with the emphasis on their complexity in terms of number of equivalent gates. In Section 7.3.1 additions are discussed,
which is on itself an elementary function to be used in Section 7.3.2 where multipliers
are being discussed. Section 7.3.3 treats the shift register, and finally the look-up table is
discussed in Section 7.3.4.

7.3.1 Addition
The ’add’ operation is crucial in digital circuits, because it finds its use in many operations.
For example a multiplication uses addition to give its end result. In this section a small
overview of implementations of this mathematical operation is given. Further information
can be found in [88].
 Full/half adders: Basic building blocks used in adder structures are the half and
full adder [88]. The area consumption of a half adder is equal to three logic gates
and the area consumption of a full adder is equal to seven logic gates. Using these
building blocks, n-bit adders can be implemented.
 Parallel (ripple-carry) adder: The most easy and straightforward way of implementing an n-bit addition is using a parallel adder. The area consumption of this
structure is 7n gates.
 Adding multiple n-bit numbers: To add m numbers each represented by n-bits,
several fast approaches exist making use of the ’carry-save’ adders. The carry-save
structure also consumes an area of 7n gates, but is faster than parallel adders. The
area of a such a structure is equal to (m − 2)Area CSA + AreaP A gates.

7.3.2 Multiplications
When considering the cost of digital signal processing algorithms, the number of multiplications is generally of great importance. This is because a multiplication uses a series
of basic binary functions and often dominates the final area/power consumption of the
whole system. A simple implementation of a multiplication in digital is done using the
procedure described below. Here the case of multiplying two four bit (n = 4) numbers a
and b is considered.
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Figure 7.4 Implementation of the addition of the partial products using (n−2)

CSA adders and one PA adder (array configuration).
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0
0
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+

c0 ]

In the example the binary values of a i are multiplied with b i , and can be implemented
using ai AND bi . The results of these operations are then summed, leading to c. In
general it can be concluded from this simple example that the number of AND operations
are equal to n2 , so this first step can be done with n 2 logic gates. The main burden is in
the implementation of the addition of the partial products. This can be performed using
an array addition as described in Section 7.3.1 (item ’Adding multiple n-bit numbers’).
In Fig. 7.4 the implementation of the addition of the partial products using CSA and
PA adders is shown. The total number of gates of the multiplier including the summation
of the partial products then becomes:
#GatesMULT = 9n2 − 11n
To verify the amount of gates used in the multiplier, several multipliers have been
implemented in VHDL, and compared to the model. This comparison in shown in Fig.
7.5, from which can be concluded that the analysis presented here can be seen as a worst
case estimate.
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Figure 7.5 Number of gates present in a multiplier for different sizes and two

different implementation choices in VHDL (Booth/Non booth) compared to the modeling discussed in this document.

Figure 7.6 Prediction of the effective area consumption of digital functions

versus year, including an estimate for overhead (wiring etc.,
source: [89]).

Figure 7.7 Power consumption of a multiplier for different sizes and two differ-

ent implementation choices in VHDL (Booth/Non booth) compared
to the modeling discussed in this chapter.
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7.3.3 Shift Register
A shift register can be implemented using D flip-flops. The number of D flip-flops used
in the shift register is equal to n · (K − 1) (first tap → x 0 ). The implementation of a D
flip-flop can be done in several fashions, with a different amount of hardware usage. The
number of gates used in a single (conventional master-slave) D flip-flop is 8, apart from
an inverter used in the clock branch which can be shared among all the flip-flops. This
leads to a total number of gates of the n-bits shift register using K taps equal to:
#GatesSR = 8n · (K − 1)

7.3.4 Look-up Table (LUT)
The implementation of a look-up table requires a memory block. The implementation of
memory in an ASIC can be performed in different ways, such as e.g. flip-flops, SRAM,
DRAM or Flash. The SRAM option seems the best choice because for the memory size
required in our application it provides a cheap, fast and relatively small memory that
can be changed (written) online. After power shutdown the values can be stored in e.g.
Flash, which can be available at another location, but connected to a common controlling
unit. In general an SRAM bit is smaller than a single logic gate (in Fig. 7.6 different
memory types are compared concerning chip area for the coming years [ 89]). Using
these single bit memory elements, a multi-bit multi-address memory can be composed.
Besides the memory elements, also an address decoder is required. In general the size
of the address decoder is much smaller than the size of the SRAM memory cells, and is
therefore neglected in the analysis. The total amount of hardware usage in the LUT then
becomes:


#SRAM CellsLUT = 2n · bits/word

7.4 Technology Aspects and Total Cost Evaluation
The area and power consumption of digital circuits is governed by the product of the
number of gates and respectively the area and power consumption per gate including
some overhead due to e.g. wiring. As discussed in the previous sections, the required
functionality in combination with the required precision translates into the number of
gates that must be used. Therefore, to minimize the cost of digital circuitry it is of great
concern that the cost of an individual gate is minimized, which therefore has been an
important goal in semiconductor industry throughout its history [ 12].

7.4.1 Area
Fig. 7.6 shows the future development of the amount of area consumed by various digital
elements including an estimate for the overhead [ 89]. The miniaturization as observed
in the past continues for some more years, according to this prediction. To derive the
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area consumption of the functionality discussed in this chapter the number of elements
(gates/SRAM cells) can be multiplied by the area per element.

7.4.2 Power Consumption
The total DC power consumption of digital circuits can be modeled by:
PDC =

1
2
C · Vdd
· fclk · α
2

(7.6)

where C denotes the total capacitance of the gates and wiring of the circuit, V dd is the
power supply voltage and f clk is the clock frequency. The remaining variable α denotes
the toggle probability, and models the ratio of the amount of capacitance switched during
a single clock period over the total capacitance. The amount of capacitance scales with the
die size, so for fixed toggle probability the power consumption increases proportionally
with the number of gates.
In Fig. 7.7 the power consumption is shown of the multipliers which were already discussed in Section 7.3.2. It is indeed seen that the power consumption is strongly related to
the amount of hardware, as expected. The characteristics shown here are valid for a power
supply voltage of 1.08 V (1.2 - 10%) and a toggle rate of 0.02 per nanosecond. The power
consumption per gate in this technology (65nm CMOS) in a 16-bit multiplier is then derived to be ≈5.37 fJ/gate/toggle. Using Eqn. ( 7.6) this can be translated into nominal
behavior (V dd = 1.2 V), leading to a nominal power consumption of ≈6.63 fJ/gate/toggle.
In general the nominal power consumption is equal to:
PDC = α · 6.63 nW/gate/MHz

7.4.3 Cost of the Digital Circuitry for Steering the NIS Circuit.
By combining the results of the previous sections, the amount of hardware required to
implement the NIS steering circuitry can be calculated. The equations listed in Table 7.4
show the total number of gates in respectively:
 The complex FIR with M the number of taps.
 The CORDIC algorithm with C iterations.
 The predistortion with q and r the size of the LUT.
This analysis assumes: M = 15, C = 8, q = 10, r = 12 and n = 16. The anticipated
cost, based on the analysis presented in this chapter then results in 124880 gates and
12288 SRAM cells resulting in ≈0.25 mm 2 and ≈100μW/MHz of the clock frequency
if implemented in CMOS 65nm. Assumed is a toggle probability of 12% for the gates,
and power supply of 1.2 Volt. Typically the toggle rate ranges from 6% - 12 % for datapath logic [90]. The power consumption of the SRAM cells is neglected because of its
low expected toggle rate. Fig. 7.8(a) shows the prediction of the amount of hardware
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Table 7.4 Hardware resources required for the NIS algorithm with n the num-

ber of bits.
Sub-block
Complex FIR
CORDIC
Predistortion

# Gates

# SRAM cells

M (27n2 + 76n) − 60n

-

14Cn + 9n2 − 18n

-

7n

2q · r

(a) Prediction of the amount of hardware required to implement the NIS algorithm using past and future technologies (the technology belonging to 2009 is CMOS 45 nm,
the successor of CMOS 65nm).

(b) Division of area usage between the
different functions in the NIS algorithm.

Figure 7.8 Illustration of the cost of the NIS algorithm.

usage of the NIS algorithm using future technologies based on the data available on [ 89].
Finally, Fig. 7.8(b) shows the resources breakdown among the various sub-blocks of the
algorithm. The cost is dominated by the complex FIR filter structure, whereas both the
CORDIC algorithm and the predistortion have a relatively small contribution to the total.

7.5 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter an analysis is presented concerning the required cost in terms of chip area
and power consumption of the digital hardware to be used in an algorithm to steer the NIS
circuit. The required functionality is translated into several sub-blocks that are analyzed
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individually. Combined with the accuracy demands in the NIS algorithm, the results
of the analysis lead to an estimate of the cost figures. The hardware requirements are
derived to be 125k gates and 12k SRAM cells that, if implemented in CMOS 65nm, results
in ≈0.25 mm 2 chip area and ≈100μW/MHz power consumption. The main consumer
of digital hardware is the complex FIR filter, whereas the CORDIC algorithm and the
predistortion are relatively small. The cost of the NIS IC is P DC = 3-35mW and area
consumption of 0.18mm 2 in CMOS 0.14μm as was concluded in Chapter 6. The DAC
presented in [85] consumes 16.7mW and uses 0.1mm 2 chip area in CMOS 130nm. The
future developments show a trend of decreasing chip area and power consumption for the
digital hardware because of decreased device sizes, but for the analog part this trend is not
expected because of physical limitations. So, especially when considering the expected
future development of the cost of the digital circuitry with respect to the cost of the analog
circuitry, we conclude that the overhead introduced by the digital circuitry is minor.
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Chapter

8

Conclusions and Recommendations for
Future Work
8.1 Conclusions

T

HE combination of the small sizes of handheld devices, with the wavelengths of
wireless standards commonly used in handheld devices intrinsically leads to the onboard antennas being located in each other’s near field. Therefore, in case of the simultaneous activity of multiple transceivers, an active transmitter can induce interference into
an active receiver of a different standard (self-interference). The transmitter causing the
self-interference is referred to as the aggressor, and the receiver plagued by the aggressor
is referred to as the victim.
Multi-radio coexistence requires the suppression of the induced self-interference in
case of the simultaneous activity of different transceivers as soon as possible in the receive
chain. The power consumption of all the following stages of the receiver can then be
kept to a minimum. In this thesis two methods have been investigated to achieve the
suppression of self-interference.
The first method that was investigated uses a proper alignment between transmit and
receive antennas, resulting a decoupling that can be realized between transmitter and receiver. The concept uses two differentially excited transmit antennas to create a spatial
notch at the location of a single receive antenna. Next to the additional transmit antenna,
also two time delays and a transformer with multiple taps are required. The application
of the concept has implications concerning the antenna pattern of mainly the differential
antenna structure. Nonetheless, in an environment with multi-path effects this should not
be an issue.
In case two uncorrelated signals are combined using a passive power combiner with
isolated ports, typically 3dB of loss is introduced in each input-output path. Because
the signals applied to the two transmit antennas are fully correlated, the 3dB penalty is
169
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avoided. The loss of the power combining structure can therefore be kept to a minimum.
Furthermore, some area savings can be obtained by implementing the concept by
using two individual transmit paths for each of the transmit antennas. This alternative
solution comes with a penalty on the noise performance of the receiver and, because
a true RF time delay cannot be made in this manner, an adaptive phase shift must be
implemented.
The second method that was investigated makes use of a nonlinear circuit to suppress
a strong signal and amplify weak signals. When passing the sum of a strong and a weak
sinusoidal signal through a nonlinear input-output transfer function, these signals can experience different gains. By including time-variance in the correct fashion, the amplitude
of the strong signal can be tracked. This functionality makes it possible to deal with
aggressors with varying envelopes. This concept is referred to as nonlinear interference
suppressor (NIS).
General characteristics of the NIS concept are:
 The nonlinear transfer function used to implement the NIS functionality must have
odd symmetry.
 The NIS transfer must make (at least) three zero-transitions in its odd transfer function when excited with the strong signal the circuit is intending to suppress.
 By combining odd-order 1 Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, memoryless
NIS transfer functions can be constructed.
 Cross modulation of the strong undesired signal onto the weak desired signal can
be avoided.
 Spectrum mirroring takes inherently place when applying the NIS concept, causing
an increase of the output noise and potentially causing cross-talk. Because of this,
Friis equation describing the noise performance of a receive chain has to be adapted
in case an NIS sub-block is included.
 The phase noise component of the aggressor is suppressed along with the aggressor
itself.
 Suppression of the weak (desired) signal occurs in case of an erroneous transfer
setting. This should of course be avoided in the multi-radio coexistence / FDD
scenario’s.
 The practically achievable suppression is bounded because of finite precision in
magnitude and phase matching between various frequency components created
when applying the NIS concept.

1 Excluding

the first order.
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Transfer-specific characteristics of the NIS concept are:
 The number of harmonics that are created in the process, with a minimum of one in
case the NIS functionality is created by a single Chebyshev polynomial of the first
kind.
 The order of the generated harmonics. A fifth-order Chebyshev polynomial can for
example be used as an NIS transfer, and creates only a fifth-order harmonic.
 The gain for the weak, desired signal.
 An effective IIP 3 can be deduced, that describes how the NIS transfer deals with
external interference (i.e. not the strong signal the NIS aims to suppress).
A mixer connected between the input and output of the NIS circuit provides information about the amount of suppression that is achieved. In fact, this mixer provides
the cross-correlation between the input and output. The information the mixer hereby
provides can be used to close a feedback loop to correct for any inaccuracies due to environmental changes.
The digital hardware requirements to steer the NIS are derived to be 125k gates and
12k SRAM cells which, if implemented in CMOS 65nm, results in ≈0.25 mm 2 of chip
area and ≈100 μW/MHz of power consumption. The main consumer of digital hardware
is the complex FIR filter used to model the path between the Tx and Rx antennas. The
analysis that was performed has been relatively conservative, so further optimization is
possible. On top of that, the future developments show a trend of decreasing chip area
and power consumption for digital hardware because of decreased device sizes, but for
the analog part this trend is not expected because of physical limitations. So, especially
when considering the expected future development of the cost of the digital circuitry with
respect to the cost of the analog circuitry, we conclude that the overhead introduced by
the digital circuitry is minor.

8.1.1 Reflection to the State of the Art
The proposed NIS circuit that was implemented in CMOS 0.14μm consumes 3-35mW
as was concluded in Chapter 6. The DAC presented in [85] consumes 16.7mW and is
implemented in CMOS 130nm. The power consumption of this DAC can partially be
shared with the power consumption of the NIS circuit because it can replace the current
mirror that is present in the NIS circuit. The ADC presented in [ 91] is implemented in
CMOS 90nm and consumes 1.26mW. When running the digital hardware at 100MHz, the
estimated power consumption is about 10mW in CMOS 65nm. In total, this translates
to a power consumption of about 63mW of the entire NIS circuitry. This is a worst case
estimate because of the following reasons:
 The power consumption of the DAC is partially counted twice, because it can replace the current mirror in the NIS circuit.
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Figure 8.1 Comparison of the work presented in this thesis with respect to the

state of the art.

 The power consumption of the digital hardware is over-estimated. This is partly due
to the assumptions in Chapter 7, but mostly due to the fact that significant further
optimization is possible. For many situations, the data entering the Tx path in Fig.
7.1 denoted by ’Tx data in’ is highly quantized, i.e. have a resolution far less than
the 16 bits that are assumed here. If so, the complexity of the complex FIR filter can
be reduced significantly, resulting in a power consumption that will be negligible.
 The used technologies in this estimate are all relatively old. This especially has a
strong influence on the digital parts of the concept, which can be found in the DAC,
ADC and of course the digital logic.
To compare the NIS concept to the techniques discussed in Chapter 2, Fig. 2.10 has
been expanded with the performance of the NIS. It is seen that the NIS concept is the
only technique exceeding the ’P DC -10dB’ line, clearly indicating the potential of the
proposed methodology. Besides, the signal strength the NIS concept is able to deal with
is about 10dB higher than the alternative techniques. The maximum signal strength levels
the listed techniques can deal with cover the range up to about 0dBm, while consuming
30mW to 60mW of DC power. So, when extending the range of these techniques to about
10dBm, the DC power consumption will be in the order of 300mW to 600mW, about an
order of magnitude higher than the NIS concept.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work
 The inversion / compensation of the inherent spectrum mirroring that occurs as a
side-effect of the NIS concept deserves more research. If this aspect is solved, the
noise performance of the concept will be lowered by 3dB, and the possibility of
cross-talk is avoided.
 The noise figure of the NIS circuit should be improved. With respect to the design
that was discussed in this thesis there is still the possibility to optimize the tran-
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Figure 8.2 By preceding the NIS by an LNA, the noise figure can obviously be

lowered. By connecting the mixer around the cascade of LNA and
NIS, the nonlinear behavior of the LNA can be merged with the NIS
transfer, still enabling the NIS criteria to be met.
sistor dimensions. Furthermore, different topologies can be considered that better
approach the shape of a third-order polynomial, which shows the best possible noise
performance (see appendix A). Lastly, applying frequency domain filtering at the
input, and possibly within the circuit can be used to suppress noise at harmonics
before it is converted into the signal band.
 Of course, the noise figure can also be reduced by preceding the NIS with an LNA.
A potential problem of this solution is the power consumption of the LNA. This
could be mitigated by considering the approach illustrated in Fig. 8.2. In this
system level diagram, the nonlinear behavior of the NIS and the LNA are merged,
allowing a nonlinear and thus low-power LNA. The mixer around the cascade of
NIS and LNA can be used in a comparable fashion as described in this thesis to
derive the right steering settings.
 Extending the work to a multiple-aggressor scenario.
 Extending the dynamic range of the concept. The present circuit is able to deal with
interference ranging from about -3dBm to 11dBm in NIS mode. A straightforward
approach to achieve a larger range is to cascade multiple NIS circuits, and dynamically switching the individual stages from amplifier to NIS mode and vice versa.
It should be noted here that the IIP 3 for external interference will also degrade proportionally.
 Suppression of an unknown blocker, either by estimating the envelope characteristics to steer the NIS circuit, or by increasing the feedback loop speed.
 Detailed investigation of the intermodulation term next to the mirror component.
Although it is generally much weaker than the terms discussed in this thesis, in
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some cases this term may become of importance. Besides the investigation of its
strength and the relation to the specific transfer choice, also here the question arises
about the existence of countermeasures to eliminate this term (post-compensation,
system level choices?).

Appendix

A

Noise Properties of Noiseless NIS
Transfers

T

HE gain for weak, bandwidth-limited signals is given by:
 ALS
dx
∂f(x)
GSS =
·
π A2LS − x2
−ALS ∂x
This results in a normalized signal power at the output equal to:

(A.1)

2
Output signal power = |A SS · GSS
(A.2)
 |ALS
2
dx
∂f(x)

2 
·
(A.3)
= |ASS | · 

π A2LS − x2
−ALS ∂x
Because the noise is not bandwidth-limited, the output noise power must be calculated
in a different manner. To illustrate this difference, Fig. A.1 shows an example of the
third-order polynomial fulfilling the NIS criterion. From the figure it becomes clear that
the sign of the ∂f(x)
∂x -term in Eqn. (A.1) changes several times throughout the transfer.
This change is a fundamental property in the NIS transfer, resulting from the requirement
to have (at least) three zero transitions. Therefore, the sign of the gain the weak signal
experiences changes through the nonlinear transfer, resulting in constructive behavior in
regions 1 and 3, and destructive behavior in region 2.
For the noise however, all regions lead to additive behavior. This behavior is caused
by the fact that the noise is white, i.e. the noise at time instant t is not correlated to the
noise at the next time instant t + Δt and therefore has a flat frequency spectrum. So, no
matter in which region the aggressor’s signal is, the noise behaves additive. As a result,
a time-varying noise power spectral density is created instead of the time-varying signal
gain shown in Eqn. (A.1). So, to calculate the output noise power, the following equation
holds:
 ALS 
2
dx
 ∂f(x)

· vn  ·
(A.4)
Output noise power =

∂x
π A2LS − x2
−ALS
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Figure A.1 Third-order polynomial transfer function. Three regions are indi-

cated, each with a different sign for

∂f(x)
∂x .

with vn the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise voltage. The equation can be rewritten in the following manner:
Output noise power = |v n |2 ·



 ∂f(x) 2


 ·

∂x
π
−ALS
ALS

dx
A2LS − x2

(A.5)

The noise factor F then becomes:
F

=

=

Output noise power 

Output signal power ASS =vn


 ALS  ∂f(x) 2
· √ dx
−ALS  ∂x 
π A2LS −x2

2
 ALS ∂f(x) √ dx

 −ALS ∂x ·

2
2
π

(A.6)

(A.7)

ALS −x

In case f(x) is a noiseless linear function, i.e. f(x)=c 1 x, Eqn. (A.7) becomes:

Flin

 ALS  2
√ dx
−ALS c1  · π A2 −x2
LS
= 
2 = 1
 ALS

dx
 −ALS c1 · √ 2

2
π

(A.8)

ALS −x

So, in case f(x) is a noiseless linear function, the noise factor is equal to one, which is
expected because in linear transfers no spectrum mirroring occurs. Now, we introduce the
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Figure A.2 Zig-zag transfer function for a unity amplitude blocker. Also here

three regions are indicated, each with a different sign for ∂f(x)
∂x . By
calculating the limit for a → 0, the zig-zag transfer with infinite
slope in the zero-transition results.

noiseless third-order polynomial transfer function:
f(x) = c1 x + c3 x3

(A.9)

Then, to guarantee the NIS functionality, c 3 must be chosen as follows:
c3 = −

4c1
3A2LS

(A.10)

With noise factor:
2
 ALS 
2
−
4c
x
c
 · √
1
1
−ALS
π

F3rd -order NIS = 
 ALS
 −ALS (c1 − 4c1 x2 ) · √
π

dx
A2LS −x2

2 = 3


dx

A2LS −x2

(A.11)

So, in case f(x) is a noiseless third-order polynomial fulfilling the NIS requirement, the
noise factor is equal to three. These observations are in correspondence with the previous
results obtained from Section 4.2.2. The same analysis can also be applied to the zig-zag
transfer. Similar as with the calculation of the gain for weak signals, the division of the
transfer in three regions is applied, as can be seen in Fig. A.2. The numerator of the noise
factor equation is then found as follows:
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Figure A.3 Noise figure of the zig-zag transfer function for decreasing a.



−a

dx
|Glin |2 · √
π
1
− x2
−1
a
π
dx
| − Glin · |2 · √
4a
π
1
− x2
−a
 1

dx
+
|Glin |2 · √
π 1 − x2
a

π arcsin(a) 
= |Glin |2 1 +
8a2

Numerator =

lim
a→0

+

(A.12)

(A.13)

Consecutively, the denominator becomes:
Denominator =

=

 −a
dx

Glin · √
lim 
a→0
π 1 − x2
−1
 a
dx
π
· √
−Glin ·
+
4a
π 1 − x2
−a
 1
2
dx

+
Glin · √

π 1 − x2
a
|Glin |2
4

resulting in a noise factor for the zig-zag transfer as follows:


|Glin |2 1 + π arcsin(a)
8a2
Fzig-zag =
|G |2
lin

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)

4

=

4+

π arcsin(a)
2a2

Eqn. (A.16) is plotted in dB scale in Fig. A.3. It is seen that by decreasing a, the noise
figure steadily increases. This is caused by the sharp transition in the zig-zag transfer,
causing noise from high frequencies folding into the signal band.

Appendix

B

Nullator and Norator

T

HE nullator and norator are linear, time-invariant circuit elements that can be used
to describe the behavior of for example individual transistors or operational amplifiers. In Fig. B.1 the definitions of these circuit elements are presented. The nullator is
defined as a one-port network element with zero current and zero voltage drop across its
terminals. The norator on the other hand can have any voltage drop across its terminals,
while passing a current such to fulfill the Kirchhoff’s circuit laws imposed by the rest of
the circuit.
I

I=0

Iin = 0

V

V=0

(a) Nullator.

Iout

Vin = 0

(b) Norator.

Vout

(c) Nullor.

Figure B.1 Nullator and norator definitions, and the nullor that can be con-

structed from these circuit elements.

The nullator and norator are often combined to create the nullor shown in Fig. B.1(c).
The constructed nullor represents a theoretical two-port network with infinite voltage
gain, current gain, transimpedance gain and transconductance gain. It owes its name
to this property because it leads to an ABCD matrix with only zeros:
Vin
Iin

=

0
0

0
0

Vout
Iout

(B.1)

When combining the nullor with a conductance g m , resulting in the configuration
shown left in Fig. B.2, a controlled current source is constructed. Because the nullator is
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Vout

Vout
Iout = gmVin
Iin = 0
Vin

Iout = gmVin
Iin = 0

gm

Vin

gmVin

Figure B.2 The left figure shows a controlled current source built from a nulla-

tor and a norator, and the right figure shows a current source using
a conventional controlled current source symbol. Both structures
have infinite input and output impedance, and generate an output
current equal to g m Vin .

defined as an element with zero voltage drop across its terminals and zero current through
it, the nullator assures a voltage drop equal to V in across the conductance g m . This causes
a current g m Vin to flow through conductance g m that must flow through the norator to
fulfill Kirchhoff’s current law. The voltage across conductance g m is independent of
the output voltage V out as a result of the definition of the norator, and therefore does
not influence the output current I out . Summarizing, the output current I out is linearly
dependent on the input voltage V in through transconductance g m , and independent of the
output voltage V out . The hereby constructed controlled current source using nullator and
norator can be used to model the transconductance of a transistor.
To further clarify this, the commonly used symbol for the controlled current source
is shown at the right in Fig. B.2. As can be seen, both two-ports behave identical: Both
have an infinite input impedance and an infinite output impedance, and produce an output
current Iout equal to gm Vin . For more information regarding nullator and norator theory
the reader is referred to [92].
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Summary

In handheld devices such as smartphones there is a clear trend observable that an increasing amount of wireless standards is being placed within a single device. The coexistence
of different wireless transmitters and receivers within the device causes interference issues to occur among these sub-systems, here referred to as self-interference. These issues
must be solved by taking into account several limitations. The available energy the battery
can deliver is limited and the physical distance between the RF transceivers of the different standards is relatively small. Moreover, the frequency separation between standards
can be so small that it rules out solutions purely based on passive frequency domain filtering. A straightforward method to circumvent these self-interference issues is time sharing
between the different wireless standards. But, in spite of its reliability and robustness,
it reduces the maximally attainable data throughput. Therefore, there is active research
going on that pursues the simultaneous operation of the wireless standards by suppressing
the self-interference in an early stage of the receiver. In this thesis, two self-interference
suppression techniques are presented.
The aforementioned trend of incorporating more and more wireless standards within
handheld devices has mainly been driven by the miniaturization of electronics, a development that is still ongoing and especially works out well for digital electronics. To fully
exploit the capabilities of modern technology, it is therefore necessary to implement as
much functionality as possible using digital processing. The techniques described in the
thesis have therefore been developed such that they exploit the application of digital processing power.
The first method that is discussed in this thesis isolates two antenna structures from
each other by applying a notch in the spatial domain, which arises due to the superposition
of radiation patterns. In general, passive interference suppression techniques such as the
presented antenna configuration are able to deal with strong signal levels when compared
to their active counterparts. Thanks to the correlation between the signals applied to the
two Tx antennas (equal in magnitude, 180 o phase difference), the 3-dB penalty, which
is often observed in isolating power combining structures, can be avoided here. The
structure has been verified using simulations and measurements on a structure based on
monopole antennas operating at 2.5GHz, and shows good resemblance with analytical
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results presented earlier. The amount of coupling reduction depends on how accurately
the phase and magnitude of the two Tx signals can be matched to the desired values.
Measurements show that an isolation of at least 50dB is possible. The impedance of both
Rx and Tx antennas are measured and show satisfying results. To verify that the presented
technique is not limited to monopole antennas, additional EM simulations are performed
using patch antennas.
The application of this concept has implications concerning the antenna pattern of
mainly the Tx antenna structure. Nonetheless, in an environment with multi-path effects
this should not be an issue. The main additional cost that comes with this approach is
an increase in size because of the additional antenna and the need for an adaptable transformer and time delays. Some area savings can be obtained by implementing the concept
by using individual transmit paths for each of the Tx antennas. The main drawback of this
alternative solution, is a reduction of the noise performance of the receiver.
From Chapter 4 onwards, a technique that suppresses interference by exploiting the
characteristics of a nonlinear transfer is investigated. By passing the output of the receive
antenna directly through a specifically tailored time-varying nonlinear transfer, a functionality is achieved that converts the interference to a higher frequency while the desired
signal remains at its original location in the frequency spectrum. The general requirements concerning this nonlinear interferer suppressor (NIS) are analyzed, as well as the
consequences of this approach for weak desired signals and external interference.
It is shown that when fulfilling the requirements, a strong unwanted signal is suppressed while weak signals are being amplified without making use of frequency selectivity. Multiple nonlinear transfers that achieve the NIS requirement exist, with general
characteristics that are common to all transfers, and specific characteristics that are different for each individual transfer. It is shown that cross modulation of the weak signal by
the strong signal can fully be avoided.
A side effect of the NIS technique is that spectrum mirroring around the interferer
takes place. To solve this issue, a possibility of inverting the NIS transfer is explored.
Although the discussed approach in principle does enable inversion of the spectrum mirroring, the addition of noise after the NIS operation impedes the successful application
of this approach in a practical situation. Further research must be conducted to explore
further options.
Furthermore, various non-idealities that are present in the transmitted signal are investigated including phase noise, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and spectral
regrowth. We show that phase noise and spectral regrowth can in principle be suppressed
along with the strong signal, whereas the AWGN cannot because of the unpredictable
amplitude variations it causes.
To be able to examine the NIS concept in real life, a transistor level implementation of
an NIS circuit is devised, modeled and analyzed. It is shown that the proposed NIS circuit
is capable of providing approx. 13dB of voltage gain to the desired signal while simultaneously suppressing a 0-11dBm strong interference signal by more than 35dB and consuming 3-35mW of DC power (depending on the interference level). The requirements to
prevent cross modulation are not fully satisfied by the presented implementation, although
the effect is not very profound and can easily be mitigated by applying a compensation
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algorithm. The behavior regarding IIP 3 is predictable by combining the theory developed
earlier and analyzing the properties introduced by the NIS modeling and shows satisfactory results. The NF is ≈8dB in amplifier mode and ≈14dB in NIS mode, and also these
results are well-explained by combining the developed theory and the NIS modeling.
Next, the previously introduced system level solution is expanded here to compensate for the aforementioned cross modulation, as well as for the nonlinearity introduced
by the weakly nonlinear relationship between the control signal and the strong signal’s
amplitude. The results from the system level simulations verify the expected behavior
based on the developed theory and the NIS modeling. The feedback path is analyzed, and
functionality is added to guarantee a constant strong signal suppression of 40dB with a
bandwidth of 1kHz to track environmental changes in e.g. coupling characteristics. The
noise performance is analyzed in a step-by-step approach, clarifying where the different
contributions originated from and eventually leading to a conclusion of a noise figure being ≈14dB, which is in agreement with the NIS circuit level analysis. Besides the noise
performance, the effect of the cross modulation compensation is discussed. The presented
approach leads to a maximum signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio (SNDR) of the output
signal of 36dB, limited by the memoryless (and therefore simple) compensation scheme.
Also the effects of finite resolution in the control signal are discussed.
In Chapter 6, the design details and measurement results of the NIS circuit implemented in a 0.14μm CMOS process are discussed. It is found that the post-layout simulation results with respect to the g m of the transistors, and the Q-factor of the LC-tank are
optimistic compared to the measured results. Therefore, the characteristics deduced in the
simulations were found to be optimistic. In amplifier mode the circuit consumes 1.7mA
(PDC = 3mW) and achieves a voltage gain of 17.2dB, while the entire IC including RF
output buffer achieves a power gain of 11.3dB. The measured NF is 8.4dB, and the IIP 3
is 6.6dBm.
In NIS mode the strong-signal suppression as well as the weak-signal gain are measured over a range of -15 to 11dBm for different bias settings, achieving suppression
ratios exceeding 30dB over a range of -3 to 11dBm, and peak values of up to ≈70dB.
The IIP3 of the IC in NIS mode is found >4dBm for an RF input power range of 2 to
10dBm, which most probably is mainly determined by the RF output buffer. The power
consumption of the NIS core in case of strong-signal suppression is measured and shows
strong dependence on the applied RF input power the NIS suppresses. This effect occurs because of the class A/B nature of the circuit in combination with the proportionality
between the control current and the amplitude of the strong signal at the input. Also
the mixer that is put on the IC to determine the cross-correlation between NIS input and
output is measured, and shows the expected behavior for use in the feedback path.
To facilitate system-level measurements, the IC is packaged, mounted on a PCB and
placed in a metal box acting as a Faraday cage. Firstly, the NF is measured in this situation, from which the result (16-17dB) is somewhat worse compared to the results found
from the modeling and simulation. Then, a PC / FPGA combination is connected to the
NIS PCB to control the feedback and feed-forward control loop required to steer the NIS
circuit. The setup facilitates the verification of suppressing blockers with varying envelopes. These experiments are performed by using 16QAM modulated signals for both
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the blocker and the weak desired signal. A suppression of the strong blocker by about
35dB is measured. The effect of changing environmental conditions of the antennas is
included in the experiments by moving hands in the close proximity of the Tx and Rx
antenna. The proposed feedback loop proves to be able to continuously track the changes
in the environment, and update a FIR filter structure in the digital domain to model the
path between the antennas. The desired signal after amplification by the NIS and before
compensating for any artifacts incurred by the NIS concept, shows an EVM of -18.6dB.
After compensating for AM/AM and AM/PM distortion caused by the cross modulation
by the aggressor, the EVM reduces to -25.9dB.
Lastly, Chapter 7 deals with an analysis concerning the required cost in terms of chip
area and power consumption of the digital hardware to be used in an algorithm to steer
the NIS circuit. The required functionality is translated into several sub-blocks that are
analyzed individually. Combined with the accuracy demands in the NIS algorithm, the
results of the analysis lead to an estimate of the cost figures. The hardware requirements
are derived to be 125k gates and 12k SRAM cells which, if implemented in CMOS 65nm,
require ≈0.25mm 2 chip area and a power consumption of ≈100μW/MHz. The main
consumer of digital hardware is the complex FIR filter, whereas the CORDIC algorithm
and the predistortion are relatively small contributors. Future developments show a trend
of decreasing chip area and power consumption for the digital hardware because of decreased device sizes, and therefore it is concluded that the overhead introduced by the
digital circuitry is minor. In total, the NIS concept is able to deal with an 11dBm aggressor while consuming about 63mW including digital electronics and an ADC & DAC
running at 100MHz. This is found to be an improvement of about an order of magnitude
with respect to other active interference suppression techniques found in literature.

Samenvatting

Bij draagbare apparaten zoals smartphones is de afgelopen jaren een duidelijke trend
zichtbaar van een toenemend aantal draadloze standaarden die binnen een enkele eenheid wordt geplaatst. Het naast elkaar bestaan van verschillende zenders en ontvangers in
een enkel apparaat als gevolg van deze trend veroorzaakt interferentie problemen tussen
deze subsystemen, ook wel self-interference genoemd. Deze problemen moeten worden
opgelost rekening houdend met verschillende beperkingen. Zo is de beschikbare energie
die de batterij kan leveren beperkt, en de fysieke afstand tussen de hardware van de verschillende standaarden relatief klein. Bovendien kan de frequentie scheiding zo klein
zijn dat het oplossingen puur gebaseerd op passieve frequentiedomein filtering uitsluit,
wat bijvoorbeeld het geval is wanneer standaarden opereren in dezelfde ISM-band. Een
werkwijze die gewoonlijk wordt toegepast om dit soort van self-interference problemen te
omzeilen is het toekennen van individuele tijdsloten waarbinnen maar één standaard actief
mag zijn. Maar, ondanks de betrouwbaarheid en robuustheid van deze oplossing, vermindert dit de maximaal haalbare datadoorvoer. Daarom is er actief onderzoek gaande dat de
nadelige effecten van de gelijktijdige werking van de draadloze standaarden in een vroeg
stadium van de ontvanger aanpakt door het onderdrukken van de self-interference. In dit
proefschrift worden twee self-interference onderdrukkingstechnieken gepresenteerd.
De hiervoor genoemde trend van het opnemen van meer en meer draadloze standaarden binnen draagbare apparatuur wordt voornamelijk gedreven door de miniaturisering
van elektronica. Dit is een ontwikkeling die nog steeds gaande is, en waar vooral digitale
elektronica van profiteert. Om de mogelijkheden van de moderne technologie ten volle
te benutten, is het daarom noodzakelijk om zo veel functionaliteit als mogelijk te implementeren met behulp van digitale technieken. De in het proefschrift beschreven technieken zijn daarom dusdanig ontwikkeld dat zij de toepassing van digitale rekenkracht
maximaal benutten.
De eerste methode die wordt beschreven in dit proefschrift isoleert twee antennestructuren van elkaar door een nulpunt in het stralingspatroon van de zendantenne te creëren
op de locatie van de ontvangstantenne. Dit nulpunt ontstaat door de superpositie van
twee stralingspatronen waar het stralingspatroon van de zendantenne uit is opgebouwd.
Een algemene eigenschap van passieve onderdrukkingstechnieken zoals de gepresen197
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teerde antenneconfiguratie is dat zij kunnen omgaan met sterkere signaalniveaus in vergelijking met actieve onderdrukkingstechnieken. Daarentegen is een nadelige eigenschap
van passieve onderdrukkingstechnieken dat er vaak een vermogensverlies van 3dB optreedt voor beide signaalpaden. Bij de voorgestelde techniek kan dit verlies echter worden vermeden doordat er sterke correlatie bestaat tussen de signalen die aan de twee
zendantennes worden aangeboden (gelijke amplitude, 180 o faseverschil). De structuur
is geverifieerd met behulp van simulaties en metingen aan een prototype gebaseerd op
monopoolantennes werkend op 2.5GHz. De resultaten hiervan vertonen goede overeenkomst met de analyseresultaten. De reductie van elektromagnetische koppeling hangt af
van de nauwkeurigheid waarmee de fase en amplitude van de twee signalen waarmee
het stralingspatroon van de zendantenne wordt opgebouwd op elkaar kunnen worden
afgestemd. Metingen tonen aan dat een isolatie van tenminste 50dB mogelijk is. Tevens
zijn de impedanties van zowel ontvangst- en zendantenne gemeten, en deze tonen bevredigende resultaten. Om te controleren of de gepresenteerde techniek niet beperkt is tot
monopoolantennes, zijn extra EM simulaties uitgevoerd met behulp van patch antennes.
De toepassing van dit concept beı̈nvloedt het antennepatroon van voornamelijk de
zendantenne. Desondanks, in een omgeving met multi-pad effecten moet dit geen probleem zijn. De belangrijkste extra kosten die met deze methode gemoeid zijn betreffen
een toename in grootte vanwege de hulpantenne en de behoefte aan een transformator en
time-delay. Enige groottebesparing kan worden verkregen door toepassing van een concept met afzonderlijke zenders voor elk van de zendantennes. Het belangrijkste nadeel van
deze alternatieve oplossing is een toename van de ruis die in de ontvanger geı̈nduceerd
wordt.
Vanaf hoofdstuk 4 wordt een techniek onderzocht die self-interference onderdrukt
door gebruik te maken van de kenmerken van een niet-lineaire overdracht. Door het uitgangssignaal van de ontvangstantenne door een specifieke, tijdsafhankelijke niet-lineaire
overdracht te sturen wordt een functionaliteit bereikt waarbij de interferentie op een hogere frequentie terechtkomt, terwijl het gewenste signaal op de oorspronkelijke plaats in
het frequentiespectrum blijft. De algemene eigenschappen met betrekking tot de nietlineaire interferer suppressor (NIS) worden geanalyseerd, evenals de gevolgen van deze
aanpak voor het zwakke gewenste signaal, en overige signalen.
Het blijkt dat wanneer aan de NIS criteria voldaan wordt, de sterke ongewenste blocker
wordt onderdrukt terwijl zwakke signalen worden versterkt zonder gebruik te maken van
frequentieselectiviteit. Er bestaat een grote variëteit aan niet-lineaire overdrachten die aan
de NIS criteria voldoen. Zowel de algemene kenmerken die gelden voor alle transfers als
de specifieke kenmerken die verschillend zijn voor elke individuele overdracht worden
besproken. Tevens wordt aangetoond dat kruismodulatie van zwakke signalen door het
sterke signaal volledig kan worden vermeden.
Een neveneffect van de NIS techniek is dat de spectrale inhoud rond het te onderdrukken sterke signaal gespiegeld wordt. Om dit inherente probleem op te lossen, wordt
een onderzoek besproken waarin de mogelijkheid van het omkeren van de NIS overdracht
wordt geanalyseerd. Hoewel de beschreven benadering in principe werkt, belemmert de
toevoeging van ruis na de NIS de succesvolle toepassing van deze aanpak in een praktijksituatie. Verder onderzoek moet worden uitgevoerd om de mogelijkheden daar te analy-
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seren.
Verder worden diverse niet-idealiteiten die aanwezig zijn in de blocker onderzocht
waaronder fase ruis, additieve witte Gaussische ruis (AWGN) en spectral regrowth. We
laten zien dat fase ruis en spectral regrowth in principe onderdrukt kan worden samen
met het sterke signaal. Voor de AWGN geldt dit niet vanwege de onvoorspelbare amplitudevariaties die het veroorzaakt. Tevens wordt een systeemniveau diagram voorgesteld,
waarin de toepassing van de NIS met behulp van zowel feedforward en feedback control
mogelijk wordt gemaakt.
Om het NIS concept te kunnen verifiëren is een circuit voorgesteld, gemodelleerd en
geanalyseerd. Het voorgestelde NIS circuit is in staat tot een spanningsversterking van het
gewenste signaal van 13dB, terwijl tegelijkertijd een blocker van 0-11dBm wordt onderdrukt met meer dan 35dB. Het energieverbruik van het circuit is in deze situatie gelijk aan
3-35mW (afhankelijk van de sterkte van de blocker). Aan de eisen om kruismodulatie
te voorkomen wordt niet volledig voldaan door de voorgestelde toepassing, hoewel het
effect niet erg sterk is en het gemakkelijk kan worden opgelost door toepassing van een
compensatie-algoritme. Het gedrag met betrekking tot de IIP 3 voor externe interferentie
is voorspelbaar door het combineren van de eerder ontwikkelde theorie en de modellering
van het NIS circuit, en geeft bevredigende resultaten. Het ruisgetal is ≈8dB in versterkermodus en ≈14dB in NIS-modus, en ook deze resultaten zijn goed te verklaren door het
combineren van de ontwikkelde theorie en de NIS modellering.
Vervolgens wordt de eerder geı̈ntroduceerde systeemniveau oplossing uitgebreid met
een compensatiealgoritme om de kruismodulatie te onderdrukken. Ook wordt een oplossing voorgesteld om de niet-lineaire relatie tussen het stuursignaal en de amplitude van het
te onderdrukken signaal te lineariseren. De resultaten van de systeemniveau simulaties
verifiëren het verwachte gedrag op basis van de ontwikkelde theorie en de NIS modellering. Het feedback pad wordt geanalyseerd, en er wordt functionaliteit toegevoegd zodanig dat een onderdrukking van 40dB gegarandeerd kan worden. Het feedback pad heeft
een bandbreedte van 1kHz om veranderingen bij te houden in bijvoorbeeld de EM koppeling. Het ruisgetal wordt geanalyseerd in een stap-voor-stap benadering zodat duidelijk
wordt waar de verschillende bijdragen vandaan komen. Uiteindelijk blijkt een ruisgetal
van ≈14dB, wat in overeenstemming is met de resultaten van de analyse van het NIS
circuit. Naast de ruis prestaties wordt ook het effect van de kruismodulatie-compensatie
besproken. De voorgestelde aanpak leidt tot een maximum SNDR van het uitgangssignaal
van 36dB, als gevolg van de verwaarlozing van geheugeneffecten in het compensatiealgoritme. Ook de effecten van de eindige resolutie in het stuursignaal worden besproken.
In hoofdstuk 6 worden de details met betrekking tot het ontwerp van het NIS circuit
in een 0,14μm CMOS proces en de meetresultaten besproken. Het blijkt dat de postlayout simulatie resultaten met betrekking tot de g m van de transistors en de Q-factor van
de LC-tank optimistisch zijn vergeleken met de gemeten resultaten. De eigenschappen
van het NIS circuit zoals afgeleid uit de simulaties blijken dan ook optimistisch te zijn.
In de versterker-modus verbruikt het circuit 1,7mA (P DC = 3mW), en bereikt het een
spanningsversterking van 17,2dB, terwijl het gehele IC inclusief RF output buffer een
vermogensversterking bereikt van 11,3dB. Het gemeten ruisgetal is 8,4dB, en de IIP 3 is
6,6dBm.
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In de NIS-modus zijn de onderdrukking van het sterke signaal en de versterking van
het zwakke signaal gemeten over een bereik van -15 tot 11dBm voor verschillende bias
instellingen. Een onderdrukkingsratio van meer dan 30dB over een bereik van -3 tot
11dBm en piekwaarden van maximaal naar ≈70dB konden geconcludeerd worden uit
deze meting. De IIP 3 van het IC in NIS-modus is >4dBm voor een RF-ingang vermogensbereik van 2 tot 10dBm, wat hoogstwaarschijnlijk voornamelijk wordt bepaald door
de RF output buffer. Het stroomverbruik van het NIS circuit in NIS-modus is gemeten en
toont sterke afhankelijkheid van het toegepaste RF ingangsvermogen dat de NIS onderdrukt. Dit effect treedt op vanwege de klasse A/B aard van de schakeling in combinatie
met de evenredigheid tussen de stuurstroom en de amplitude van het sterke signaal aan de
ingang. Ook de mixer die op het IC aanwezig is dat de kruiscorrelatie tussen de ingang en
de uitgang van de NIS bepalen is gemeten, en toont het verwachte gedrag voor gebruik in
de feedback pad.
Om systeemniveau metingen te vergemakkelijken is het IC gepackaged, gemonteerd
op een printplaat en geplaatst in een metalen doos die dienst doet als een kooi van Faraday. Ten eerste is het ruisgetal gemeten in deze situatie, waarvan het resultaat (16-17dB)
enigszins hoger is in vergelijking met de gevonden resultaten van de analyse en de simulatie. Vervolgens is een PC / FPGA combinatie aangesloten op de NIS PCB om de
feedback en feed-forward regellus te verifiëren. Deze experimenten worden uitgevoerd
met 16QAM gemoduleerde signalen voor zowel de blocker als het zwakke gewenste signaal. Onderdrukking van de sterke blocker met ongeveer 35dB is gemeten in deze situatie.
Het effect van veranderende omgevingsomstandigheden van de antennes is geverifieerd
door middel van de aanwezigheid van handen in de nabijheid van de zend en ontvangst antenne. De voorgestelde terugkoppellus blijkt in staat om de veranderingen in de omgeving
te detecteren, en op basis van deze detectie een FIR-filter structuur bij te kunnen werken
in het digitale domein zodat het pad tussen de antennes continu gemodelleerd wordt.
Het gewenste signaal na versterking door de NIS en voor compensatie voor artefacten
tengevolge van het NIS-concept, toont een EVM van -18,6dB. Na het compenseren van
AM / AM en AM / PM distorsie die wordt veroorzaakt door de kruismodulatie door de
blocker reduceert de EVM tot -25,9dB.
Tenslotte behandelt hoofdstuk 7 een analyse van de vereiste kosten in termen van het
chip oppervlak en het stroomverbruik van de digitale hardware die gebruikt worden in het
algoritme om het NIS circuit te sturen. De gewenste functionaliteit wordt onderverdeeld
in verschillende subblokken die vervolgens afzonderlijk worden geanalyseerd. Gecombineerd met de nauwkeurigheidseisen in het NIS algoritme leidt dit tot een schatting van
de totale kosten. De hardware-eisen blijken uiteindelijk 125k NAND-poorten en 12k
SRAM cellen die, indien uitgevoerd in CMOS 65nm, resulteren in ≈0,25mm 2 chip oppervlak en een opgenomen vermogen van ≈100μW/MHz . De grootste verbruiker van
digitale hardware blijkt de complexe FIR, terwijl andere subblokken als de CORDIC en
de predistortion relatief klein zijn. De toekomstige ontwikkelingen laten een trend zien
van een dalend chip oppervlak en stroomverbruik voor de digitale hardware wegens de
verdere miniaturisatie van de CMOS technologie. Het kan dus geconcludeerd worden
dat de overhead door de digitale circuits gering is. Het NIS concept blijkt in staat om te
kunnen gaan met een 11dBm blocker terwijl het totale energieverbruik ongeveer 63mW
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bedraagt, waaronder de digitale elektronica en een ADC & DAC die allen op een klok van
100MHz functioneren. Dit blijkt een verbetering van ongeveer één orde van grootte ten
opzichte van andere actieve self-interference onderdrukkingstechnieken zoals gevonden
in de literatuur.
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